A critical shortage of radio test equipment

is

seriously handicapping repair work in the civilian
radio field.
Do not store your radio test equipment for the duration. It will only deteriorate and become obsolete.
Be patriotic. Sell your meters, signal generators and
other test equipment so that it will be able to function efficiently where it will do the most good.
Now is the time when your test equipment will bring
a fair price, and the money you receive, invested in
War Bonds, will help you when the Victory comes.

If you do not know some one who needs your test
equipment, list your inventory with your Mallory distributor. He will help you dispose of it to real advantage.

If you do not know his name, get in touch with us.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

P. R.
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Favourably comparable with any console available today, the standard 36-input desk offers simultaneous
quad, stereo and mono mixes from 32 tracks, with DC subgrouping of VCA- assisted channel and echo return faders.
The M3000 only has excellent performance specifications and is purpose-built to allow the engineer total
control of the many advanced signal development and flow functions available in the desk.

Some of the outstanding facilities include: one mic and two differential line inputs: 4-band parametric
equalization (variable frequency and Q on all 4 bands) with swept pass filters: four mono and one stereo send
addressable to 8 busses- inplace, groupable quad solo: programmable and groupable muting: automation ready
VCA channel faders with LED display in 'read' mode: 8 dedicated submasters: 24 assigns with panning odd -even
between live busses, and direct assigns: additional audio subgrouping in remix: 32 track monitoring: in -line
construction: comprehensive studio and control room monitoring systems: talkback: oscillator: 8 automated echo
returns, 4 assignable to multitrack: overall status commands for main operation modes: comprehensive patchfield:
phantom power: Penny and Giles conductive plastic faders.

Also available are the M2000, our most cost- effective 24 track desk, shortly also with automation option;
the M1000, our ten buss console intended for 16-track and sound reinforcement work; the X series, our small
console useful for 8- track, broadcast and reinforcement applications.

Contact Brian Cornfield at, EVERYTHING AUDIO. 16055 Ventura Blvd. Suite 1001, Encino, Los Angeles, CA 91436, Tel: (213)995 4175.

MARTIN AUDIO

distribution, Courteney Spencer or Bruce Martin, MARTIN AUDIO. 423 West 55th, New York 10019, (212) 541 5900.
AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LTD, Islington Mill, James St. Salford M3 5HW, England. Tel: (061) 834 6747.

East Coast
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iena Audio Builds More Than Studios
We've built a reputation unparallelled in the history of acoustic design.
A list of over 185 clients reads like d Who's Who of the recording
industry... All of them still in business.
We've assembled an experienced staff to take charge of construction,
finance, and equipment interface. Together with acoustic design by Tom
Hidley and project coordination by Kent Duncan, both accomplished
recording engineers, they can answer instinctively any questions that arise
and some you may never have thought of.
We've developed a systems approach to studio design and
construction encompassing guaranteed acoustic design, thorough site

-

analysis, realistic market assessment, computer generated financial forecasts
and business planning, comprehensive staff training, equipment selection
and interface design to accommodate not only today's Hem, hut also
tomorrow's innovations.
We should build one for you.

SIERRA AUDIO CORPORATION
Burbank. California 91506
1213) 843 -8115 Telex: 691138

www.americanradiohistory.com
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engineer/producer
- the magazine to exclusively serve the

DECEMBER 1978
VOLUME 9
NUMBER 6

-

Recording Studio market. .. all those
whose work involves the recording of
commercially marketable sound.

- the magazine produced

to relate ...
Recording ART to Recording SCIENCE

Contents

to Recording EQUIPMENT.
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MARTIN GALLAY
Managing Editor.. P ROBERT MARICH
Consulting Editor
PETER BUTT
Operations Manager D. KEITH LARKIN
Business Manager ...... V. L. GAFFNEY
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"RECORDING Engineer Producer is pub lised six times a year by GALLAY COMMUNICATIONS. INC.. 1850 N. Whitley Avenue.

page 88

Grammy winner (three times in eleven years)
engineer /producer GEOFF EMERICK
is interviewed by Howard Cummings
What the new IHF AMPLIFIER
STANDARDS mean to Pro -Audio
by Bill Isenberg
The Agony of Success ... Buddy King's
SOUNDCASTLE RECORDING. From home recording
business to World class studio ... three years of
the do's and don'ts ... as told to Bob Marich
RE-ORCHESTRATING a few pieces into

-

Hollywood. California 90028. and is sent to
qualified recipients in the United States. One
year (six issues) subscriptions for other than
qualified individuals or companies may be purchased at the following rates:
United States (surface mail)
$9.00
United States (air mail)
$17.00
Foreign (surface mail)
$9.50
Foreign (air mail)
521.00

a full string (or other)
by Paul Laurence
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IMPULSE ALIGNMENT of
LOUDSPEAKERS AND MICROPHONES, Part One
by Don Pearson and Tom Lubin
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Letters & News
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Studio Update
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RECORDING Engineer/Producer Is not
responsible for any claim made by any
person based on the publication by RECORDING Engineer /Producer of material
submitted for publication.

Material appearing in RECORDING Enbe reproduced

ginner/Producer may not

without written permission of the publisher.

Controlled Circulation Postage
paid at
Los Angeles. California

Postmaster: Send form 3579 for
address correction to:
RECORDING EngineerProducer
P. O. Box 2449
Hollywood. California 90028
(213) 467 -1111
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listening is your profession ...

If you spend long. strenuous hours listening to
high -level sound. you can't afford to be
fatigued by distortion or distracted by poor
quality audio. You've got to have the best
low- distortion monitors with top power
capacity and extended bandwidth that money
can buy.

The answer -the professionals from Altec.

Recording studios worldwide rely on Altec
studio monitors to deliver tight. crisp, accurate
playback in the most crucial of professional 1
audio environments.

quarter century. Altec monitors offer high
efficiency. wide dynamic range and the
distortion -free power required to help
make the right listening judgments.
a

For further information on Altec's line of studio
monitors, including the Models 620/604-8G
and 9849 shown above, please write to:
Altec Sound Products Division,
/Commercial Sales Department
fib

ALTEC

As standards in the recording industry for over
1515 So Manchester Ave.. Anaheim. Calif. 92803

/Giesaund of expe.ì\ex.vz.

714 774 -2900

ALTEC CORPORATION

for additional information circle no.
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HUSH MONEY.
The dbx 208 tape noise reduction system is a new
product that will impress both your engineering
staff and your accountant. The 208 features 8
channels of simultaneous noise reduction on plug -in
modules, plus a spare, all in a compact 51/4" rack
mount package.
dbx noise reduction is rapidly becoming
the new industry standard because it provides 30 dB
noise reduction and 10 dB headroom improvement,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, without the problems of other systems.
The dbx system does not require critical and time -consuming
level -match adjustments. Its true RMS detectors are not sensitive
to tape recorder phase shift. Its voltage -controlled amplifiers
(VCAs) operate over a 100 dB range. Overall the dbx system
provides a level of performance and a simplicity of operation
that is unsurpassed.
But the 208 is also a great value. It is priced at $3300.
That's $6600 for your 16 -track and $9900 for your 24- track.
And no matter how complex the future becomes, the 208 system
expands simply and economically.
The dbx 208. The easy solution to your noise
problems, today and in the future.
dbx1 Incorporated,
71 Chapel Street
Newton MA 02195
617- 964 -3210

UNLOCK YOUR EARS

*Nationally advertised value.
Actual prices are set
by dbx dealers.
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From now on
your store or plant
needs these three switches
vo

a

STEp

Changes in distortion standards
Expect some new types of questions

from your customers soon about distortion measurements.
Because you will find that the Institute of High Fidelity recently introduced
a change in the type of measuring circuit
to be used in distortion measurements
on amplifiers.
For example, current IHF standards
require an rms-responding meter circuit
for measuring amplifier distortion, but
an average responding meter for measuring receiver distortion.
What's more, when making total harmonic distortion measurements with
either type of circuit, it can be important to know what the distortion peaks
measure. Because peaks can be large
even though rms or average values are
small.

Your choice of three responses
So in the new Sound Tech 1701A Distortion Measurement System, we now
give you three metering circuit responses.

S
1

You can measure with an average, rms
or peak circuit. Just push the desired
button.
Measure lower distortion, too
Sound Tech distortion analyzers have
become the industry standards. When
they were introduced four years ago,
they gave nearly a 10 -times improvement in distortion range and a 100 times increase in ease of use.
Now our new 1701A improves the
distortion range even more
.001%
from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. Overall distortion
measuring capability continues superior
over the full 10 Hz to 110 kHz range.
There's lots more features, too, including our .automatic set level and intermodulation distortion options, balanced input circuit for measuring
bridged amplifiers, and lower distortion
tracked signal source.
Demos and clinics
The 1701A is just what's needed to
demo receivers, amplifiers, and other
audio equipment to your customers.
For clinics, too.

-to

3

SEND FOR FREE INFORMATION
To:
SOUND TECHNOLOGY
1400 Dell Ave.

Campbell, Ca. 95008
Name
Firm

Street
City, State

Zip

Phone

SOUND TECHNOLOGY
1400 DELL AVENUE
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA 95008

MOB) 37B -6540

In Don Mills, Ont., Canada: The

for additional information circle no.

It will give your store the prestige of
technical leadership in your area.
And in receiver /tuner production, it's
the only such instrument that will give
the various types of distortion information you need.
Call for data
Be prepared for customer questions.
Get the details now on the 1701A by
calling Mike Hogue or Larry Maguire.
Or send in the coupon. Now.

Pringle Group
R-e/p
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NEW!
A NEW
"STATE OF THE ART"
DC POWER AMPLIFIER ..
from SPECTRA SONICS,
the pioneer and leader in bi, tri, quad, and

five -way professional amplification
systems!
As the most experienced manufacturer of multi -way amplification systems,
SPECTRA SONICS has consolidated over
seven years of field experience into the
design of a second generation DC modular
power amplifier, the Model 701.

With such improvements as increased

power output, lower noise, higher
damping factor, LED fuse indicator, and
less susceptibility to physical abuse, the
new Model 701 warrants consideration as

the most advanced power amplifier
available today.

SUNIC5

_SPECTRA
L

E

A

D

E

R

3750 Airport

If you have not heard the new
SPECTRA SONICS Model 701 Power
Amplifier, it just might mean that you are
missing the privilege of listening to the
best. For complete specifications, see your
Professional Audio Dealer, or contact:
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Ogden, Utah
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84403
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(801) 3532 -7531

SPECTRA SONICS modular DC power amplifiers have been utilized by such top
performers* as Paul Anka, The Carpenters, Earth, Wind & Fire, The Jacksons, Wayne
Newton, Donny and Marie Osmond, Debbie Reynolds, and by such prestigious
performing arts facilities* as Concord Pavilion, Denver Symphony Hall, Harrah's Club
Tahoe, Hollywood Bowl, Ontario Place Forum, Scottsdale Center for the Arts, Stardust
Hotel, and St. Louis Municipal Opera.
Now you, personally, may listen to the new SPECTRA SONICS Model 701 Power
Amplifier in tri-amplified systems at any of the following participating SPECTRA
SONICS dealers:
ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION
114 5th Avenue
Redwood City, California 94063

EXCEL AUDIO
1819 Crook Avenue

(415) 365 -2843

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
(307) 638 -6433

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS
313 South 36th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
(602) 275 -5496

JEFFERSON AUDIO
9701 Taylorsville Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40299
(502) 267 -9658

AUDIO CONCEPTS, INC.
7138 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90046

KLOPF AUDIO /VIDEO COMPANY
3381 Successful Way
Dayton, Ohio 45414
(513) 236 -5500

(213) 851 -7172

AUDIO INNOVATORS
216 Boulevard of the Allies
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 391 -6220

MULTI -SONUS, INC.
168 Durnan Street
Rochester, New York 14621
(716) 544-8024

BARATH ACOUSTICS, INC.
1925 South Rosemary, Suite C
Denver, Colorado 80231
(303) 750 -6474

SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
10254 Page Industrial Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63132
(314) 428 -1033

CABLE BROTHERS, LTD.
7915 Argyll Road
Edmonton, T6C 4A9, Canada
(403) 465-9731

SPECTRA SOUND PRODUCTS, INC.
2245 South West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
(801) 467 -2842

COLLMUS SOUND, INC.
627 North Bend Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21229

UNITED AUDIO RECORDING
8535 Fairhaven
San Antonio, Texas 78229

(301) 747 -6339

(512) 690 -8888

Partial Listing Only
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Professional
Recording Equipment.
Available through these
dealers:
USA.
"California, Hollywood
Audio Industries Corp.

Lcttc r5
Technical Director
Bananas at Large, Inc.
San Rafael, CA

San Diego
Pacific Recorder and Engineering

Connecticut, Stamford

AudioTechniques Inc.
Florida, N. Miami Beach
Recording Studio Equipment Co.

Illinois,

Pekin
Milam Audio Corp.
Minnesota, Minneapolis
Sound 80
"Tennessee, Nashville
Audio Consultants
"Texas, Austin
Southwest Professional Audio

Worldwide:
'Africa, Rep. of

S.,

Johannesburg

Vitaphone Pty. Ltd.
'Argentina, Buenos Aires
Platten S.R.L.
Australia, S. Melbourne
Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd.
Belgium, Dilbeek
N.V. Trans European Music S.A.
Brazil, Sao Paulo
Intersom

Canada,

Lachine -Quebec, Toronto-Ontario
Chromacord Corp.
'Columbia, Bogota
Ingeson, Ltda.
England, London
MCI, Ltd.
France, Paris
Studio Equipment S.A.
'Germany W., Hamburg
R. Barth KG
Holland, Eindhoven
Pieter Bollen Geluidstechniek b.v.
Italy, Milano
Roje Telecomunicazioni S.P.A.
*Jamaica W.I., Kingston
Professional Sound Equipment
'Japan, Taito -Ku, Tokyo
Continental Far East Inc.
Korea, Seoul
Yushin Company Inc.
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur
Dagang Teknik SDN.BHD.
Mexico, Mexico D.F.
Audio Y Consultoria
New Zealand, Wellington
Cepak Automation Ltd.
Peru, Lima
Schleusner, Heinz O.
Puerto Rico, Old San Juan
Hope, Bennet, Blackburn Inc.
"Spain, Barcelona
Singleton Productions Inc.
'Sweden, Goteborg
Tal och Ton A.B.
*Taiwan, Taipei
Phoenix & Co. Ltd.

4007 N.E. 6th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida USA 33334
Phone: (305)566 -2853 Telex: 51 -4362
R-e/p

another way of stating the internal

from: Stan Axelrod

California,

That parameter is the DC resistance of the
loudspeaker voice coil, a property common
to all dynamic loudspeakers.
The damping factor (DF) of an amplifier is

I'd like to correct a minor point in the
article on "San Francisco Small Studios"
(October 1978), and suggest another useful
method of setting bias in reference to "How
To Select and Treat A Mate" (Ball and Dahl,
same issue).
In the first article, Tom Lubin mentions a
modification we performed on Russell
Frehling's Sound Workshop 1280 board.
The correction I'd like to make is that the
TL074 IC is approximately 6 dB noisier than
the HA4741 (not 1/2 dB), but the overall
signal -to-noise spec of the board is reduced
by /2 dB. It's a small point in this application,
but one that may well be important in a
different gain structure.
As far as setting bias goes, dbx recommends that if you use 406 or 456, set up can
be easily and accurately accomplished by
aiming for minimum modulation noise. You
can see by looking at the spec graphs (page
74) that a minimum modulation noise, 406
gives an increase in third harmonic of less
than 1 dB over minimum level. By over biasing 456 so that modulation noise
increases 1 dB, third order distortion is at a
minimum.
The method is quite simple, and can be
done with only a signal generator and your
monitor system. Feed a 10 Hz tone at
normal operating level into the machine, and
monitor output for minimum noise. The dip
point is very distinct (you'll have to turn up
your monitor gain, so don't forget to turn it
back down again when you're done). By the
way, this method is not for use with 206 or

resistance (Rs) of the amplifier, or more
specifically, the ratio of the stated load
impedance to the internal impedance of the
amplifier. For an amplifier with a DF of
1000:1 the Rs is .008 ohm, assuming an 8
ohm load. An amplifier have a DF of 100:1
has an Rs of .08 ohm and an amplifier with a
DF of 10:1 has a Rs of .8 ohm.
By including the voice coil resistance in
the damping factor formula, the formula
reads:
(1)

RL/Rs+Rw+RE=ADF,

where:
RL = Stated load of amplifier
Rs = Internal resistance of
Rw = Resistance of wire

amplifier

RE = Resistance of speaker voice coil

ADF

=

Actual Damping Factor.

The DC voice coil resistance of a typical
12" loudspeaker, such as an E -V EVM 12L is
6.5 ohms. If this speaker were connected
directly across the output terminals of a
power amplifier with a DF of 1000:1, the
formula reads:
(2)

8

/

.008 + 0.0 + 6.5 = 1.229.

If the speaker is connected with 50' of #10
(7x20) tinned, stranded copper wire, the
formula reads:

(3)

8/

.008 +.109 +6.5 = 1.209,

of 1.6% in the ADF from (2).
If instead, #14 (7x23) tinned, stranded,
copper wire were used, the formula is:
a change

250.

Tuning for minimum noise is especially
important for dbx users because modulation
noise can become very apparent with some
dbx'd program material
but this biasing
approach also works well for any set up.
One last bit of nitpicking of a generally
excellent article
audio hopefully never
modulates the bias, the two signals are just
mixed.

-

-

(4)

8

/

.008 + .281 + 6.5 = 1.178,

from (2).
Therefore, within certain limits, the wire
size is not the determining factor of the
amplifier's actual damping factor. Substituting in (3), an amplifier with a DF of 100:1, the
formula reads:
a change of 4.2%

(5)

8

/

.08 + .109 + 6.5 = 1.196,

of 2.7% from (3).
If an amplifier with a DF of 20:1 were used
in (3) the actual damping factor would be
1.141, a change of 7.2%.
Until the damping factor of an amplifier
reaches a value below 20:1, this damping
factor does not have a significant effect on
a change

from: Ken Dickensheets

Boner Associates
Consultants In Acoustics
Austin, TX
The article, "Speaker Wire," by Ray
Kimber, in the October 1978 issue, fails to
mention one very important parameter in
the discussion of the relationship of speaker
wire size to the damping factor of amplifiers.

14
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the actual damping factor of the amplifier/

speaker combination and until the
resistance of the wire approaches a value of
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several ohms, it too has little effect on the
actual damping factor of the circuit.

For

a

more complete discussion of

damping factor, I would suggest the article,
"The Damping Factor Debate," by George
Augspurger which appeared in Electronics
World, January, 1967.

CONQUER YOUR PROBLEMS
AT YOUR NEAREST TANGENT
3216 DEALER
from: Henry
Martin Audio
New York
(212) 541 -5900
Bruce Martin
Express Sound
California (Southern)
(714) 645 -8501

Jerry Smith
Bananes At Large
California (Northern)
(415) 457-7600
J.D. Sharp

L. Brooks
Los Gatos, CA
In reference to the October issue article

on speaker wire: It was pointed out that
lowering the wire resistance would improve
the damping factor which is true to a point.
But the speaker DC voice coil resistance
must be included in the calculation of the
damping factor. With a voice coil resistance

of 6.4 ohms being typical, obtaining a
damping factor of 40 is impossible. The
example given of moving closer by 50 feet
would only change the damping factor from

Lebow Labs.
Massachusetts
(617) 782-0600
Peter Engle

Creative Audio
Tennessee
(615) 331 -3247

Allen Rumbaugh
Paul Westbrook Audio
Texas

(512) 578-4401
Paul Westbrook
E.A.R

Arizona
(602) 968 -8675

Mike King
B.S.C.

Illinois

1.21 to 1.23 when the voice coil resistance is
considered, not 35.4 to 68.38 as suggested.
The improvement in sound quality would
depend on the speaker preference of
damping factor and wire resistance in
relation to amplifier output impedance and
the voice coil resistance.
My references are: Electronics World,
January 1976, "The Damping Factor
Debate," by George L. Augspurger; and
Recording Engineer/Producer, April 1977,
vol. 8, no. 2, "Power
How Much Is
Enough," by Chris Foreman (paragraph on
damping).

-

(312) 453 -5551
Paul Bergetz

Sedco
Missouri
(417) 883 -6373
Mark Morton
Pro Audio Seattle
Washington
(206) 622 -6984
Craig Ingle

Stereo Sonics Laboratories
Florida

Ed.: Mr. Kimber will have several interesting
observations in the February issue.

(305) 831 -2575

Allan Smith
AVC Systems
Minnesota
(612) 729 -8305
John Borman
Listen Up
Colorado

-

asked to make

a

record. That's the

challenge!

That's what makes our job fun and
enjoyable. We should simply say "let's see
what we can do with this" and do it.
Close communication with the client is
important. The cutting process is the last
point at which any creative work can be
done. From the lacquer to the pressing it's
quite mechanical.
Different kinds of music do require
different approaches, but our goal should
always be, to make a record that is, if at all
possible, better than the master tape.

/1

from: Jack E. Hunt
Mastering Engineer

Alshire Mastering Studios
Burbank, CA
"Disk Mastering," by Howard Cummings
(August, 1978) is an "interesting" article, but
deserves comment in several areas.
First is the 45 cutting level. Mr. Grundman
references to a "5.5 cm/sec cut at +4 dB." It
really doesn't matter what the "0 VU"
reference level is. That only refers to the
voltage when the VU meter reads "0." What
is important is the velocity of the cut. Mr.
Grundman is obviously using the old
standard of 5.5 cm/sec lateral at 1 kHz.
Therefore, for his 'hot' 45's he will have to go
up 6 dB. The industry seems to have

(303) 778 -0780

Doug Hughen
Ford Audio
Oklahoma
(405) 525 -3343

Jim Ford
RoCel Electronics

Pennsylvania
(412) 781 -2326
Don Rosenberger

Arnoldt Williams
Michigan
(313) 453 -6586

John Williams
Veneman s
Maryland
(301) 726 -5100

Andy Fantin

o
tangent
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There is an interesting reversal of facts
concerning the 'inside diameter effect' in the
article. The stylus does not travel at a faster
speed at the outside of an LP or a 45 for that
matter, but the linear groove velocity is
greater and slows down as the stylus moves
toward the inside. The scanning loss is
present, but this can be helped somewhat if
the record is played with an elyptical stylus
that will better trace the smaller groove
curvatures. Also, the use of a Tracing
Simulator in the cutting system helps a great
deal to deduce the distortion.
Comments on Philosophies
I say
"bravo" to Mr. Evans' statement "let's see
what we can do with this." That statement I
believe, should be the philosophy of every
disk mastering engineer in the world. To
make a disk that is 'identical' with a good
master tape is not really a challenge. Taking
that tiny groove we are cutting and making it
sound as 'big as all outdoors' is a challenge.
Sometimes we are given a tape from a young
engineer, who perhaps is not all that familiar
with the problems of making a disk, and

adopted the more modern standard as
established by the NAB of 7 cm/sec lateral at
1 kHz, which is 2 dB hotter than 5.5 cm/sec.
In that case, hot 45's would be rasied only 4
dB for the same loudness. I agree with the
reasons for cutting 45's at a hotter level, but
the
one reason was left out. It is simply
louder 45 record level will help mask some of
the noise of the poorer quality 45 pressing
material. Styrene is used quite often, but it is
not as quiet as vinyl.

-
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SOUND WORKSHOP
ANNOUNCES EXPANSION
Michael Tapes, president of Sound
Workshop Professional Audio Products,
Inc., (Hauppauge, New York) has announced its expansion in several different areas,
including product line, marketing, sales and
manufacturing.
Sound Workshop has entered into a long
term exclusive marketing agreement with
Audio Machinery Corporation, for the
marketing and distribution of the Shared
Access Memory System which is manufactured by Audio Machinery. Carl DeWilde,
president of Audio Machinery, has said that

this exclusive agreement with Sound
Workshop will not affect Audio Machinery's
present OEM agreements with other

manufacturers. The Shared Access
Memory System is a unique digital -based
signal processing system under microprocessor control. The details of the system
were released at the New York AES
continued on page 20
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Tangent offers better specifications than consoles costing
twice as much.
32x16, 24x16, or 16x16.
Write for details.

o

angen
engineering

musical

2810 South 24th Street / (602) 267-0653
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
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The Neve Model 8088.
The ultimate music recording console with
in -line monitor. 44 inputs /32 tracks.
Desi: ed and built to the highest standards.

Neve console,
tern Sound

-

.r

:tV88, at tree stu s at Eastern
Toronto. On
tern and the
e. Join
eQuipped vt>fi1f
ot'her lead4irttulios in the eve world
iiforPetterrñ9

i

Please :Cali 6.r write.
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Rupert Neve Incorporated, Berkshire Indµstrial Park,
Betnel. Connecticut 06801 Tel (203) 744 -6230, Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated, Suite 609, 6255 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California 90028 Tel (213) 465 -4822
Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltd., 2717 Rena Road,
Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada Tel: (416) 677 -6611
Ruper$ Neve & Company Ltd., Cambridge House,
Melbourn, Royston. Hertfordshire,
SG8 6AU England. Tel. (0763) 60776
Rupert Neve GmbH, 6100 Darmstadt Bismarc cstrasse 114
West Germany, Tel (06151) 81764

N Neve
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convention.
Sound Workshop has also announced
the appointment of Emil Handke as sales
manager. Handke previously held a similar
position at dbx, Inc., and will be handling
both the domestic and export markets for
Sound Workshop. Michael Tapes will
continue as director of marketing, and half
of the product development team, the other
half being Paul Galburt, chief design
engineer.

SOVIETS SELECT U. S.
RECORD PRESSING SYSTEM
Lened International Corporation, the
world's largest manufacturer of phonograph
record making systems and equipment, of
Elizabeth, New Jersey, was recently the
recipient of a $500,000 contract awarded by
Melodia, the official Soviet record company,
for the supply of a number of 12" record
pressing systems. This most recent Soviet
purchase, is the third in a five year projected

spent $150,000 for

a

Neve NECAM

computer assisted mixing console for his
own personal studio.
Woodland Sound Studios, the Nashville
recording company responsible for many of
the U.S.A.'s top country and western
artists, recently placed an order with Neve
for the large 8078 console with VCA sub mastering valued at around $130,000.
On the west coast, Capitol Records,
Studio 55 and Village Recorder, all in Los
Angeles, have just installed Neve NECAM
computer consoles. Village Recorder used
the NECAM console to record Fleetwood
Mac's best selling album, "Rumours ".
Motown Studios took delivery of their Neve
equipment in November.
Rupert Neve of Canada, Limited, has
installed three Neve consoles at Eastern
Sound. Further Neve consoles have been
delivered to Manta Sound in Toronto,
Century 21 in Winnipeg, Experience in
Montreal and Marc Productions in Ottawa.
Neve's U. S. subsidiaries are based in

Bethel, Connecticut, and Hollywood,
California, while the Canadian operation is
headquartered in Malton, Ontario.
Neve's managing director, Derek Tilsley,
to whom the North American subsidiaries
ultimately report, emphasized that Neve's
policy of giving the overseas subsidiaries full
autonomy in providing the highly specialized market support installation, commissioning and after sales service is the key to
the company's successful penetration of
this large but very demanding market.
schedule of purchases eventually expected
to encompass over 200 units.
Lened's previously shipped equipment
has been in successful operation at the
Melodia plant outside Moscow. Prior to
negotiating this last purchase, the Soviets

thoroughly researched all competitive
machines both here and in Europe including
the acquisition of some European machines
before determining the Lened units to be
best suited to their needs.
The Lened systems were the first of their
type to completely automate the entire

recordmaking production process from
extrusion of the plastics to pressing,
trimming and insertion of the disks into
protective sleeves. All of these operations
are controlled from a single control console
and are performed by a single motion
mechanism.

NEVE ANNOUNCES LIST
OF RECENT U.S. PURCHASERS
In New York City, A and R Studios,
Electric Lady Studios, Mediasound, Power
Station and the Phil Ramone Studio have all
invested in Neve mixing consoles, several

including Neve's computer controlled
NECAM mixing system. Electric Lady are
equipping their studio with 3 Neve mixing
consoles valued at over $400,000; Media
sound is buying Neve equipment valued at
$250,000. The Phil Ramone Studio has
-
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RAY M. DOLBY RECEIVES
SAMUEL L. WARNER
MEMORIAL AWARD

Graduate Fellowship, he left Ampex in 1957
for further study at Cambridge University in
England where he received a Ph.D. degree in
physics in 1961.
Working in the Cavendish Laboratory at
Cambridge from 1957 -63, Dr. Dolby studied
various properties of long wavelength xrays, particularly as applied to electron
microprobe analysis. In 1961, he was elected
to a Research Fellowship at Pembroke
College, Cambridge. During his last year in
Cambridge, Dr. Dolby was also a Consultant to the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority.
In 1963, he took up a two -year appointment as a United Nations Adviser in India,
serving as a member of an advisory team to
the Central Scientific Instruments Organization. In 1965, Dr. Dolby left India and
returned to England to establish Dolby
Laboratories. He holds a number of patents
and has written papers on video tape
recording, long wavelength x -ray microanalysis, and noise reduction.
Dr. Dolby is a Fellow of the Audio
Engineering Society and a recipient of its
Silver Medal Award. Recently he was

awarded a Fellowship of the British
Kinematograph, Sound and Television
Society; also the Lyre Award of the Institute
of High Fidelity and the 1972 Berliner Maker
of the Microphone Award.
The Award was presented by SMPTE
President William D. Hedden at a ceremony
following the Get -Together Luncheon which
opened the Society's 120th Technical
Conference, and included an equipment
exhibit of professional motion picture and
television products of over 100 companies.

Ray M. Dolby has been given the Samuel
L. Warner Memorial Award for 1978 by the

MIKE AWARD TO
DR. GOLDMARK

Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers. The Award was made at the
Annual Awards presentation of the Society
at the Americana Hotel, New York City,
October 30.
The Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award
is presented to Ray M. Dolby in recognition
of his development of a noise -reduction
system for use in motion picture sound
recording of music and sound effects which
improves signal-to -noise from a multiplicity
of sound tracks during the pre- recording
process, and for the development of a band -

Flanking Oliver Berliner are the sons of
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark; Peter, Jr., on the
right, who accepted the Maker of the
Microphone Award on behalf of his late
father, developer of the fine groove long
playing disk record and a host of other audio
and video innovations. Oliver Berliner is
grandson of Emile Berliner, inventor of the
microphone and the disk record, in whose
name the trophy is awarded annually. Dr.

selective noise- reduction system for
processing dialogue tracks which had been
recorded in a high ambient noise environment.
Ray M. Dolby was born in Portland,
Oregon, in 1933 and received his B.S.

degree in electrical engineering from
Stanford University in 1957. From 1949 -52,
he worked at Ampex Corporation on
various audio and instrumentation projects,
and from 1952 -57 was mainly responsible for
the development of the electronic aspects of
the Ampex Video tape recording system.
Awarded a Marshall Scholarship, followed
later by a National Science Foundation

Goldmark was the 15th to receive the
award, which will be presented only 25
times, to commemorate the fact that Emile
Berliner was but 25 years of age when he
invented the microphone, later acquired by
the Bell System for use as the "transmitter"
in all telephones.
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jßrMtannla's spacious

control room
featuring MCI 536 Console.

Systems design and installation
by Audio Industries Corporatior,.

jßritannia

*tutus

31nc.

Requests the Pleasure of your Company
to a Private Showing of their
New Recording Facilities.

The people

and the products
We have them both.

3249 Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90068
(213) 851 -1244

Greg Venable
Managing Director

audio industries corporation
1419 N. LA BREA AVE.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028
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(213) 851 -4111
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BLUE ROCK STUDIOS (NYC) announces the addition of a 20' by 25' auxiliary room for
both live and overdub sessions. Treated with brick and wood surfaces the room is typified as
acoustically live by president, Eddie Korvin, who says it is ideal for horns and strings as well as
to specialized drum, acoustic guitar and vocal sounds. It will also be used as natural echo chamber, and
Z is linked to the main studio and control room with video and audio lines.

AUDIO SERVICES COMPANY (Mishawaka, Indiana) is said by president, Phillip Ostrander, to
have the distinction of being the only 16 -track studio in Michiana. and has relocated to new and
larger facilities where there are two studios serviced by a separate connecting control room. The
large studio is used primarily for music production, while the smaller room serves mainly as an
announcers booth and isolation area. Audio services is also involved in location recording work, and
through its Disc -go Mobile Musicworks division has entered the world of disco. 3016 Home Street.
Mishawaka, IN 46544. (219) 255 -5198.
SOLID SOUND (Ann Arbor, MI): This studio has recently moved
into new quarters just outside of Ann Arbor. As described by
president, R. G. Martens, the building was designed and constructed
from the ground up, and is set into an incline at the edge of a picturesque
wooded area. Acoustic design was done by George Augspurger, of
Perception, Inc., of Los Angeles. Equipment includes an Ampex 16 -track
recorder with 'dbx' noise reduction. Monitoring is done through Altec
604s in Perception enclosures, as well as on Rogers' and Auratones
The building also houses a live echo /reverb chamber. Studio rate is $50.00 per hour for recording and
mixdown. Box 7611, Ann Arbor. Ml 48107. (313) 662 -0667.
'CA

a
o

CAPRICORN RECORDS (Macon, GA) announces the recent
completion of remodeling of their 24 -track studios, with improvements
and equipment additions including an EMT 250 digital reverb, the new
:Allison 65 -K programmer, 2 Studer B -67 2 -track machines to go with
the already full complement of other Studer tape equipment. According to engineer, Steve Tillisch, the studios are operated on an open house policy. 535 Cotton Ave., Macon, GA 31208. (912) 745 -8511.

BUFFALO SOUND STUDIOS (Ft. Worth, TX) after a remodeling
expenditure of over $300,000, which included the installation of an
MCI 24 -track recorder, Jim Hodges' studio reopened in early
5 November. Said Hodges, "This means that now Fort Worth artists and
v>
o advertising agencies can be in direct competition with Dallas where
24 -track has been available." The two studio complex acoustic design
was done by Bob Pickering, of Dallas. Mixing equipment consists of an
Auditronics 501 in the control room, and an Auditronics 110A in the
production room. Monitoring is through Mastering Labs, Super Reds
(Audiotechniques), with a sub -woofer system capable of monitoring down to 20 Hz, permitting audio to
be mixed for theater and amusement park soundtracks. JBL 4301s and Auratones are also available.
910 Currie Street. Fort Worth, TX 76107. (817) 335 -7733.
ov

;

RECORDING ASSOCIATES (Portland, OR) announces the opening of the first 24 -track studio
in the Portland area. An established 16 -track studio the past 5 years, Recording Associates expects

3
-c the increased track capability to help focus more national attention on the growing Northwest music
ó scene. Logical Systems, of Vancouver, Washington, served as consultants during the enlargement and
Z complete redesign of the studio 'A' control room. Equipment includes: Ampex 24-16 recorder, Ampex
ATR -100 2- track, MCI console. Eventide Harmonizer, LSI limiters and noise gates, and a choice of 3
monitoring systems. 5821 S. E. Powell Blvd., Portland, OR 97206. (503) 777 -4621.

have you?
increased track capacity - gone 24. 16. 8
won awards
added key people
moved or expanded added important equipment
these are the interesting news items that can be announced in the next
available issue. Write:
R-e /p STUDIO UPDATE
Box 2449, Hollywood, CA 90028

NOW

THERE ARE FIVE LITTLE AURATONES

Same clean sound, but five different configurations
for your special professional requirements.

5S

5RC

RECORDING MONITORS FOR

AURATONE

CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 698

THE

REAL WORLDTM

CORONADO
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DUSK RECORDING STUDIOS (Santa Clara) through their president, Bob Langlie, announces
the addition of an MCI JH -114 16 -track recorder with the "AutoLocator III." According to Langlie, "This updated version of the
U 'Auto- Locator II' has the new features which include a repeat but E ton that will activate the transport and replay a particular programmed segment continuously." Dusk has been in operation for two
ó years, starting as an 8 -track facility. 2217 -A The Alemeda, Santa
Z Clara, California.
MUSIC ANNEX (Menlo Park) has opened Studio 'C'. "A
multi -use Audio /Video room with an emphasis on pro 8 -track
media and demo production to join Studios 'A' and 'B', 24 -track
studios already in operation. 'C' is staged and lit for rehearsal and
showcase work with any size pro P.A.," according to president, David Elder. 970 Obrien Drive. Menlo

ó

Park, CA 94025.

STAR TRAKS /WOODWEST ESOTERIC STUDIOS (Sacramento) announces the change in
name from Esoteric to Star Traks, as well as the expansion to 16 -track capability from 8- tracks. according
to owner /manager, Stephen Estes, of the two year old studio. He further reports that the studio
possesses 24- tracks of 'dbx', so that literally all tapes are 'dbx'd' from master to cassettes. This leads to
the claim that Star Traks "is now the only 16 -track studio with 'dbx' between the Bay Area and Tahoe."
7529 Sunset Avenue, Suite J, Fair Oaks, CA 95628.
MUSIC GRINDER RECORDING STUDIO (Los Angeles) chief
engineer Gary Skardina, reports on their growth from an 8/16 -track
facility to an 8/16/24 -track studio with the acquisition of a new MCI 24
with Auto -Locator interfaced to an MCI 428 -B series console. Other
recent equipment additions include an EMT 240 gold foil echo chamber,
a Lexicon model 93 "Prime Time" digital delay, and an Eventide
"Harmonizer." The studio currently monitors on JBL, but will add the
UREI Time Aligned system in the near future. 7460 Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles 90046.
CIRCLE SOUND STUDIOS (San Diego) has been open just
three months, and is said to be the newest studio in the San Diego vicinity. Said Dale E. Sykes, president,
in describing the 7,000 square foot facility consisting of two buildings, divided into three studios, "Studio
'B' is designed for our 1" 8 -track MCI gear (Quantum Audio Labs console) now in Studio 'A'. Studio 'A' is
25' by 25' by 10' and has a large isolation or drum booth, and was built for 16- or 24- track. Just completed
at Circle is their third room, a 4,500 square foot rehearsal and showcase studio being used by video production companies. One of the first bookings was by San Diego's KGB -FM radio and KGTV-10 television
for two weeks to produce KGB's Homegrown Greatest Hits, a multi -media special.

I

to be represented in the next available issue write:
R -e /p STUDIO UPDATE
P. O. Box 2449
Hollywood, CA 90028
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Magnetic Reference Laboratory,
229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4
Mountain View, CA 94043
1415) 965-8187
E

Standards.

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and
supported by experts in magnetic recording
and audio standardization ... we helped write
the standards. Each tape comes with
detailed instructions and application notes.
The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio
apphcations. In addition to the usual spot
frequency tapes, we make single-tone tapes
rapid -swept frequency tapes, wideband or
1 /3rd octave-band pink random noise tapes
and difference -method azimuth-setup tales.
Most are available from stock.
.

,,tot over 60
a cat.n.
dealers in the USA and Canada. contact
J. G. (Jay) McKnight at

For

The MRL Calibration Graph rs your proof of
the quality control that goes into every MR L
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee
each one to exceed the per for mance
requirements of !EC, NAB, AES, and E IA

Inc.

.t

xdusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp, 0
t

New York, NV
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type circuits: By comparison most L -C type circuits have been
nature. But the engineering exlimited to a more narrow bandcellence of the Spectra Sound 10
width, greater noise, higher distorband graphic equalizer has now
tion and low slew. The adoption of
approached the ultimate quiet
Bi -Fet circuitry makes our equalizer
of nature.
a standard for others to follow. Wide
As any audio engineer knows,
bandwidth, low noise and distortion,
noise plays an important role to
and high slew, make this equalizer
the total performance of the signal
an intelligent addition to any
being processed. The Spectra Sound recording facility, road system, or
graphic equalizer represents a sig- application where accurate signal
nificant departure from conventional processing is desired.
L -C

Features

Specifications

Independent channels!E.Q. defeat
LED overload indicators for each channel
Level control for each channel! ±15 dB gain
Active balanced inputs and outputsloptional

Signal Noise
Distortion

line drivers
Intrasonic filter
Boost and Cut range of either 16dB or

32d13

Slew Rate

Frequency Response
Output Level
Input Impedance

Output Impedance

100dBm
IM

008

THD: .008
13 volts msec
± 5 dB 20Hz -20KHz

18dBm

Balanced 20K ohm"'
Unbalanced 100K ohms
Balanced 600 ohms
Unbalanced 100 ohms

Spectra Sound Products Inc.

4S

-

For more information contact Spectra Sound Products 2245 South West Temple, Salt Lake City. Utah 84115
Telephone (801) 467 -2842
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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The Series 1600 is a high -performance, automation ready
audio mixing console which is available in several mainframe sizes, all of which arefield expandable to a maximum configuration of 36 x 32. Ranging in price from
$10, 000 to over $50,000, the Series 1600 is the new alternative for competent studio planning.

Recording console
Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11787
516 - 582 -6210

www.americanradiohistory.com

A mute point.
In most automation systems only the
fader level is stored, and muting a
channel "erases" the fader level data.
We find this unacceptable. ARMS Automation independently stores both fader
level and channel status (on /off).
The Auto Recall Mixdown System.
...Bringing the technology within
everyone's reach.

orh

Sound W k s o P

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1324 Motor Parkway. Hauppauge. New York 11787 (516) 582 -6210
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GEOFF

EERUCH
by Howard Cummings

Three Grammys for engineering in 11
an admirable record for
anyone
especially when your first
Grammy comes at the age of 22! And
Geoff Emerick possesses the distinction
of being the only engineer to accomplish
this feat in the pop category.
After leaving school in London, Geoff
wrote away to record companies and
was accepted by EMI in 1962
the
same year another group of fellows
would start to make their mark in the
recording field
The Beatles. Recalls
Geoff, "I remember walking into the
studio and looking at the roster for the
week. I saw 'The Beatles' listed and
wondered 'Who are they?'" Six months
later, Geoff and all of England found
out! The Beatles were recording their
artist's test (demo) under the guidance
of producer George Martin and, on the
basis of the results, were signed to EMI
Records.
"The first thing I tape -op'ed on was
"She Loves You" [in July, 1963 and
recorded in mono only, aficianados],"
Geoff continued, "We always used to
record twin-track and any overdubs
were done twin -track to twin -track. We
always used to monitor in mono also

years

--

-

-

-

the songs were never intended for
stereo. The earlier songs that were
released in true stereo were flukes."
Upon the move of previous Beatles'
engineer Norman Smith into production
(early Pink Floyd), Geoff was approached by George Martin to see if he would
like to move into the vacant seat. Flying
colors ensued with Geoff bringing rock
engineering to the fore with the release
of the Beatles' SERGEANT PEPPER'S
LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND.
From time -to -time in this article,
Ringo Starr interjects comments on his
recording observations in the SERGEANT PEPPER-ABBEY ROAD era.
Seat belts fastened?
Text and Photos ®1978 by Howard Cummings
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Geoff Emerick: My first work as senior

engineer was "Tomorrow Never
Knows" on REVOLVER. That was the
first song we cut for the album ['66].

Howard Cummings: Even before
"Rain" and "Paperback Writer "? [May
'66]

Geoff Emerick Yes. I remember it was
still snowing outside so it might have
been March or so. We used to have the
multi -track machine in another room
down the corridor from [EMI] #3, with all
the other engineers listening -in, 'cause
everytime the Beatles came in, it was a
happening you know. The engineers
used to listen to the speakers off of the
tape machine and when they heard the
guitars, etc., going backwards, they
couldn't believe what was going on! I'll

www.americanradiohistory.com

always remember that.
On the loops section [in the solo]
don' t forget it was still 4 -track so we had

-

no spare tracks

-

we asked the
maintenance department to come in and
we made all these loops. We sent for
about six or seven tape machines and the
guys were all standing there with pencils
for tension, playing with the faders while
the loops were spinning around.
Howard Cummings: Maybe at this
time we could go into the board you
were working with at that time
the

-

-

REDD 37
which you used to
achieve some of the effects on parts of
REVOLVER and most of SERGEANT
PEPPER. The one I had seen had flout
Geoff Emerick: Right ..

...

.

The Soundcraft Series 3 console is ideal for 16- or 24 -track recording studios demanding technical sophistication
at a reasonable cost.
It has been designed with all the facilities the professional engineer expects plus a few extra features you're sure
to appreciate.
The technical specifications are excellent, partly due to the use of new integrated devices, giving high slew rate,
extended power bandwidth and ultra low noise.The front end circuitry is truly state -of- the-art giving a 1dB
noise figure.
The extended range of modules allows up to 32 tracks of monitor mix independent of the input channels whilst
the layout allows engineer and producer to work together without getting in each other's way.
Working with Series 3 is a real pleasure. It is logical to use and sounds excellent.
Ask for the 8-page colour brochure or contad one of the dealers listed below. We think you'll be impressed.

EQ, each band with sweepable frequency.
auxiliary sends.
Auto Solo -pre fade or stereo post fade.
Penny & Giles conductive plastic faders.
16, 24 or 32 -track monitor mix into mix buss.
4 -band

8

Soundcraft
Series 3.

Extensive 11 patch bay.
or punch block interface.

XLR

VU or LED array metering.
Channel assign to groups and stereo mix buss.
Series 3 is backed by Soundcraft's comprehensive 2 -year warranty.

THD
Frequency response

Noise
Input gain

Output capability

+4dBv line input to any line output at +4dBv, 20Hz <0.03 %,1kHz <0.01 %, 20kHz <0.05%
Signal at mic input with 50dB gain (20011 at source), 20Hz <0.1 %,1kHz <0.01 %, 20kHz <0.1%
+4dBv line input to any line output at +4dBv, 20Hz to 20kHz: -1dB
Signal at mic input with 50dB gain (20011 at source), 20Hz to 20kHz: -1dB
Relative input noise voltage, 20kHz Bandwidth, now -128.5dBv true RMS (20011 source).
Mixing noise, 24 channels routed to mix all at unity gain,< -80dBv (DIN audio weighted)

Maximum mic, 85dB
Maximum line, 70dB
+22dBv into 60011
(OdBv = 775mV RMS)
Audio Concepts Inc.
7138, Santo Monica Blvd. Hollywood Ca. 90046. Tel: (213) 851 7172

OU, lOCFI, IFT
ELECTRONICS LIMITED
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Sophisticated. Reliable. And astonishingly Economic.

Express Sound Co.
183, Newport Blvd. Costo Meso Co. 92627. Tel: (714) 645 8501

Sound Genesis
2001 Bryant Street, Son Francisco CA94107. Tel: (415) 285 8900 Telex: 910 372 7393.
Systems and Technology in Music Inc.
2025, FActory St Kalamazoo, Michegan 49001. Tel: (616) 382 6300.

Soundcraft North America
PO Box 883, JFK Station, Jamaica, New York 11430, USA. Tel: (212) 528 8158 Telex:

01

-2203

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd.
5 -8 Gt. Sutton Street, London EC1V OBX, England.Tel: 01- 251 3631 Telex: 21198
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Howard Cummings: and about 8-in
Geoff Emerick: That's right ..

.

.

considered an impossible edit. It was two
different performances in different keys
from about a period of two weeks
and
I think we gradually slowed down
"version one" to get into the right key just
before the edit going into "version two".

-

.

Howard Cummings: With the knobs
off to the right of the desk for possibly
EQ, sub - mixing, and panning?
Geoff Emerick: We used to put two
auxiliary mixers which would accommodate six faders without EQ, and that was
fed into one fader. The EQ was just top

and bottom, unmarked, probably

HC: I imagine you had to do a lot of
bumping [ping -ponging] on a track like
that because there's a lot going on.
GE: Not really, a lot of people might

around 5k and 500, bell- shaped.

assume that.

Howard Cummings: What about the

Ringo Starr: But a lot of overdubbing
took place on the LP.
GE: Yeah, PEPPER was 4-track but

speakers?

Geoff Emerick: They were 604E's.

I

used just one, in a simple thin plywood

cabinet and no special acoustical
treatment for the control room.

HC: Okay, that kind of sets the scene

for the SERGEANT

PEPPER era [Jan.
'67]. I guess the first series of songs for

the sessions were "When I'm 64 ",
"Penny Lane ", "Strawberry Fields ",
"You Know My Name, Look Up The
Number" with Brian Jones [late of the
Rolling Stones] on sax.
GE: That sounds right. Brian was there
that night along with Marianne Faithfull
and, in fact, most of the other Stones. It
was just a good, happy sing -along track.

HC: Could you explain what you went
through with the two different versions
of "Strawberry Fields" to achieve the
final version?
it's probably
GE: Well, at that time
very simple to do now
it was

- -

there weren't many tracks we used to do
4 -track to 4 -track on. As an example, the
first track may be drums and bass; the
second track may be piano and guitar
plus another guitar. One track's gotta be
kept clear for vocals. The other track is
for overdubs and all of those have to be
done in one go. It wasn't a question of
saying, "We'll just overdub the guitar."
We just overdubbed a lot at one time.

HC: So you have three or four things
assigned to one track.
GE: Right, plus harmony vocals
one track.

-

HC: So the key there was a good
balance within your overdubs.
GE: Oh, yeah. That had to be.

HC: Prior to their starting PEPPER,
did The Beatles say they wanted this
LP to be a showcase for what they

Label 8
Release Date
Capitol 1966
U. S.

2 1

Artist

Studio

Revolver
Sergeant Pepper's
Lonely Hearts
Club Band'
Abbey Road'
Band On The Run'

The Beatles

A

3 -

4 5 6 -

Apocalypse
Bridge Ot Sighs
Holiday
Hearts
Hideaway
Gist Ot The Gemini
Long Misty Days
Harbor
Beatles - Live
London Town

Mahavishnu Orchestra
Robin Trower
America
America
America
Gino Vanelli
Robin Trower
America
The Beatles
Wings

7 8 -

9 -

10

-

11 -

12 13 14 -

-

Studios:
B -

C - AIR,
E
F
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C.H

A &M 1976

C

Chrysalis 1976
Warner Bros. 1977
Caiptol 1977
Capitol 1978

C

C
C

I.0
J.0
K.A

G - Record Plant, L. A.
H - Sound Labs. Hollywood
Apple, London
- Kalaekiki Kauai. Hawaii
London
on the Record Plant Mobile
- EMI, Lagos, Nigeria
J - The Hollywood Bowl
- Record Plant, Sausalito (S.F.)
K - Miscellaneous
- Caribou, Nederland. Colo.
« - Recording Only

A - EMI. London

D

E.G
F.G

Capitol 1967
Capitol 1969
Capitol 1973
Columbia 1974
Chrysalis 1974
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.

The Beatles
A
A
The Beatles
Paul McCartney 8 Wings D.C,A.K

I

-

HC: They didn't say, "We really want
to create a piece de resistance "?
GE: No. The actual concept of PEPPER
came towards the end of the album.
Originally it was just a collection of
tracks. It was only like into the last third
of the album that Paul said something
like, "We should treat it like Billy Shears
with the "Sergeant Pepper" theme and
imagine you're in the audience watching
this stage show
a circus, etc." For
example, "With A Little Help From My
Friends" was cut as a separate track, it
wasn't originally thought that "Sergeant

-

Pepper" would cross -fade into the

-

beginning of it
it was an afterthought.
Also, the album was never designed
for stereo, it was just mixed in stereo. It
was "made" for mono, not for stereo. I
monitored in mono throughout the
whole album
through one speaker.
Again, it was never intended for stereo.
[Author's note: Surprised, folks ?]

-

all on

PARTIAL DISCOGRAPHY AND GRAMMY AWARDS' REFERENCE
GEOFF EMERICK
Title

could really do?
GE: No, I don't think that was discussed.
It was just a great team effort from every
aspect
from George [Martin], from
me, from them.

HC: How do you feel about the stereo
version?
GE: It's not as good as the mono.
HC: For what reason?
GE: It's just a personal reason the way
it sounds. We spent about two weeks

-

mixing the mono version and about three
days for the stereo version. We finished
up around midnight and that's when they
added that "shout" on the run -out.

HC: The "voice" that everyone tries to
identify?
GE: Yes, which wasn't intended to be
interpreted as anything. It was just
they
garbled words. That was it
zoomed away on holiday. Then we
[George Martin and Geoff] spent three
days mixing the stereo without them.

-

HC: Do your drum set-ups ring a bell?
GE: Well, it was basically one overhead
with [AKG] D19C, quite cheap mikes,
about $30.00 or so, D20 on bass drum
and another D19C on the snare 'cause
don't forget, the drums were balanced
not stereo.
mono

-

HC: So the overhead would take care
of the toms?
GE: Oh yeah, the toms were never

miked. Then

I

started putting

a

condenser underneath the snare to give
it more snap. It was considered an
advancement
in fact quite a big one

-

Tracks to Glory
The road to success is not the easiest one to follow. At Otari, we help to pave the way
by providing the professional tools you will need to follow your chosen star.

thinking of building your own studio, make sure that the equipment you
choose is up to the professional standards you will have to meet, now and in the future.
The MX- 5050 -8D half -inch 8 track mastering recorder, and the MX- 5050 -B 2 track mix
down recorder are two of the best ways available to make your own tracks to glory.
They outperform everything in their class.
For the full story on these, or any of our other fine full track, 2 track, 4 track or 8 track
mastering recorders, contact your nearest Otari professional dealer or call Ruth Pruett
at Otari on 415/593 -1648.
If you are

Otari Corporation
981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070
(415) 593 -1648 TWX: 910- 376-4890
MANUFACTURED BY OTARI ELECTRIC CO. TOKYO. JAPAN
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2 chamber was filled with
sewerage -like pipes made out of ceramic
to bounce the sound all around and we
used valve Neumann 56's for the mikes
inside.

GE: Number
SCREENS

ELECTRIC
BASS

D20

-

BASS

TUBE C12

t
D19C

-

OH

KM56 - UNDER SNARE
D19 - TOP OF SNARE DRUM

TUBE U47
GUITAR

CARPETED
AREA

TUBE U47
GUITAR

HC: Relay the story on the organ
cacophony in "For The Benefit Of Mr.
Kite ".
GE: George Martin played harmonium
and for the solo bit we took John's
keyboard part, cut it up into pieces and
threw it up into the air. Then we pieced it
together again so it would be backwards
and frontwards. But in fact when we put
it together, it was a million -to -one chance
and was all joined in the right order
[chuckles] except for a couple of bits.
Also, "Sergeant Pepper - Reprise" was
done in studio #1 because we couldn't
get into #2. Then we go into "A Day In
The Life ", then into the garbled bit with
15

kHz.

HC: What was the intent of that?
GE: The 15 kHz was just there to annoy
dogs. They said, "If anyone's listening to
this record and they've got a dog in the

WOOD FLOOR AREA
DOWN
STAIRS

--

house, the dog's gonna go mad ",
[laughter all around]. But in those days,
there weren't that many reproducers
that could reproduce it anyway.

HC: Did you cut the lacquers for
PEPPER?

GE: That was Harry Moss of Abbey
Road. He also cut REVOLVER.
CONTROL ROOM (UPSTAIRS)

Studio #2

-

THE BEATLES' SGT. PEPPER LP
EMI Abbey Road, London / Engineer: Geoff Emerick

HC: How about the isolation of the
fellows?
GE: When we recorded PEPPER, we
just used to have cheap, old screens and
probably no screens in front of the
drums.
1 remember you used to put
Ringo against the far wall of #2 near
the exit door.
GE: That's right. The echo chamber was
behind that door as well.

HC:
because no one had ever heard a snare
like that in those days.

Ringo: And I was still using plastic heads
on my drums instead of calf at this time. I
feel my drums sounded better later on.

HC: Does "A Day In The Life" stick
out?
GE: "A Day In The Life"

-

definitely.

HC: 1 can hear the count -down to the
orchestra before Paul's section starts.
GE: That was Mal Evans actually [late
Beatles' road manager and assistant]. He
also "played" that alarm clock.

song.

GE: I think we recorded rhythm track
with the changes in. I can't remember it
being edited in.
is really
great
for me it's a real "soul song."
GE: Yes. Same thing with Paul on "She's
Leaving Home ". You could have put
it wouldn't
anything against his voice
matter what it was
and it would still
stand out because of the feeling and
emotion he put into it.

HC: John's vocal treatment

-

- -

HC: I think 1 remember you put John
in a chamber on that.
GE: Yes.

HC: Was Paul's section cut -in or was

-

it recorded at the same time
because it was originally a separate
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HC: What sort of chambers did EMI
have at that time?

HC: And then Paul would be to the
right of the control room on keyboard
GE: Yeah, right

..

.

HC: And George would be in front of
Ringo about 10 feet with his guitar
amp baffled off ..
GE: right ... and John's guitar would be
in front of that. Then Paul's bass used to
go into the corner next to the drums for
overdubs.
And all of the Beatles' guitar sounds,
drums and vocals went through a
Fairchild valve [tube] limiter.

TYTEW
FADEX is the automated mixdown
system of professionals. It comes
from Allison Research, THE
PROFESSIONALS in automation.
Instead of bells and whistles and
hype level wizardry, FADEX offers
solid advantages in precision, reliability and use -ability. We've
extended the linear range of the
Penny & Giles faders to beyond
115dB, with our exclusive multibreakpoint electronic tapering circuits, for really smooth fades. We've
added "little" features like our
proprietary channel /group solo-inplace system. (You'll wonder how
you got by without group solos,
when you use it.) In addition, of
course, FADEX offers 9 VCA groups,
channel /group mutes, VCA grandmaster, remote/local mode selection
and no- nonsense updating.
Audio If you're into caring about
audio performance, you'll be happy
to know that our VCA-5M' puts an
end to your worries about VCA
coloration. While other systems
trade off noise for I.M. distortion, we
give you a clean 112dB dynamic
range, a 13v /usec slew rate and
1/10 the I.M.D. and temperature induced distortion. We designed the
VCA-5M' because we didn't think
you'd want to compromise your
audio for the sake of automation.

-

Digital - Here's where we separate

the men from the boys. While others
struggle along with the deficiencies
of sequential scanning programmers, we're into solutions, instead
of compromises. We know all about
sequential scanning from our first
generation equipment. We've seen
the sluggish access time, limited
capacity, punch -in problems, and
the refusal to operate on worn tape
tracks. Our second generation 65K
Programmer became THE INDUSTRY STANDARD because it solved

these problems. Thanks to our
exclusive PRIORITY ENCODING
TECHNIQUES, the 65K offers an
astonishing 4 msec access time,
even when expanded to handle 8,000
console functions! (While you will
never use this many functions, it's
nice to know that your system will
be able to accommodate future programmable components without
compromise or obsolescence. 65K
Programmer owners swear by its
reliable response to punch -ins and
worn tracks, and its ability to respond to cues when they happen, not
two beats later. CHECK IT OUT!
Interface Since Allison Research
doesn't make consoles, we had to
make FADEX fit almost anywhere...
your present console or the one
you're about to buy...from whomever you buy it! Don't be mislead by
the fact that we don't build consoles.
Our experience in retro-fitting other
manufacturer's equipment has
given us a very broad knowledge of
what all consoles are about. We
know level structures, signal paths,
grounding techniques, headroom,
s/n ratios, and mechanical considerations by heart. We've used
this knowledge in configuring
FADEX, and we've made provisions
to assure you a proper interface, one
which is fully stable and makes no
compromise in your audio performance. When you order your FADEX
system, we will ask you a lot of
questions. We will then pre -package
and test the system for your specific
requirements. We don't feel that our
customers should have to do the
system engineering. They should
only have to spend a very few hours
putting it in, then turn it on and use it.
O.E.M. If you're a console manu-

-

-

facturer, you're probably getting
customer requests for automation,
right? Why not let THE AUTOMA-

TION PROFESSIONALS help you?
Your customers will thank you for
providing the "real thing :' and you'll
thank us for making it so easy (and
cost effective).

Dealers

-

If you're a true professional audio dealer, you owe it to
yourself and your customers, to offer
the best console automation available! Contact us now for your terms
on the FADEX system.
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PROFESSIONAL
Nashville, the Center
of Country Music, is
Stanton Country, too!

Kitty Puckett checks out 45 rpm stamper. while
auditioning one at 33 Vs rpm.

The Nashville Record Production Inc., uses
Stanton exclusively throughout its two Disc
Cutting Studios. Naturally, they are mostly involved with Country Music, but they also get
into Pop and Rock.
John Eberle states that they use the Stanton
Calibrated 681A "for cutting system calibration, including level and frequency response"
... and they use the Calibrated 681 Triple -E in
their Disc Cutting operation ... with plans to
soon move up to the new Professional Calibration Standard, Stanton's 881S.
Each Stanton 681 series and 881S cartridge, is guaranteed to meet its specifications
within exacting limits, and each one boasts the
most meaningful warranty...an individually
calibrated test result is packed with each unit.

Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting, or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the Profession als... the Stanton Calibrated Cartridge.

p Stanton 1978

Marty Passetta, Andy Williams, Ringo

HC: In a limiting sense or a

HC: We move into the ABBEY ROAD
period.
GE: I had left EMI by that time and joined
Apple. Then a week later I went back to
EMI as an independent engineer for the
album and there was a big who -ha. The
atmosphere was awful [chuckles]. One
of the maintenance guys even locked
himself in the toilet when we wanted to
get something hooked -up! [chuckles] It
was just a matter of, "If Geoff leaves,
Geoff leaves. He doesn't come back as
an independent."
Most of the bass parts were overdubbed with the old [AKG] C12 mike set to

about eight feet away from the amp,
which was in the middle of the studio.
Paul's argument was, "I want my bass to
sound as it does in the studio," and the
only way to create that was to use the
Flattest mike possible.

Scanning Electron Beam Microscope photo of Stereo hedron* stylus. 2000 times magnification. brackets point
out wider contact area.

For further information write: Stanton Magnetics.
Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Ringo: And it was around this time I
moved over to calf heads and double top toms for a richer sound. It was also my
album debut for a drum solo [laughter]

- which lasted

a

whole

13

bars!

[laughter all around]
Most of side two on the LP was just a
collection of unfinished songs produced
into one large one.

-

STANTON!

GRAMMY AWARDS, Hollywood, 1978

that was going into #1 and we actually did
the guitar solo "live" with the orchestra.

compression sense?
GE: In a limiting sense.

figure -of -eight for ambience, placed

EXPANDED
CONTACT AREA

-

HC: So George Martin was conducting in #1 while George played in #2?
GE: Yes.
HC: I think that may haue also been
the first pop LP to use synthesizer in a
tasteful, subtle way as on "Maxwell's
Silver Hammer ", "Because ", and "Here
Comes The Sun ".
GE: It was George Harrison's machine.
No one had heard that sound before and
your ears immediately focused in on that

-

especially the low bass. We used to
spend about two to three hours getting a
miking
bass guitar sound from an amp
it up and compressing it. Now it's just an
accepted thing to put a D. I. [direct
injection] box in and away you go.
That LP was also the first using the
new transistorized board installed at
EMI.

-

HC: When they put it in, did you
notice if the board sounded cleaner
compared to the REDD 37 tube -type?
GE: It sounded "different." I've always
been against transistorized boards
because they didn't have the "punch."
People can show you on paper they're as
good or better than valve desks, but
they're not. I'm not really that technical,
but

I can hear it. We used to set up the
same bass drum, the same everything
and we listened to it and it hasn't got the

-

HC: I wanted to ask you, Geoff
I
think the string overdubs for George's

punch

"Something" were done in studio 1?
we linked up two studios on
GE: Yes
that because we were sending the track
from #2
we had a closed circuit TV

HC: Do you feel that PEPPER sounds
better than ABBEY ROAD?
GE: ABBEY ROAD is very clean, I must

-

it sounds a lot thinner.

admit. It's a very simple album as well

-

COMMUNITY

The best sound equipment there is.
Because from conception to completion
we make no compromises.
We start with a job, not a market.
Every Community horn, every cabinet
was designed because there was a need
for it, a particular professional application that no other product could fill. So
that whether you are considering rock
and roll for the masses or one voice
speaking to one ear, Community has you

We give our products the best war-

ranty in professional sound.
We provide the most accurate, usable
technical data available on horn loudspeaker performance in the industry.
inconsistencies, just factual
information on what you can expect from
us.

No tricks, no

covered.

engineer the physical design that
precisely fills that requirement and
construct it exactly as laws of physics
dictate it must be built.
We

we can't do it correctly the first time
around we work until we find a way. We
won't bend it, we won't shorten it, because we found out a long time ago that
you can't cheat physics. We don't use inferior materials because the result is al-

We

knowledgeable, reliable professional
retailers in the country.

If

ways an inferior product. No gingerbread, no inadequacy. Just simple,
straight -forward designs with the built in toughness and strength that have become the hallmark of every Community
product.

distribute through the most

Not every big city can boast a Community
dealer, but a lot of small towns can, be-

cause we go where the talent is.

In other words, we give our best so
that you can give your best. We take
pride in what we do and we sincerely

believe that what we do is build

superior pro sound equipment.
Try us. Our business is professional
sound.

r
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&
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not very complicated.

geometric design in the ceiling to lend
that aura of height to it
lovely parquet
floor. The control room had walnut finished woods, lovely fabrics
just
great.

-

HC: How do you feel about it Ringo?
Ringo: I prefer this and the WHITE LP

-

over PEPPER because the Beatles were
more of a band at the time. We were
playing better and were tighter as a band.

HC: Do you feel PEPPER

HC: How about the control room?
GE: About 15 x 20 -feet with a nice large
window. As far as equipment we had a
Helios desk, 3M and Studers, Dolby,
everything. And there was a cutting
room in the front, which was the best
cutting room in London.

is a noisy

album, Geoff?
GE: No, no way.

HC: Because some guy in a back
issue of R -e/p [Dec. '76, p. 67] said
that and it knocked me on my ear! I
couldn't believe it!
GE: It's impossible. It couldn't. I don't
even use Dolby now because I don't like

Going back to the cutting work
was unbelievable!

-

it

That cutting room never stopped! It
used to go 20 hours a day non -stop
between Malcolm, Peckham, and John
Smith, who tape -op'ed on the WHITE
album.

HC: What was Lagos, Nigeria, like for
McCartney's BAND ON THE RUN
['73]?
GE: Very primitive.

HC: It was Ginger Baker's studio?
GE: No.

them.

HC: With Porky? [George Peckham,
English cutting engineer.]
GE: Well, basically because of Malcolm
Davies who came from EMI, and to me
he's one of the finest cutting engineers in

HC: How about the Apple facilities?
GE: We spent about two years working

the world.
I also got Phil McDonald and some
maintenance guys from EMI for Apple.

HC: It's separate from EMI?
GE: Yes. We worked at EMI - Lagos
which was virtually a shed and an 8 -track
with one stereo machine and no spares.
So if anything went wrong it meant
switching cards around all the time.

HC: When did you actually open?
with the
GE: Well, it was hard work

HC: Were you encountering a lot of
heat or humidity problems with the

architects and all
so two years to
design and one year to build
so I guess
about 1972. I did Fanny, Tim Hardin,
Paladin
and about five or six albums
that year and worked solid to get it
established. In fact the acoustics are
based on Abbey Road #2.

equipment?
GE: No, not really. It was primarily the
maintenance and they didn't have the
"spares ". It's a very primitive country.

out the studio. It's very hard to do it in
that part of London in a very confined
space, but Paul [McCartney] wanted to
build a good studio and we did. We
ripped out and gutted the basement,
built a 40 x 30 -foot L- shaped room with
seven or eight foot ceiling. It was a

-

-

beautiful studio, all done in white,
different shaped boxes on the walls
flooded with colored lights, a nice

-

NOISE GATE
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60 Db OF ATTENUATION.
DIRECT AND KEYED INPUTS.

ADJUSTABLE THRESHOLD AND RELEASE.
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S

395.00
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seven days a week.

HC: For native music?
GE: Yes, and the only track we did do at
Ginger Baker's place was "Picasso."
HC: Also, a few days before you left,
a couple of band members left, so the
group was down to three members.
GE: Right. Paul played drums which I put
on one track, and I think the bass was
separate on the 8- track.

SELF POWERED.

FOUR CHANNELS IN ONLY

HC: What was the studio like?
GE: About 20 x 30 -feet with about a 17foot ceiling, and about 13 x 16 -feet for the
control room. Like I say, it was virtually a
shed. The board was an EMI transistor
board.
But the studio is very busy. There's
about six groups a day going in there

FOR 4 CHANNELS.

OMNI CRAFT INC. RT. 4 BOX 40
LOCK PORT, IL. 60441 815 838 -1285
for additional information
ninth. no 1R
www.americanradiohistory.com

HC: Since the drummer had left the
group, was it especially hard to lay
down rhythm tracks or did you use
click tracks?
GE: No, no click tracks. I think we
started with Paul playing drums, Linda
[McCartney] on keyboard and. Denny

-

[Laine] on acoustic guitar
that was
basically the format. Then we put the
bass on after.
We never worked weekends, so it
took us about four to four -and -a -half
weeks to record. Then we took the tape
back to AIR [London] and transferred it
to 16 -track along with the orchestra and

when cost
is more important than price
Value conscious recording engineers specify the Studer B67 because it
outperforms its competitors on the criteria that matter most to the discriminating recordist:
Studer state -of- the -art performance
tong service life with low failure rate
Speed and ease of user maintenance
If you've ever had to scrub a session because of a faulty recorder, you'll
understand why we talk about total cost rather than price. Write to us for complete
information on the superiority of the Studer B67 recorder. We'll show you why its your
wisest tape recorder investment.

some vocal harmonies. So we only used
about 12 - 14 tracks on the 16- track. It
was basically finished when we came
back.
It's a good album
it's got a good
atmosphere about it.

-

HC: Well, you won a Grammy for it.
GE: Mmm [yes], but you know I felt that
as soon as we started laying down the

rhythm tracks

- there's

certain

a

"magic." There was the old McCartney
magic about it
it's hard to describe,
but you can feel it. The basic feel of the
vocals and tracks was good.

-

HC: How long did the overdubs at
AIR take?
GE: About two, three weeks. We didn't
actually finish it at AIR because we ran
out of time and actually spent two days
or nights at Kingsway Studio mixing and
two nights at EMI and that was it. So we
actually mixed it all in three or four days.
HC: I would liked to haue heard more
high -end on the disk.
GE: We had terrible arguments over
that. Harry [Moss, EMI cutting engineer]
cut the final version. First of all John
Smith cut it as Malcolm's deputy
[substitute] at Apple and it sounded fine.

AUDIOARTS

AUDIOARTS

ENGINEERING

/

>r

/
...
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Then Harry cut it and because of their
system
it's got that little bit of
"punch "; it's not quite so hi -fi. If you
would have heard the two different cuts,
you would have preferred the one that
was more punchy. I know what you're
saying, but it wasn't there to start with.

roa» .too

.` .'
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And, of course, a lot of these younger
engineers will take cassettes and tape
copies home and say, "Yeah, it sounds
great. Just turn the level up, yeah, listen
to all that low bass
whoomph." But
once it gets on record and they compare

-

it with other records, they can't

mix?
GE: No. It just wasn't there. There was
nothing to add high -end to because of the
way it was recorded it was just 8- track.

understand why it hasn't got the punch
that other records have got!

-

HC: Could you describe the AIR
facilities?
GE: They're excellent. Every studio is
24- track, Neve, and they've got anything
you want. Their large studio
you can
get about 100 musicians in. Another

HC: Well, the only cut I've heard is
the U. S. cut by Capitol so I don't
know if there's a significant difference.
GE: There might be.

-

-

HC: The bass was fine
it was
great. But the cymbals ..
GE: There's not many people that take it
that far now. All the America [group]
masters we've had cut in England and it's
come back from five different pressing
plants and they're all different. One
comes back very toppy and sparkly and
the next one comes back very dull with
no top on it. All they're giving you is a
reference pressing. Then the record in
the shops is on different vinyl. So you can
only take it so far. At least you've done

studio is about the size of EMI #3. It also
has two re -mix rooms
one of which is
computerized. There's also film facilities
there and the speakers are Tannoy in

-
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AIR -designed cabinets.

HC: That describes the facilities you
then used for Mahavishnu's APOCALYPSE ['74]?
GE: It was the most complicated album!
ever recorded because of using the large
set -up of the London Symphony
Orchestra. We ran two studios and

Parametric Equalizer - Preamplifier

Model 4200
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and high band restrictions. The Audioarts Engineering Model 4200
is a four section stereo parametric equalizer; each section is a dual
range filter. CONSIDER an equalizer that can handle full +20 dBm
studio levels, regardless of equalization setting, but which also has a
low -noise preamp input to allow musical instruments to plug
directly into those same studio effects. The Audioarts Engineering
Model 4200 is a professional no compromise parametric equalization system.
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CONSIDER THIS: A parametric equalizer without low, mid
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press it.

HC: Couldn't you haue added it in the
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your job and say, "I accept that 'white
label'" and that's the way they're going to
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four dual range filter sections
EQ bypass switch for each section
\taster Equalization bypass switch
LED overload indicator
input gain control
line level input jack ( +20 dBm)

ENGINEERING°
Designed and built in U.S.A.
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instrument preamp input jack
line output jack ( +20 dBm into
600 52 load)
reciprocal equalization
3/x inch rack mount
Model 4200 (stereo) price: $599
Model 4100 (mono) price: $335

2a6 DOWNS ROAD, BETHANY, CT. 06525 .203-393-0887
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linked them up with TV to prevent

-

leakage because it was all cut live
rhythm group in a smaller studio and 90piece orchestra in studio 1. That's the
only way we could do it, otherwise it
would be impossible. The music was so
complicated it all had to be done at once

because of the time -changes in the
music.

HC: How did you work with that
machine -gun drumming of Michael
Walden?
GE: Well, I just went back to basics again
with the 4038 ribbon on overheads, D19
and D190's as tom -tom mikes and D20 or
D25 on bass drum. He used two floor
toms and about four top toms. The
electric bass was definitely D. I.

HC: Did it take a long time to record?
GE: No, about four weeks. Because of
the orchestra expense, they had about
two days rehearsal. Michael Gibbs did
the arrangements and we mixed in about
one week. A very complicated album.
When you were confronted with it, you'd
say it was impossible to record live with
the rhythm section and strings, but no
way could you have dubbed the strings
over those tracks because the timing is
incredible.

HC: Was it a Dolby session?
GE: Yes, and I don't like them.

HC: Why not?
GE: It does something to it, technically I
couldn't tell you. My argument against
noise -reduction systems has been, "Why
don't the manufacturers make a better
tape?" A good example of that is I once
finished a Gallagher & Lyle album and I
used GrandMaster for the multi -track
and Agfa for the two -track and the
results are like something you never
heard before!
We used to use EMltape at Abbey
Road and it wasn't as good. If you were to
get three harmony vocals together on
EMltape and bump them to one track,
you'd get all this terrible beating and
bumping going on in the background
which was really a nasty sound.

HC: Like a "thumping" or a white noise sound?
GE: Just like bias and everything beating
together
terrible bubbling sound
it wasn't clean. But you shove it on
GrandMaster and it's beautifully clean.
The Agfa just smoothed off the sharp

-a

-

peaks from the GrandMaster. The
combination was great.
I don't think I'll ever record again at
ips either.
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When you want a really clean, sweet-sounding
delay for your lead vocals and instrumentals ... and

professional quality equipment that works reliably
month after month and gig after gig ...
Lexicon has the answer.
Our stereo 102 -S is both versatile and
exciting to use. It's the industry's only delay
system with two independent delay lines in a
single chassis. Couple them with our VCO
module and you get special effects like you never
had before. Our top of the line unit for major studio use.

11230.

Our new single -channel, two- output
"Prime Time " Model 93 provides delay, mixing
and special effects with audio just as clean
as the 102 -S. Its low cost, reliability and portability make it ideal both
for studios and entertainers.

Write on your letterhead for AN-3, our free 24 -page application note and
demo record on a wide array of audio effects achievable by delay processing.

IeXICOIl

Lexicon, Inc 60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891 -6790
,

Export Gotham Export Corporation, New York, New York
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HC: You notice a better signal -tonoise at 30?
GE: Oh yeah, not only that, but the top end is better
on paper it's the same
according to technicians. But it's not.

-

HC: What about the low -end rise at
30?

them if it's "there."
When I produce I don't like to engineer
as well. I just find a good engineer and
don't interfere with him. I used this
technique on one of the Badfinger
albums I produced. I just don't believe in
doing both jobs at the same time
you
can't give 100 per cent to both.

-

GE: There's none really. When you
come to mix something you always add
another 2 dB of bass or whatever so I
don't see that that's any problem.

HC: Were you with America the first
time you went to Caribou?
GE: Yes. That was the HIDEAWAY

HC: You also recorded some Robin
Trower at AIR: the BRIDGE OF
SIGHS
LONG MISTY DAYS
material. It sounded like you used a

-

-

-

-

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA'S APOCALYPSE LP
Air Studios. London
Engineer: Geoff Emerick

somewhat different approach in the
engineering.
GE: I had to really. The group is basically
guitar, drums and bass. Obviously, the
guitar has got to be featured and Robin's
tonal quality is very low; it's not very
screechy at all. On the drums, you don't
hear any tom -toms, in fact he hardly
ever plays them. It's mostly cymbals
and very "open ". And the bass just
supplements the guitar
it's not really
featured
it's just there. So no way
would the close -miking, hard, raunchy.
drum -sound work with Robin Trower
because no way would you ever get the
guitar through.

-

album, finished up at the Record Plant
L. A. The board up there is Neve with
some 3M's and an Ampex, at the time,
and a typical Westlake speaker system.
They said, "What sort of curve do you
want on the speakers ?" and I never work
like that
it's the first time I came across
that. So I said, "Well, we don't want any.
We just want to hear these speakers plus
Crown amps
just flat." I don't see the
point in curving something to make it
sound good if it's not good. The idea is to

4038
OH

H

D25
4038 OH

U67

DRUMS

VOCALS

-

D19C

-

TOMS

TV

MONITOR
KEYBOARDS
DIRECT

-

U67

GUITAR AMP

BASS AMP

DIRECT

-

HC: So you stuck to overheads only
on drums?
GE: Still 4038's, yes.

HC: Now

in the guitars, when Robin

has to do some overdubs, did you
ever have to do some double -tracking
in the solos to fill out the guitar parts?
GE: Not a lot because that's what I
admire him for. Ha track were 12 minutes
long, Robin would go out there and play it
perfect every time. The only reason he
may not be happy with it is because of the
"feel" thing.

HC: Your EQ seemed to be a bit
different on the drum also
not as
much high -end. That was intentional
evidently?
GE: Yes, in order not to take it too far
away from the "deepness" of the guitar I
suppose, which would have made it

ORCHESTRA'S STUDIO 50 YARDS DOWN HALLWAY
ORCHESTRA TRACKS
PERCUSSION
KM56s

v1/4004S

vA0`

-

es
T0
41,9o46.

CONTROL

HC: So you were kind of into that
"wall of sound -gel?"
GE: Yeah. And as far as my production
on DAYS, it doesn't really need
producing because it's there to start
with. They just need someone to tell
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sound like guitar, drums and bass
the
idea being to merge them into one since
there are only three pieces.
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Would you believe
a real -time spectrum analyzer
with a 60dB dynamic range?

And al6Hz to 20KHz bandwidth?
At 52595?
Its all true. We've already demonstrated
these facts about the new Crown RTA-2 to sound
contractors and engineers. They believed -and
ordered.
The RTA -2 is a tool designed for accurate
evaluation of frequency response. The engineers
who built it also design Crown audio components.
They know exactly what a real -time analyzer
should do.
The RTA -2 is complete. It includes a 5"
scope with lighted graticule, a display generally
recognized to be less fatiguing than LED's. It
also includes a pseudo- random pink-noise generator for more accurate real -time readout at all
frequencies.

t1

The RTA -2 is convenient. The front panel
includes pink -noise unbalanced line /mic and
balanced mic outputs, and line and balanced
mic inputs. Full or 1/3 octave readouts are switch
selectable.
The RTA -2 is rugged. Ready to travel, and
easier to carry because it weighs only 39 pounds
with its optional carrying case.
The RTA -2 is versatile. You can equalize
sound reinforcement systems more quickly with
it. Or monitor power amp performance with the
rear panel X -Y inputs. Or demonstrate the frequency response of speaker systems.
Order today. At this price, our supply may
soon be limited.

crown

Note: The scope traces in the illustralion have been simulated because
photography of an actual trace would
not accurately report what the human
optic system would perceive.

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

American innovation and technology...since 1951.
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by Howard Cummings

make it sound good if it's not good. Also,
we brought our own speakers which
were Tannoys which arrived about five
or six days later.

HC: Monitor Golds?
GE: Yes, built by AIR. The drum -booth
at Caribou was pretty dead so we took
them out onto the live hard floor by the
window.
HC: Did you notice that the altitude.
yeah.
GE: Oh yeah

...

HC:...

bothers people?

.

GE: Yes. To me, the facilities at the time
were just adequate for doing basic
rhythm tracks. It's very pleasant working

HC: Because of the crosstalk of the

there. For example, back with The

-

Beatles and others using this ADT thing
for vocals and guitars and wobbling
things which you can't do electronically

- we've had eight- stereo machines
running the
the

in
mix
using delay on
plate, tape echo, ADT on the guitar, on
the harmonies and on the lead vocals.
They're just very pleasant sounds that
smooth -out the sound. But no -way could
I
ever mix at Caribou because they
wouldn't have the facilities to do it. It was
hard enough for the Record Plant - L. A.
to get all that together.

HC: Then you got involved with Gino
Vanelli's GIST OF THE GEMINI.
GE: Yes, after two weeks of rehearsals in
the countryside of England. It was the
first time I had used Mag -Link as well
because we had to run two 24- tracks
together in order to build up all the
strings and choir. So we had 48- tracks.
HC: Well, actually isn't it 46?
GE: In fact, it's less than that because of
the breakthrough of the signal- pulse, so
to be in the clear you have to lose two
tracks on each machine.

time code?

GE: Yes. Then we were trying to get the
string sound together on the synthesizer
one note at a time.
HC: One note? Did you assign it all to
one track or did you do one note on
track 1, note two on track 2, note
three on track 3, etc.?
GE: Right, that way. I didn't want to have
to start bumping and bumping and
bumping to one track because of the loss
of quality. So I just bumped the rhythm
track down to one track on another
machine, put a time code on it, just built
up the strings, then bumped those tracks
down to the stereo picture of strings.
His drummer had about 10 toms which
I miked underneath without the skin to
get separation from the cymbals. I think I
was up to about 14 mikes 'cause he also
had two bass drums.
HC: And one mike under the snare?
GE: Yes.
HC: And one on the top?
GE: Yes, with two 4038's overhead. The
floor toms were miked underneath with
the mikes in a pitcher because of mike
boom problems. We borrowed a tube
U47 from EMI for the vocals, which.is still
the best mike as far as I'm concerned.
just
Again, it was a very hard album
a natural progression.
-

-

HC: Was there any different approach

ill

DISCO L21

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO-MIXER
n

"Go,
Portable (5'/: lbs!) all solid state 4 channel Audio
Mixer specially designed for Disco, Remote and Home
Recording. 1 channel: mono mike, 2 channels stereo, 1
hi -level Input for tape. 3 band equalization, Mod Pots.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE! only $595.
NEW!

Write us for our brochures

°+IPL/55C0
ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
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when you recorded HEARTS and
HOLIDAY with America?

GE: HOLIDAY was the first album
George [Martin] produced and was a
very fast album. We recorded the
rhythm tracks, strings, and mixed it all in
about two weeks. I approached it
basically as I would ABBEY ROAD
which was very little limiting on the
vocals, very little EQ, and just building
around the natural tonal qualities of the

instruments and vocals coming from the
studio.

HEARTS was also a fast album
very relaxed
recorded in Sausalito
atmosphere.

-a

HC: What brought Hawaii up for their
HARBOR LP
change of scenery?
GE: Yes, the idea being they like to
record in a new location every time they
do an album. We used a converted house
with the Record Plant Mobile.

-a

HC: Spectra Sonics board?
GE: Right. We used the bedroom as a
control room. Since most of the houses
have very thin wood, we went out and

The new one -inch TAD driver is truly
unique. There is nothing else like it.
Use it with your favorite horn and you'll
get a frequency response from 800 to
22,000 Hz. So one speaker does the same
job it used to take both a tweeter and
super- tweeter to do. Saves weight.

THE NEW
TAD*

And money.
The secret is the TAD driver's

beryllium diaphragm.
the heart of a driver.
It must be both light yet rigid. We used
beryllium to achieve a standard of performance never before known to the
professional. Every single tone
no
matter how subtle or how complex is
captured and reproduced just the way
it is played or recorded. The resulting
sound is a revelation.
The diaphragm

IT GIVES YOU

is

-

MORE
BY GIVING YOU
LESS.

-

The quality of both parts and workmanship, plus the same care in assembly
given a fine watch, makes the TAD driver
a new standard for the entire industry.
It allows the driver to reproduce frequencies up to 22,000 Hz without any
major drop -off in response and permits
it to withstand high input power.

If your job involves professional sound
reproduction on stage, in concert
halls, in clubs or studios
you have an
obligation to yourself to hear this
remarkable driver.

-

-

With the arrival of the TAD driver the
state of the art just took a quantum leap.

TAI) Technical
Audio Devices

A Division of U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
142 Redneck Avenue, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074

Telephone: (201) 440 -8234
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GEOFF Et11ERI[K
bought some carpet, draped it on the
walls and floor, put some colored lights
up, and within a day it looked like a
control room. The lounge became the
studio and we built a drum booth in
there. A lobby led into the lounge and the
Grand piano went there, the acoustic
guitars went into the kitchen to get
separation, and we used our Tannoys to
monitor.
We used the NECAM computerized
system at AIR to mix on which is really
excellent because you can see the faders
move.

HC: Because of that servo- controlled
system.
GE: Right, so at least you know if it's
making the moves correctly. It's better to
see it. You can do 999 mixes and use any
bit of any one of those 999 and it
automatically edits in.

HC: Does it use floppy -disk or track
storage?

GE: Floppy -disk with a computer. I don't
know how it's recorded upon. It just
spins around on suction with a magnetic
format.
I must admit, that HARBOR was great
fun with them and George. I've got the
greatest admiration for George's work.
He's one of the only real producers I
could work with today, quite honestly,
and one that I'd give respect to because
the guy walks into the studio and does his
job. He doesn't interfere with the
technical side. He just gets on with his
production side and that's it. I do my bit,
he does his bit and boom -boom, you can
do about three or four tracks in a day.
And I certainly admire Alan [Parsons].
He's tried; he's really tried, I know he
has. He's made tremendous, technically

Incomplete" since there was some
work done on it years before it was

good albums.

something that sounded reasonable. It
was worth issuing for historical value. It
must never be looked upon as a great
sound, but it really is a very exciting
performance.

HC: Were you surprised when you got
a call to work on the live Beatles
album?
GE: With that Hollywood Bowl album,
there were 3-track masters in the can
dating back to their 1964 -65 performances.

HC: 1 knew it was in existence. You
probably pulled it out of the vault and
it said "Reuerb and EQ added

-

released.

GE: Capitol sent over the masters which
had bass- drums -audience on one track,
vocals on another, and guitars, keyboards, and audience on the third track.
The tapes were in such terrible
condition.

HC: Physically, because of the storage
over the years?
GE: Oh, yeah. We had to wedge pieces
of cloth and material anc pads to hold the
tape on the heads as it ran through. And
also to find a 3 -track machine for replay
was difficult. We bumped it down to 24track and then sort of jiggled around with
it using some massive EQ to get

HC: And long overdue. In order to get
some decent separation and EQ, did
you duplicate each track onto the 24track and then EQ each section
independently within that instruments'
frequency range?
GE: I duplicated each track to try to get

Raindirk Series Ill Deluxe Recording Console. A range of high quality, low cost, multitrack
recording consoles suitable for 16, 24 or 32 track operation.

Series III from RAINDIRK LIMITED

All inquiries direct to our factory: Bridge Street, Downham Market, Norfolk, England. Telephone: 036 632165. Telex: 817737.
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WINGS' LONDON TOWN LP

- Virgin

Basic Tracks

GE: It was

a challenge. According to
Paul, we didn't expect to get any tracks
for about four or five days, but within a
short period of time we had about two
masters.
We used the Record Plant Mobile,
basically, because of the guy that comes
with the equipment
Jack Crymes.
He's superb. I wouldn't have done the
project without Jack because he knows
that equipment inside and out. Tom
Anderson was also a big help in assisting
me.

Islands - Aboard the Yacht "Fair Carol"
Engineer: Geoff Emerick

-

GUITARS
U67s

D25

VOCALS

DRUMS
BASS DRUM
4038s - OH
-

HC: What did you do about the

TUBE U47
BASS
3 x

-

KEYBOARDS
DIRECT

U67s

RHODES

MELLOTRON

some sort of artificial stereo, so one side
would be toppy and the other would be a
bit bassy by manipulating the faders and
the EQ. I put a digital on them as well.
That's the only way we could get any

acoustics?
GE: There's nothing I could do. I was
presented with this situation and that
was it. The "Fair Carol" was the ship we
recorded on, then we had another two or
three ships various people lived on. The
whole thing took place over the course of
four or five weeks.
We put drums in the pub area of the

Ï

ship, because of the wood, and it
worked. So we had a facility to record in,
we worked with it and it came out fine, in
addition to being great fun. ...

stereo out of it.

HC: How did you feel about recording
on a yacht in the Virgin Islands for
McCartney's LONDON TOWN LP?

The Parametric

with Experience...
The Orban 622 Parametric Equalizer is a highly refined second generation design. It includes
the features which make a professional's life easier: overload monitoring, RF suppression,
balanced inputs (with a balanced output option) 115 -230 volt AC power supply, "Constant Q" curves (use the equalizer as a notch filter too!) and a host of others.
Your Orban Dealer can show you why the Experienced Parametric
is the professional's choice. Ask him for a brochure with
the complete 622 story and our "How to
Choose Equalizers"
booklet.
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NEW IHF AMPLIFIER STANDARDS:

A PROFESSIONAL VIEWPOINT
by Bill Isenberg

company is vitally interested in the

Similarly, when one buys equipment for
use in the home it is desirable to be able
to objectively evaluate equipment for
this type of service. It is important, then,

quality of power amplifiers

to devise

Why do we need amplifier standards?
Any recording studio, television studio,
film studio or sound reinforcement
in daily use.

Indeed, adequate performance within

the requirements of the business
directly affects profits, customer
goodwill and operations problems.

a

method of evaluating

amplifiers for the intended application.

Unfortunately, there are many
different types of usage for power
amplifiers. The importance and weight-

ing of various criteria differ with
different types of service, thus making
the problem of developing a single

Universal standard very complex.
Industry experience has established
two major service categories: 1)
professional /commercial use, and

2)

home hi -fi use.

Most professional situations differ
widely from home entertainment

requirements, but there are some
similarities. It should be noted that we
will not concern ourselves with special
purpose amplifiers used to drive servos,
shake tables, etc. Musical instrument
amplifiers are also not considered
because they are generally adjusted to
aid in the production of music, rather
than being used for the purpose of
reproducing music or sound effects.
For professional applications the
main criteria is reliability; as someone
said, "It works, zero per cent distortion
it doesn't work, 100 per cent

-

distortion." Professional equipment
typically is run for extended periods
near maximum capability and sees

The Garner 1056 High Speed
Professional Tape Duplicator.
You'll get perfect dubs time after time with Garner's common capstan drive. It
drives the master and 5 slaves at consistently the same speed. And Garner uses
only glass bonded ferrite recording heads which outwear ordinary metal heads
10 to 15 times. In addition to quality and accuracy, the 1056 is fast -2 minute tape
loading and 60 ips duplicating speed. The 1056 has a 3 -year mechanical and a 1year electronic warranty. Garner is the choice of professionals. You'll see why.

G
GARNER
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Look to Garner for quality electronic audio and
video products. For more information write or call:

GARNER INDUSTRIES

l5, NE 68504

4200 N. 48theSt.,
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frequent service. It is often subjected to
high levels of abuse (both mechanical
and electrical), particularly equipment
that is set up and torn down frequently.
There are many features typical to

professional /commercial

equipment

that are not important to home hi -fi.
Seventy volt line outputs are usually
available to drive sound distribution
systems. The method of input connection is usually Cannon XLR or screw
terminals, and provision is usually
made for input transformers to accommodate a variety of sources.
Home hi -fi service, however, is
primarily concerned with sound quality.
The greatest disaster should a home hi-

You were so impressed

by the RS-1500

you asked fora studio version.
Introducing Technics

RS -1520 hDs all the performance of the award -winning
-1500 plus the features you need in a studio deck.
Like bias and equalization fine adjustments for each channel
to optimize any tape formula. A kHz /l0kHz test -tone

The
RS

1

oscillator for :ccurate equipment checks. The precision of
ASA standarc VU meters with a +10dB sensitivity selector.
A Cue /Edit switch for quick, safe edits. And balanced,
low- impedance, XLR -type output connectors to match other
widely used broadcast and studio equipment.
To match the performance.of its predecessor,
the RS -1520 features the "Isolated Loop" tape transport
with a quartz -locked, phase -controlled, direct-drive
capstan. By minimizing tape tension, it virtually eliminates
all signal dro :out. While reducing modulation noise
and wow and flutter to a point where they are
barely measurable by conventional laboratory equipment.
Electron cally too, Technics RS -1520 provides
professional control. A separate microphone amplifier.

RS-1520

Record amplifier. Mixing amplifier. An IEC standard
playback equalization selector. While IC full -logic function
perm-ts absolute freedom in switching modes.
Compare studio features. Compare specifications.
TRAC< SYSTEM: 2- track, 2- channel recording, plcyback
and erase. 4- track, 2- channel playback. FREQ. RESP.:
30- 30,000Hz, ± 3dB -1 OdB rec. level) at 15ips.
WOW & FLUTTER: 0.018% WRMS at 15ips. S/N RATIO:
60dB (NAB weighted) at 15ips. SEPARATION: 50dB.
RISE TIME: 0.7 secs. SPEED DEVIATION: ± 0.1 % with 1.0
or 1.5 mil tape at 15ips. SPEED FLUCTUATION: 0.C5 % with
1.0 or 1.5mil tape at 15ips. PITCH CONTROL: ± 6 %.
Technics RS -1520. A rare combination of audio
techrology. A new standard of audio excellence.
(

Technics
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Introducing
the act that follows a tough act to follow.

The TEAC A -3340, the world's most
popular Multitrack Deck, has just
been upstaged. And it wasn't easy,
considering the acceptance (and
features) of the A -3340.

WE BEGAN BY SIMPLIFYING

SWITCHING PROCEDURES
DRASTICALLY.

can concentrate more on
your music and less on the
mechanics of recording.
Instead of the old Rec Mode, Sync
and Monitor switches, there is now a
simple Function Select feature. So
instead of having to simultaneously
activate many different switches on
each track -TAPE/SOURCE,
Now, you

PLAYBACK/RECORD,
ENCODE/DECODE

and dbx®

-all functions

are now controlled by a single
Function Select button.

NEXT, WE BUILT IN MORE
MONITORING FLEXIBILITY.

AND, AS THEY SAY IN THE ADS,
MUCH MUCH MORE.

headphone mixer is an integral
part of the A -3440. Plug in your
headphones and you can listen to
any or all four tracks, and get a
mono mix. An independent level
control means you can adjust the
mix volume.

Micro-Switch Transport Controls,
with optional remote, highly stable
DC servo -controlled capstan motor
for an absolute minimum of wow and
flutter, expanded -scale VU Meters,
and all the time- proven and studiotested features that came with the
A -3340 are still yours on the A -3440.
So visit your nearest TEAC dealer
and catch the newest act from TEAC.

A

AND THEN, WE ADDED
DBX CAPABILITY.

The A -3440 accepts an optional dbx
unit, so you can add up to 30dB to
the overall signal -to-noise ratio. (As
mentioned, it's automatically tied to
single Function Select button.)

FOR A FINAL TOUCH, THERE'S
NOW A PITCH CONTROL.

T E AC:e.
First. Because they last.

TEAC Corporation of America

Telegraph Road
Montebello, CA 90640
7733

The built -in pitch control gives you
special effects by slowing down or

speeding up the tape by 5 %. It also
means you can add instruments days
or weeks after your initial recording,
and tune the tape instead of tuning
the piano.
tor additional Information circle no. 96

dbx is a trademark of dbx,

Inc.

The sound processors from TEAC.
They take your act way beyond the limits of "live:'

MB -20 Meter Bridge

GE -20 Equalizer

Live music recorded directly onto
tape has its limits.
Limits of instruments, limits of the recording environment, limits of time.
With the Sound Processors from
TEAC, music becomes like sculptor's
clay. It can be molded and shaped,
made perfect according to your own

special inner vision, made perfect
through experimentation, made perfect at your convenience.
The Sound Processors let you
equalize, mix, monitor, control. You
can alter, refine and improve your
music until the idea and the reality
are the same.

EQUALIZE
TEAC's GE -20 Equalizer was designed for recordists, not the audiophile. Each channel has an input
level control and input overload LED
to guard against distortion. Two output level controls, plus a switchable
output level meter, lets you monitor
the signal from each channel.
While some other equalizers use
wound coils, the GE -20 uses operational amplifier synthesized inductors
which eliminate externally induced
hum and noise no matter what EQ
settings you use.

The two channels of the GE -20 are
totally independent of each other and
can be bypassed individually. You get
ten bands of EQ per channel, one
octave per band. Level controls can
be set from +10 to -10dB.
As compact as it is versatile, the
GE -20 car stand alone or be rack
mounted.

MIX
The TEAC Model 2A Mixer gives you
control of volume, tone, blend and
spatial positioning of instruments. It
handles six mic or line inputs and
drives four outputs.
The Model 2A Mixer is an improved
version of the famous Model 2. Sepa-

rate bass and treble controls have
replaced hi and lo -cut filters and
each channel has an independent
pan control. The Model 2A also inclùdes a master fader control, plus
four Accessory Send /Receive, and
four Buss -in jacks.

the Model 2A Mixer. It meters up to
four line level signals and has a
built -in 4 x 2 monitor mixer, plus buss/
tape selectors for each channel.

CONTROL
The Sound Processors from TEAC let
you participate fully in the making of
your music. All the choices, all the
decisions are yours. You're in control.

These Sound Processors were
created by TEAC based on the experience we've gained in creating and
building on the whole idea of home
multitrack recording. More Sound
Processors and other multitrack
equipment are on the way.
The Sound Processors from TEAC.
They're at your TEAC dealer now.

T EAC
First. Because they last.

TEAC Corporation of America

MONITOR
The TEAC MB -20 Meter Bridge gives
monitoring flexibility to any multitrack setup, but it's ideally suited to
tor additional
Information circle no. 97
www.americanradiohistory.com

Telegraph Road
Montebello, CA 90640
7733
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fi fail is that one may wait a few weeks
with his system down while the unit is in

the shop. Typically, home hi -fi equipment does not see long, continuous
periods of operation and the typical
operating level is well below the
maximum continuous power capacity
of the equipment. The frequency of setups and tear -downs, with their attendant abuse hazards, is much less for
home hi -fi than for pro gear.
Some equipment is designed to serve
both markets. The reason for this is
money. Art amplifier that appeals to
both has a better sales potential than
one that is satisfactory only for

with some applications in other areas as
well. Both these standards have been
recently revised to provide a more
meaningful evaluation of equipment for
the intended usage.
The Institute of High Fidelity in New
York is the hi -fi industry clearing house
for technical standards. Because the

existing standard for measuring

Standard Complies
With FTC Guidelines

professional use; consumer applica-

tions represent the highest -volume
market. There are many more hi -fi types
who buy records than there are studios
to record them. Further, the hi -fi user
likes to own a "professional" unit.
There are also a lot of discotheques that
need big, clean sound as well as
reliability.
UL's 813 standard covers professional /commercial equipment applications
whereas IHF's power amplifier standard
is oriented primarily towards home hi -fi

r

amplifiers (IHF -A -201) has become
increasing obsolete, a revision has taken
place.
Beginning in 1975 a distinguished
panel of high fidelity experts has
wrestled with the difficult task of
generating meaningful, up -to -date
procedures for evaluating examples of
current practice. Of necessity the new
standards must conform to the Federal

-kow'

ForTape Heads
Head for TABER
At Taber you get precision work, quality results and low price
unmatched by any other audio head manufacturer.

...

We will install three new heads in your full track Ampex assembly
for only $97.50... Scully at $186.00. Or, wear permitting, an Ampex
or Scully three head reconditioned assembly for only $45.00.
VTR audio is priced at only $310.00 for

four new heads installed, or $100.00 for
four reconditioned heads. (Add $25.00 if
monitor post needs lapping).
Loaner assemblies are available.
For heads, head for Taber

... the

best

source available.
Send for free brochure.

TABERManufacturing &

2081 Edison Ave.
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San

Engineering Company

Leandro, Ca. 94577

(415) 635 -3831
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Trade Commission (FTC) ruling of 1974.
The result of this is called IHF -A -202,
1978 Standard Methods of Measurement
For Audio Amplifiers.
Similar developments in the commercial sound field have prompted Under-

writers Laboratories to revise the
standards for sound reinforcement
amplifiers. Industry representatives
have been meeting over the last year or
so for the purpose of updating UL
Standard 813. The revised edition is
dated September 8, 1978 and becomes
effective December 1, 1979.
Because UL standards are important
mostly to equipment manufacturers, we
refer to them only as they affect the end
product. However, the implications of

these recent changes have been
carefully considered from a users
standpoint by the UL committee.
Since the choice of amplifiers is a
difficult decision, the person responsible must learn as much as possible
about available units. Most of the time it
is not feasable to bring in all suitable
products and evaluate them in actual
usage. Although this is by far the most
effective technique, time does not
always permit a leisurely consideration
of alternatives.
The existence of standard methods of

measurement permits the user to

evaluate potentially useful amplifiers
without having to test them personally.
We might add that a complete laboratory
set up is quite expensive, and for most

organizations could not be justified,
even on a rental basis.
IHF standards provide a repeatable,
reliable method for the user to insure
that he is comparing apples -to- apples
before he makes a purchase decision.
Since many questions arise concern-

ing output power, distortion and
frequency response, the IHF standard
has five primary ratings, which must be
disclosed to comply with the standard.
1. Continuous average power output.
2. Dynamic headroom.
3. Frequency response.
4. Sensitivity.
5. A weighted signal -to -noise ratio.
Each of these ratings will be discussed
briefly in hopes that a more complete
understanding is reached. Decimal
numbers indicate the selection or
paragraph in the IHF -A -202 standard
which applies to each topic.
Continuous average power is a fairly
well- understood method of testing.
Power must be measured into a non inductive resistive load using a sine
wave and an averaging meter calibrated

AMPLIFIER STANDARDS

The first
Time

AlignedTM.

in RMS volts. The power bandwidth and
distortion must be stated. If more than
one load impedance is used, the entire
specification must be repeated at the
alternate load impedance. This combination of load impedance, bandwidth and
distortion, together with the power
obtained, conforms to the Federal Trade

Control Room
Speaker System

(section 3.1).
The IHF standard gives us comprehensive protection against fraud by

Clean.. .from
a whisper, to
the threshold
of pain.

Commission (FTC) specification

stating numerous conditions which
could influence power ratings. The
following conditions are specified to
cover all the common loopholes. Here is

list of details covered and the
reference number of the paragraph
a

which governs each case:
(1) All channels must be operating
(5.0).
(2) Continuous
(3.1.1).

operation defined

(3) Preconditioning defined (2.2.1).
(4) Test area temperature (2.2).

(5) Power
(2.1).
(6)

line voltage /frequency

Harmonic distortion at low power

(3.1.6).

(7) Harmonic

distortion defined

(2.9.3)
(8) Spectrum analyzer recommended
(2.9.6)

As far as

continuous power

Dynamic Headroom =
Burst Power/Continuous Power
0 dB if the
well -regulated power

This rating would be
a

The UREI 813 Monitor Loudspeaker System brings impressive
new realism and clarity to recording control room listening.
This first Time AlignedTM professional monitor employs the
efficient Altec 6048 -G duplex 15" driver with a UREI custom
horn for extended and more uniform H.F. response, plus an
added 15" direct radiating driver for extended L.F. response
and higher power handling. Add to this the UREI 3 -way

TAT" network in a unique pressure controlled
enclosure and you have unbelievably clean
reproduction from low levels to the threshold of
pain! Bring your aspirin and hear it at your UREI

is

concerned, the IHF standard offers an
excellent means of comparison amongst competitive units. Additional information is available in the dynamic headroom rating. The purpose of this rating is
to give us an idea of how well regulated
the unit's power supply is. Because the
power available for short transients far
exceeds continuous power in some
amplifiers, it is obvious that reserve
power should be indicated in some way.
Because the music power ratings of
1966 created confusion, the committee
wanted to be sure that a wattage figure
not be part of any transient power rating.
The solution is to measure clipping of a
low duty cycle sine wave which is
bursted 20 dB. When the burst level just
clips, the voltage level is recorded and
that level used to calculate what power is
available for that short time. Next, the
burst power is related to continuous
power in decibels to arrive at a dynamic
headroom rating.

amplifier had

Unbehei'thy

=

dealer.

uri
8460 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, California 91352

(213) 767 -1000

Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation. New York

s. rime -Align

and its derivatives are trademarks of and licensed by
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supply and therefore could not provide
additional power when bursted. If the
power supply were poorly regulated, i.e.
skimpy power transformer and /or small
filter capacitors, it might be possible to
do twice the continuous power for the
short burst time. If twice the power were
available, the dynamic headroom would
be 3 dB.

decibels ±X dB (see section 3.13).
Although this may seem obvious to the
pro user, not every manufacturer was
following this procedure.
Sensitivity rating of an amplifier is
now defined as the amount of input
voltage required at 1 kHz to reach a
reference power of one watt. Note that
the usual method of indicating sensitiv-

Because a poorly regulated supply is
one way to cut corners, we feel that a

professional user would most likely
want to select a unit with a low dynamic
headroom rating. This will insure that
unit's power supply is conservatively
designed. All of the conditions required
for measuring dynamic headroom are
given in section 3.2. Additional protection against selective measurements is
given by paragraph 3.2.3.1 which
indicates that the dynamic headroom
rating must be given separately for each
rated load impedance.
Frequency response is measured into
the rated load or loads when the unit is
supplied an unvarying amplitude sine
wave at all frequencies of interest. Using
a standard source impedance, all output
readings are taken reference 1 kHz in

'Dynamic Headroom'
Measured In dB

usually taken using rated output as the 0
dB point. "A" weighting is used
primarily to give a good correlation with

perceived noise. Also,

a

network

simulating a normal input will be used
instead of the unrealistic shorted input
(see section 3.12).
In addition to the primary ratings
previously discussed, several secondary
ratings are of interest.
Clipping headroom is a method of
defining maximum continuous power
available at a reduced power bandwidth
compared to the rated bandwidth at the
rated distortion. It is measured at the
single frequency of 1 kHz or over some

reduced bandwidth stated with the
rating. As in the case of dynamic
ity is to tell us what voltage is required to
reach rated output. The intent of this
new definition is to place all sensitivity
ratings on a common scale (see section
3.7).

Weighted signal -to -noise ratio is
determined in comparison to the
reference level of one watt. Figures

obtained in this way will not be as high
as those taken in the past which were

headroom, the additional power

available is not stated as watts, but in
decibels (see section 3.3).
Output impedance of an amplifier is
described by a graph showing output
source impedance vs. frequency over
the rated bandwidth. Several methods of
measuring the output impedance are
discussed (see section 3.10).
Damping factor vs. frequency can be
calculated using the output impedance

Our Logger is a Turtle!
IL

It's slow, slow moving but it wins the
race when it comes to recording information. All kinds of information; broadcast logging, telephone messages, fire
or police dispatcher record, surveillance,
medical emergency room or analog
recording in surgery, court reporting and
transcription or space and military analog recording.

Our 230L logger records a lot of information; over twelve and one half hours
on 3600 feet of tape at 15/16 ips; over
six hours at 1 -7/8 ips. And it's available
in one, two or four channel configuation
with professional solid state record/
reproduce preamplifiers. So now you
can win almost every race
with a Telex 230L logger.
It's a turtle.
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX.
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22. rue de la Legion- d'Honneur. 93200 St. Denis. France
Canada: Telak Electronics. Ltd.. Scarborough. Ontario
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curve obtained above. The most
important item to remember here is that
the damping factor will vary with rated
load impedance. If more than one load
impedance rating is provided, damping
factor information must be given for
each load impedance (see section 3.11).
If it is desired to express damping
factor as a single number it shall be the
lowest number obtained using an 8 ohm
load, and will be called the wideband
damping factor. In a similar fashion, the
low frequency damping factor is taken at
50 Hz using an 8 ohm load.
SMPTE intermodulation distortion vs.
output is shown on a graph which
begins 12 dB below the reference level
of one watt and continuous up to the
continuous output power rating of the
unit. This must also be done for each
rated load impedance (see section 3.15).
Total harmonic distortion vs. frequency is another graphic presentation that
is done every 3 dB (doubling of power)
beginning 6 dB below the reference level
of one watt and increasing up to the
continuous power rating. This must be
done for each rated load impedance
(see section 3.6).
IHF intermodulation distortion (sometimes called the twin -tone method), is a
more revealing test than the SMPTE
method. Two tones separated by 1 kHz
are swept from 2,500 Hz to the upper limit of rated bandwidth. Any spurious outputs related to the twin tones produced
by non -linearities in the device under
test are listed as a percentage of the RMS
value of the two tones combined. This
result is taken every 3 dB starting 12 dB
below reference up to rated power.
Again, if the unit is rated for different
loads the results must be shown for each
load (see section 3.16). This test is one
of the best available for detecting the
possible presence of transient inter modulation distortion (TIM).
Transient overload recovery time is
determined in a manner similar to the
dynamic headroom measurement. In
this case the alternate -level signal is
adjusted such that the burst level is 10
dB above clipping and the reference
level is 10 dB below clipping. When this
is done, the portion of the reference level

immediately following the overload
burst shall be examined with an
oscilloscope for resumption of the
reference waveform with no visible
distortion remaining. This time period is
defined to be the transient overload
recovery time (see section 3.18).
Slew factor is defined as the relationship between the frequency where

Scotch Brand's Standard A/V Cassette is
tough guy -an old friend who'll be there
when things get rough. Like when there's high
speed dubbing to be done. Or when the job
calls for day -in, day -out wear and tear.
High energy oxides, a rugged polyester
base material, and a high impact plastic cassette
give this tough guy character and durability.
The Standard Cassette is available in 20, 30,
45, 60, 90 and 120 minute lengths. Ask for the
popular AV File System, (96 cassettes) or
a loveable

the standard package of 40 cassettes.

See your Scotch Brand dealer today.

LOVEABLE TOUGH GUY.

3m
"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company

sTAADARD TAPE ff1AAUAl...
A NEW AND VALUABLE DATA BOOK

FOR THE AUDIO TAPE RECORDIST,

ENGINEER OR DESIGNER
Limited edition on heavy stock in laboratory binder. Charts,
nomographs, diagrams, and "How to" tips of interest to those
familiar with the fundamentals of magnetic recording. Data
supplied relative to: Head losses, flux levels, azimuth, reproducer
amplifier response and its relation to induction loop plus head
and amplifier curve, wavelength charts. Techniques of measurement: Induction loop, constant current, track widths, losses to
recorded signals, distortion, magnetized components and
fields related to erasure and noise, head resonance, static
problems and wear patterns.
Available postpaid for $45.00 each. California residents add sales tax.
Order from:
ROBERT K. MORRISON ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS
Kensington, CA 94707
819 Coventry Road

or
ROBERT K. MORRISON

Standard Tape Laboratory
Hayward, CA 94545
26120 Eden Landing Road #5
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continuous power distortion reaches
one per cent and 20 kHz. To take the
measurement, the unit is operated at
rated continuous power at a frequency
of 1 kHz, and the input frequency raised

until THD reaches

UNIT

1

CHAN
A

When this
frequency is noted it is divided by 20 kHz
to obtain the slew factor. This method of
evaluating performance of an amplifier
rests on the assumption that some units
have insufficient power bandwidth
caused by inadequate slewing capability (slew rate is the fastest possible
transition possible at the output, given
an instantaneous step at the input).
What this means is that a high power unit
has to have a higher slew rate to
maintain low distortion at high frequencies above 20 kHz than a low power unit.
Sad to say, the situation is not that
simple. It is quite possible to have a welldesigned unit with a power bandwidth of
60 kHz (and a slew factor of 3) be
outdone by a mediocre unit which is
rolled off quickly at the input and as a
result never hits 1% because the level
falls off rapidly before it reaches a power

inconclusive measurement and should
be disregarded. It's not that the problem
isn't real; it's very real
it's just that the
IHF slew factor fails to address the entire
situation (see section 3.19).
The reactive load rating is an excellent
concept which spotlights a common
deficiency in amplifier measurement.
For this measurement, the purely
resistive load used for all previous
measurements is replaced with a
network intended to simulate a loud-

bandwidth.

speaker load. The device under test is
adjusted to supply its rated continuous

1

1

HOT

HOT 2

SPEAKER

INPUT

%.

output stage with far less power

HOT

Y

ADAPTOR

COLD

UNIT 2

CHAN.
A

As a result of this discrepancy, it can
be deduced that the slew factor is an

-

1

1

COLD 2

f-

COLD

power in the vicinity of network
resonance at about 50 Hz. If the
amplifier can operate this network at the
same voltage level as a resistiVe load, the
reactive load rating is 0 dB. If, however,
the amplifier reaches 1% distortion
under the test conditions the amplifier
output voltage is noted and equivalent
power assuming an 8 ohm resistive load
is calculated from this voltage. This is
compared to the rated power to
determine the reactive load rating.
Supposedly this gives an indication of
the degree of protect limiting into a
typical speaker (inductive) load.
To evaluate capacitive loading effects,

2sioide,ancixonetrise4.

Conquer distortion, defeat clipping.
clean up your mix.
131-amplification or tri- amplification
with Yamaha's F -1030 frequency
dividing network can take you a long
way down the road to audio perfection.
By separating high, mid and low
frequencies before amplification, the
F -1030 increases efficiency and headroom to the point where you need
fewer amplifiers and speakers to produce the same sound level. What's
more, by dividing the sound for several
amplifiers and many sets of speakers.
the F -1030 eliminates the cost of
individual passive crossovers.
-
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Control your own! Unlike other
dividing networks. Yamaha's F -1030 offers
dB- calibrated detented controls on
both inputs and outputs as well as transformer- coupled XLR and standard
phone jack connectors. Twelve selectable crossover frequencies range
from 250Hz to BkHz, with your choice of
12dB octave or 18dB/octave slopes.
plus a switchable 40Hz 12dB /octave high pass filter.

confidence! Noise and
distortion are virtually extinct. The
Use with

Yamaha F -1030 will drive a full +24dBm
(12.3 volt) output into a 600 ohm load.
It will also accept input levels to +30dB.
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There's lust not enough room here
to give you the whole story So send this
ad along with three dollars. (Please
certified check or money order only.
No cash or personal checks.) We'll
rush you the F -1030 operation manual.
Or better yet. see your Yamaha decler.
.

YAMAHA
Musical Instrument Combo Division
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue.
Buena Park. CA 90620
Write P O. Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90622
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THE

determine the maximum value of
capacitance that can be connected in
parallel with the rated load without
degrading performance by more than
10% (see section 3.20 for complete test
procedures).
Separation vs. frequency is shown as
a graph covering the rated bandwidth.
When the desired channel is operating
at a level 3 dB below rated continuous
power, the other channel(s) shall be
examined and the amount of separation
in decibels vs. frequency graphed
reference the level present at the desired
output (see section 4.2).
While this is not a complete list of
secondary ratings, all of the important
criteria are included.
The full text of IHF-A -202 is available
by sending $7.00 to the Institute of High
Fidelity, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York,

WORKING
KING.

New York 10017.
By far the most important test for any
amplifier is listening. If at all possible,
set up the promising candidates two at a
time and compare under actual conditions such as a rehearsal or mixdown.
With the inputs connected in parallel,
switch speaker leads back and forth and
listen carefully to specific sounds as
they repeat. Those with musical training
can usually hear specific details more
readily than others.
One note of caution when switching
loudspeakers while operating: Please

switch both hot and cold for both
channels. Two amplifiers momentarily
connected in parallel will probably have

This King positions, loads and
ejects blank or prerecorded tape cassettes faster and more reliably than
any cassette loader made. And, you
need fewer operators. You can depend on The King. Worldwide.

momentary life expectancy. The
diagram shows a suggested connection
for one channel. Use two for stereo. Use
a heavy -duty switch or relay.

Author Bill Isenberg is currently

associated with Pioneer North

America. In this article he does not
speak for Pioneer. Previous associa-

tions include Pioneer of America,
Scientific Audio Electronics, James
B. Lansing Sound, Record Plant - Los
Angeles, Daniel Flickinger Associates and Mastersound Recording of
Atlanta.
References:
1 - Standard' Methods of Measurement
For Audio Amplifiers, IHF Publication IHE-

World Leader in Tape Tailoring Systems

A -202. 1978.
2 - New IHF Amp Standard, Edward J.
Foster, Audio Magazine, June, 1978.
The author wishes to thank Stephen V.
Lyle, of James B. Lansing Sound, for his
assistance.

King Instrument Corporation,
Turnpike Road, Westboro, Massachusetts 01581, USA
Phone (617) 366-9141 /Cable KINGINST/ Telex 94 -8485.

80

All King Instruments are manufactured under one or more of the following U.S. patente:
U.S. Pat. Nos. 31197153, 3753814.3787270.3737358, 3717314, 3753835.3825481.Other U.S. and foreign patente pending.
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Whether

you

are looking for studio

time, equipment or design, you owe
it

to yourself to find out what

"The Gold Record People"

can offer you.
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Ilan acoustic

design

We Wake
Audio

CORPORATE/SALES
6311 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(213) 655-0303
Telex 698645

STUDIOS/MIXING
8447 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(213) 654-2155
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The path that led Buddy King into the
record recordingfield has been travelled by
many studio operators. In 1971, he bought
some equipment with the intention of
recording himself and friends. It was to be
strictly a hobby and he was operating out of
his home in Huntington Beach, California, a
community in the sprawling urban area
south of Los Angeles known as Orange
County.
King had dropped out of Los Angeles
State College in his final year of pre
law/political science study and got a job as
a landscaper, which he found to be both
lucrative and satisfying. In his spare time, he
resumed playing the saxophone, which he
had studied in high school, and took bass
guitar lessons because the electric sound
was popular at that time. Though he had
never been in a recording studio, he began
toying with the idea of starting up his own.
Talk is cheap, a neighbor pointed out.
The neighbor, an aerospace engineer,
prodded King to follow through on the idea.
King protested that he didn't know how to
begin. "You start by going down to the
lumber company and you get some two -byfours," the neighbor said. 'Then you put a
wall there and then put a wall there."
Following these elementary instructions,
King constructed a crude studio in his living
room and later put a control room in his
dining room. He started recording with a
used, three -buss, transformerless Stephens
console, a new Ampex four -track recorder
and two condenser mikes.
Once the equipment was installed, King
decided a burglar alarm was necessary.
The alarm installer was impressed with the
set up and asked if some friends could
record religious music at the home studio.
King, himself a man with firm spiritual
beliefs, consented. This was a chance to
make his hobby pay for itself. That first
project was a sampler album entitled
MARANATHA ONE, an early product of
the contemporary gospel/ "Jesus music"
movement, which became a classic in its
-

field.
This project led to another and soon King
dropped his landscaping job. His sax and
bass guitar lessons were next to go. "This
was really fortunate," notes King, "because
my licks were really bad." By 1972 his
recording activities became his profession
and so he neuer did achieve his initial goal,
to record himself.
King took only two neighbors into his
confidence about his recording studio and
simply told the rest that he was throwing

parties when parked cars aroused

suspicion. A group that pulled up in its
custom Greyhound touring bus put an end
to that ruse, and in 1975 a letter from the
city followed. A city building inspector was
impressed by the studio but made it plain
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Biddy King (left) and
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engineer Rick Donaldson
in Soundcastle's control room'
Photography by Eddie Hoff

The Agony of Success

-

SOUNDCASTLE RECORDING
Three years of the do's and don'ts
in turning a home recording business
into a world class facility

-

told to R -e /p's Bob Marich
by studio builder Buddy King

as

This Auditronics 501
at Osmond Studios...

in Orem, Utah spent four years recording Osmond albums before they moved it into
their new multi -million dollar TV production center. Now the 501 runs full time producing the
equivalent of an album and a half of music every day.
The 501's full 24 -track capability is needed for the complex audio mixing that accompanies the Donny & Marie Show, and the many specials and commercials produced in
the facility.
The Auditronics console has everything needed for even the most complicated TV
production. A minimum of 22 inputs is used for every show because they have to mix 4 tracks
of pre- recorded audio, plus a two -track for effects, a couple of cart machines, and four VTRs
that come back to the board for playback. An additional six audience mikes, a couple of
boom mikes, stand mikes and house PA are patched into the console bringing it to near ca.

Tracy Jorgensen, Audio Engineer,

Osmond Studios

pacity.
Using a music mixer with its full EQ, reverb and panning capability gives the engineer an advantage over the usual TV audio console. An audible improvement in the air quality of their final product is the result.
With today's session costs, a reliable console is a necessity. At Osmond Studios
this 501 (serial number 007) has proven itself reliable for over five years with no
replacement of components. They like it and don't plan on changing it.
If you'd like to know what Osmond Studios and over 300 other satisfied users have learned about Auditronics console flexibility and quality, circle reader service number for complete information and the name of your
nearest Auditronics dealer.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 (901) 362 -1350
for additional information circle no. 37
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that it was in violation of ordinances. King
was given a few weeks to clear out, but the
studio remained there until the Fall of 1977.
He realized that his house was inadequate even before the city discovered the
studio and began looking for a new location
in 1973. His search for a new facility and his

experience as an owner /builder are
recounted in his own words, based on
interviews conducted by Bob Ma rich.

it

out you see that, at best, just the good

features were pointed out. Still, the
newspaper is a good source for leads.
Another excellent source is talking with
people in the recording business. I think out
loud a lot and I like to see what the reaction
to my ideas are. This is how I got involved in
locations hundreds of miles from my

Acoustician George Augspurger
After leaving JBL in 1970, George
Augspurger established Perception, Inc., as
firm specializing in architectural sound system design. Aiming for a
"middle -of- the -road" approach to Sound
castle's acoustics, Augspurger describes
his thinking in the following passage:
STUDIO: Rock and roll studios in
America are for the most part "dead." The
ceiling and all walls are quite absorptive for
a consulting

The Agony
of Success
Years of transformer manufacturing and design experience, combined with computer
assisted technology, have enabled us to make asignificantly
audible improvement in the
performance of audio transformers.
Write or call for information

NORTH FULLER AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046

1617

(213)

876 -0059

(Visitors by appointment only.)
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It was in my third year that I realized that I
had to move. One day there was a knock at
the door and the man standing there said
that he had just got in from Georgia. He told
me, "I heard about your studio back home
and I wanted to look it up when I got out
here."
This guy got my address back in Georgia.
It made me realize that where you're
located, what the studio is and the vibes that
you radiate are a very important thing. To
me, a studio was not something that is in an

industrial complex,

a

studio was not

something that is on a major boulevard.
Quite the opposite, a studio is situated
where you have houses next door, where it
is peaceful, where You have trees, where it is
a pleasure to be. That is a studio to me.
It was really hard for me when I started
looking in 1973 because the only places I
could find were industrial complexes or
abandoned 7 -11 grocery stores. I didn't have
the money to build from the ground up, so I
was looking for an existing structure to
lease.
Requirements For A Building
I was searching for a building that met
three basic criteria. The building would need
a minimum of modifications to make it into a
studio. The second thing it had to have,
which is just as important as the first, is a
good location. By location, I'm talking about
having a proximity to recording business
The third thing the building had to have was
magic ... that intangible something which is
a kind of warmth that grabs you when you
walk through the door.
I began scouting around in the classified
ads of the Los Angeles Times, the largest

circulation newspaper

in

Southern

California. The newspaper was a way to
acquaint me with various areas. I used to
read the Times when I was on the head,
every day. Days that I'm not working, I'm
driving around looking at places.
One thing I found out about looking in the
newspaper was that the ads tend to be
misleading. Everything is made out to be
desirable and enticing; but when you check
R-e/p 62
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complete sound separation. They don't
want a lot of leakage and they use many
mikes. John and I believe that this is not the
trend of the contemporary rooms.
European studios for the most part are built
like recital halls. They look for a livelier

sound and use fewer mikes

in

their

technique.
Since Buddy left the design up to us, we
decided to take Soundcastle down a middle
of- the -road approach giving it the potential
for both sounds. The extreme right is
maximum isolation
a dead canopy area
that runs the length of the studio. It is
-

-

approximately

12 -feet in

depth and

approximately 33 -feet long. The extreme
left wall is all glass. It is a lively area for
strings and brass; and, generally, instru-

ments that benefit from acoustical
reflections would record very well there.
The rear wall maintains the absorption of
low frequency and still gives a little bit of high
frequency liveliness to the room.
If Buddy had started out from scratch
building this building from the ground up, he
could not have found a better building. The
20 -foot high ceiling gives an opportunity to
make much of the room. The design is an
interesting attempt to achieve an acoustically neutral room, so as not to color the
natural sound of the instruments, which is
dry enough for good separation and yet
lively enough in the main room so one could
pull back and do legitimate classical
recordings. Approximately 25 per cent of
this area is highly reflective.

The major complaint of not enough
isolation between mikes is because the
engineer, I have found, is usually inexper-

ienced

I

believe a good engineer uses

leakage in a creative way.
I have never worked on a building that
had one wall completely glass, and it was
very interesting to see John Edwards take
this negative feature and make it into a plus
factor. Buddy's building is one of the most
unique designs have ever come across.
The building really is an art form.
I

Huntington Beach home.

I would be
"thinking out loud" about building a studio in
Hollywood, which is 50 miles north of my
house. The reaction would be, "No, don't
build a studio in the Hollywood area.
There's 400 studios there already. Why do
you want to build another one? Go south to
San Diego. That is the coming area."
I went down to San Diego and talked with
some studio owners as well as firms that
supply equipment and services to the
studios there. They were the ones that said,
"Ahhh, San Diego is not the area Arizona
is the up- and-coming area. That is the place
to go. We know a guy who has two rooms
there and he has more business than he
knows what to do with." Soon after that, I
drove to Arizona to check out the recording
situation.
Besides talking with studio owners, I
always sought input from musicians. Their
input would always be different from that of
the studio owners. I also did a lot of talking
with the people who pay for recording
sessions and relied most heavily on their
input because, obviously, they are the key
factor in the studio business.
When talking with musicians, I got a lot of
comments like this: "I don't like recording in
the Hollywood area. Go to Santa Barbara
[which is north of Los Angeles on the coast ],
That area is really nice. I like working up
there and it's only an hour away from the
city." While investigating the Santa Barbara
area, I looked at a building which had been a

brothel at the turn of the century. There's a
lot of irony in looking for a new studio,
because at one point producer Gary Usher
suggested that relocate in a church.
My search also took me to Las Vegas.
Why Las Vegas? I had a friend there playing
with a top group. He told me that the city
had two recording studios and one had
recently burned down.
Whenever I came to an unfamiliar place, I
1

-

'I Did A Lot

Of Talking With
People Who Pay
For Sessions'
found out who was recording there and
what was being recorded. What turned me
off about all those other locations was that
they were specialized to my way of thinking.
I had come from Orange County and seen
specialized recording. If it was at all possible,
wanted to get away from that.
1

The First 'Candidate'
With this thought in mind, I've got to
confess that the first building I seriously
considered leasing was in Orange County. It
was situated in an industrial complex in the

city of Anaheim. The building had

a 15 -foot,

9-inch ceiling and about 4,800 square feet of

floor space.
At this point I should introduce someone
who played the key role in evaluating
locations that I found. He is acoustician
George Augspurger.
When I first got the bug to move I began
talking with studio designers. We'd just go
out and have coffee ... shoot the bull. They
would get tired of talking with me, of course,
but in the conversations, I picked up ideas
that helped me define just exactly how to
approach looking for a new studio. This was
how I met George and he formally took me
on as a client.
Poor George, he probably spends half his
life looking at buildings for me and other
people. He would tell me what the benefits
and drawbacks were of a particular location.
"Yes, we can do this and we can do that," he
would say. "The acoustic treatments,
because of the location, would require walls
that are such -and -such thickness. There's
room for air conditioning and what -haveyou. But I must advise you that such -andsuch will be a problem. To get around this
will require such -and -such modifications."
We would even go through some rough
designs to help me make a decision.
With all this, George would give me an
approximate idea that it would more to
remodel a building because of this factor or
that factor. I think that this was the best
education I ever got as far as helping me

This singular
lower
idrange

stem

improves intelligibility in the
voice frequencies to a new order in high
power sound reinforcement. The
exciting new ATC 9" driver connects to
a straight exponential horn using an
integral phasing plug for enhanced
dispersion. The hand -laminated
fiberglass horn is lead-sheeted and
polyurethane damped to eliminate
resonances, even at 130 dB SPLs at
the throat. It's built for the road and has an unprecedented
six year warranty. Call or write for the "works ".
See us at the NAMM show, booth 907.

Eastern Acoustic Works, Inc.

59 Fountain Street, Box 111, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701/(617) 620-1478
for additional information circle no. 40
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decide what I wanted. That's the hardest
thing for a studio owner. Because at the
same time I was looking for a location, I was
trying to decide just exactly what I wanted.

George came in and pointed out
something regarding the Anaheim building
that I had not really thought about
it's
proximity to the freeway. He told me that
there would always be a particular type of
rumble there; it was two blocks from a
freeway. We could work with it by floating
the floor and other expensive treatments.
After listening to him, it just seemed that
when I would be finished building a studio,
I'd have something that would be very
sterile. That was my own reaction.
I have a tendency to labor over decisions.
So I'm laboring over this one
do I take the
building anyway
and this takes me a
week. In the meantime, the building is leased
to someone else
and that settled that.

-

HEAR TODAY,
HEAR

TOMORROW

Make it through the next concert,
recording session or rehearsal, and
hear to tell about it. Use Sonic Il
Noise Filters.
Sonics let you hear everything just
as you would normaly. What you
don't hear are the things that cause
ear damage, like extremely loud
sounds and high frequencies. You'll
end up enjoying everything, with no
ear ringing, noise hangover or after concert headaches.

-

-

...

Dealing With Brokers
There were other ways I found out about
commercial properties. I began talking with

real estate brokers and must have
contacted, all told, about

15.

My experience

Architect John Edwards
An architect for 22 years, John Edwards
has specialized in the music and film
industries for the last 12 years. His clients
include RCA, MCA, Motown, Heiders and
others throughout the world. Edwards calls
Soundcastle one of his most interesting
projects in the following commentary:

CONTROL ROOM: After designing
The secret behind Sonics is
inside. An exclusive patented design
incorporates a complex series of
baffles, moving diaphragms and
chambers. And its all encased in
surgical grade silicone for maximum
comfort and durability.
Sonic II Noise Filters. Join the
professional musicians, technicians
and sound lovers who're using them.
Look for Sonics at music stores
everywhere. For only 15.95 you
can make sure its not hear today,
gone tomorrow.

-

definitely interested in trying Sonics.
Please send me
pair(s), at S5.95/pair
(plus 501 postage and handling). Enclosed
Yes, l'm

my check or money order for S
California residents add 6% sales tax.
is

RE1178

Name

Address

State_Zip

City

SONIC

IIFQERS

NORTON
Norton Company Safety Products Div
16624 Edwards Road Dept
Cerritos, California 90701

more than 150 control rooms, we believe
that the control room at Soundcastle is our
maximum effort in state -of- the -art design.
We decided to build Buddy a true stereo
room. (Although this room can be modified
for quad, it is still basically a true stereo

control room.)
After being involved with many control
room designs, we have found quad rooms
are too large. They are not appropriate for
the long hours that are required for mixing.
The monitoring levels have to be much
hotter and the sound cannot be as tight as in
a true stereo room and, consequently, they
are more fatiguing for the people who work
in these rooms than in a true stereo room.
No matter what you do speakerwise, the
definition in a quad room can never be as
good as in a stereo room.
BUILDING: In 12 years of designing

studios throughout the world, Buddy's
building was the most unique type of shell I
have ever encountered. I had to treat him
with respect because it took a particular
kind of individual who would buy a building
like this. In the field of architecture, this
building will be of great historical
significance.
In the back building, because of the large
area of glass approximately 17 -feet high and
approximately 70 -feet long, you are made
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was that as soon as you tell them that you're

looking for a studio, they usually don't want
anything to do with you. People looking for
studios have requirements that are fairly
unique: high ceilings, parking, a site away
from traffic
and people looking for
studios tend to be a little funky from the real
estate broker point -of-view. Because of
.

.

.

Brokers 'Usually
Don't Want
Anything To
Do With You'
your unusual requirements for a piece of
property, they know it'll be this side of a
miracle to find something for you and make
a commission for themselves.
They might take a shot at it, I have found,
because you are something novel. You
could make the broker's day interesting...

-

the
aware of the exterior environment
trees, the gardens, etc., so I decided that the
studio design should incorporate this same
attitude. We concluded a studio design
which also had one wall consisting of two
independent walls of glass would permit an
unusual opportunity for the musicians in the
studio to be affected from the outside light,

in both

a

direct and indirect way.

Acoustically, this large amount of glass
provided a unique opportunity of acoustically tuning the room by the use of draperies of
various densities to the needs of the artist.
Because of the juxtaposition of the glass
walls, we have managed to diffuse the sound
in such a way so that drapes for the most
part are not really needed.
Redwood slat absorbers were used in
areas to absorb the low frequency and yet
reflect high frequency back into the room.
This was done to give the room an open, airy
sound without coloring the natural sound of
the instruments. Some of the areas are
bright, resonant areas, such as the wood
parquet floor. Some portions of the wall are
totally absorbent. I might also add that the
bright, resonant floor can be acoustically
tuned with area carpets.
The ceiling is tuned in different areas, but
basically 25 per cent of it is reflective. We
mentioned the glass wall on the left side
affording the opportunity of being tuned by
drapes. Even though the wall on the right
side looking out from the control room
below the canopy area is fairly dead, it has
been acoustically tuned to be both reflective
and non -reflective. This was done so the
artist had optimum separation but would
still give him the feeling that he wasn't
playing in an anechoic space.

Studio quality microphones
that don't need
a studio tourvive.

The CS15P

condenser
cardioid
microphone is equally
at home in a recording environ
broadcast studio. When hand -held
puts sex appeal in a voice with its ba
boosting proximity effect. With shaped
high- frequency response and its ability
to handle high sound
pressure levels (140dB
with 1% THD at 1kHz), the
CS15P is ideal for close -up
vocal or solo instrument miking applications.

When boom mounted, the
CS15P has better gain- beforefeedback and a better signal to -noise ratio than most shotguns. It's phantom powered
and it's rugged.

The CO15P condenser omni
ends;equency response to the very
limits of audibility, 20 to 20.000 Hz. Unlike
other "omni's;'the CO15P maintains
its 'omnidirectional polar pattern at the
very highest frequencies.
Perfect for the distant miking
of an entire orchestra as well
as up close on individual instruments. And like the CS15P, it's
phantom powered and it's rugged.
The Electro -Voice warranty
Electro -Voice backs up these two
microphones with the only unconditional warranty in the business:
for two years we will replace or

tcrorepair your CS15P or
phone, when returned to Electro -Voice
for service, at no charge - no matter
what caused the damage!
We can do this because we build these
microphones to meet our standards for
performance, ruggedness and durability.
We accept nothing less, and if you're

professional, buying a professional
quality micrcphone, you shouldn't either.
a
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you're entertainment. They might look in
sort of a half- hearted way because of that.
In my experience, I found the large
brokerage firm of Coldwell Banker was the
most useful. Because of its numerous
offices, Coldwell Banker could help me
investigate just about any area I was
interested in.
Another thing that I discovered was that
it's good to have the broker meet the person
who is going the acoustics for you. The
broker gets it first hand that you're not really
a kook
there's a reason that you're
looking for such an unusual building.
Though my comment about brokers
tends to be negative, don't misunderstand
me. A broker can prove to be valuable. My
point is
don't expect too much.

...

-

A Possibility In Anaheim
About nine months after finding the
Anaheim building, I came across what
proved to be the second building I was
serious about. It was located in the City of
Orange, again in Orange County. To
summarize its qualities, let me say it had a
14 -foot high ceiling, 3,300 square feet, two
walls that were cement (six to eight inches
thick), and air conditioning. There were a
couple of rooms that would have been ideal
for offices, two bathrooms and a rear
loading door that could be very utilitarian. It
was very conducive for the medium -size
studio that I wanted.
George came in and gave me a favorable

Glass on one wall of Soundcastle's studio allows both direct and indirect sunlight for the

environment. Arranging microphones is Buddy King.

evaluation. He pointed out there were
railroad tracks nearby that would pose a
problem but not all the time. He substantiated that by giving me an example of
another major studio near railroad tracks
that, every time a train goes by, can't
record. This other studio worked around
the problem without great difficulty, he told
me.

HOLDS UP

ON THE ROAD

At this point I began to realize how
valuable George was
beyond just his
acoustic expertise. In my contacts with
studio designers and other acousticians, I
found them very much like musicians. They
had a tendency to hype a situation. With
George there was no hype. He was very
pragmatic and gave me the answers that I
needed without trying to sell me a particular
point of view.
Anyway, the building in Orange had many
good qualities and overall I would say that it
was nice. Although it would have been ideal
for a studio, in the final analysis, it was still in
an industrial complex
and that type of
location just didn't have magic, to my way of
thinking.
Also, it was an Orange County location.
The input I was getting from musicians at
this time was that Orange County is too far a

...

...

drive from Hollywood and the San
Fernando Valley, where they live.

I

had

heard this type of comment for years
operating my home studio in Huntington
Beach.

The industrial complex aspect and

TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX

Orange County location caused me to dwell
on a decision
I'm always dwelling on
decisions. In the meantime, someone else
came along and took the building.

...

Hollywood Is The Place
My thinking at this time was bringing me

to the conclusion that

COUNTRYMAN
ASSOCIATES
424
-94301 415- 326-6960
-PALO
UNIVERSITY AVE.

ALTO, CA.

PHONE

for additional information circle no. 43

I

did want

a

Hollywood location for my studio. All kinds
of artists record in Hollywood; it's not at all
specialized. I liked that. I decided that after I
lost that second building I had learned one
thing: I'm supposed to move out to the
Hollywood area ... which I hate. But that is
where the action is so this is where I should
be located.
I decided that as long as I have to be in
Hollywood, I'll be in North Hollywood
I

-

VALLEY PEOPLE ANNOUNCES...

Complete Transformerless
MIC Preamps
Featuring TRANS AMP LZ
f

Complete MIC Preamp
on Plug in card Model # MP -1000

-

Transparency, definition, fidelity,
warmth, smoothness call it what
you like; TRANS AMP LZ Transformerless Mic Preamps make music
sound real.
As Jack Malken from SECRET
SOUND STUDIO, INC. N.Y.C. puts it,
"After installing 24 retrofit kits in
our MCI 400 series console, we were
shocked by the amount of client
comments concerning our better
sound. Equipping our MCI with
TRANS AMP LZ was one of our
most important decisions and also
the most beneficial. It was as great
a step toward higher studio performance as adding noise reduction
to our tape machines."

Retrofit MIC Preamp
for MCI Series
400 and 500

-

All models Available NOW!
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Consoles.

Ow-

V, \

Model

# MCI -400
MP -1000 or
MCI -500 MP -1000

--.,

FACTORY:
VALLEY PEOPLE, INC.

P.O. Box 40306.2821 Erica Place
Nashville, 'Iènnessee 37204
615- 383 -4737

EUROPE
SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT
97 -99 Dean Street London W1V 5RA

Phone 01-734 -2812
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like the neighborhood better. It's in the San
Fernando Valley adjacent to Hollywood.
That seemed to be a pretty good location for
what I wanted.
Now that I had made up my mind where I
wanted to be, I again turned to the
newspaper to help me get better acquainted
with the area. I found the largest regional
newspaper
The Valley News
to be the
best source for real estate classifieds. The
Valley News listings were five to ten times as
much as The Times for that area.

-

-

'Don't Worry About Saws ... Worry About
The Trucks
That Low Frequency Rumble'

-

studio out of my house and scouting
locations whenever I had a chance. The City

me to move, but I still wasn't ready.
I panicked when this business with the
city first came up, but a lawyer advised me
how to handle the situation. One thing I
found out from the lawyer was that the city
could make me leave, but I could make it a
long, expensive process for them. One
reason for this was that I was a home owner
paying property taxes and state taxes on my
business.

of Huntington Beach was on my back telling

In fact, paying state taxes on my

Dealing With The City
During this period, I was still operating the

MGM

recording business may have brought me to
the attention of the city. A portion of that
state tax goes directly to the city;
nevertheless, I had been advised to pay my
state taxes or else risk more serious legal
problems. When "discovered" by the city, I
got a license to operate my recording
business, though I must confess, I had to
"fudge" in a few places when filling out the
form for the license. This was all related to
building code.
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How's THIS for an encore?
Modern Recording called our DL -1 Delay "probably the best we have encountered"
a tough act to follow.* Now
after more than a year in development
DeltaLab introduces its encore - the
ACOUSTICOMPUTE R® - a combination digital -delay and special-effects
processor designed for use both onstage and in the studio, providing well known functions (echo, doubling,
chorusing, vibrato, flanging, etc.) plus
new effects not available in any other
device.

...

DeltaLab

Pre -reverb delay

with two incependent

delay channels, variable from 0.25ms
to 152ms with LED display.
Delay up to 240ms in serial (mono)
mode.
Built in VCO with external control
input at rear.
Same no- compromise sound quality as
in our DL-1 Digital Delay: Full 20 -15
kHz bandwidth at all delay lengths
with 90 dB dynamic range.
Computer- synthesized acoustic space
with 16 selectable reverb programs
plus a new special effect in which the
ACOUSTICOMPUTER scans the 16
programs.
Two channels in and out. Built in reverb mixing and stereo imaging controls.
Foot -switch controlled bypass.

DeltaLab Research, Inc.

for
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For further information call or write
Phil Markham at DeltaLab Research,
Inc., 25 Drum Hill Road, Chelmsford,
MA 01824 Tel. (617) 458 -2545.
*See

Modern Recording "Hands On

Report," Sept. 1978.
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It's impossible to describe in this space
everything the ACOUSTICOMPUTER
does; you'll have to experiment with it
yourself. By carefully minimizing the
number of separate controls and grouping them logically, we've made it easy

To bide time, I let the city know of my
position
recording was my livelihood. It
cost me so much to operate and I couldn't
be out looking all the time. I made the city
aware of my previous efforts at relocating
and that I knew that I had to move.
Keeping open communication with the
city and being honest helped me, I feel. I
would call them every other week and then,
towards the end, every other month. I also
sent a few letters acknowledging that I
appreciated their understanding.
At the same time, I found out what the
major complaint was. The major complaint
was not that we were creating sound that
was getting out ... it was that people were
leaving at three, four or five in the morning.
The shutting of doors and starting of cars
was the big problem. I immediately stopped
recording after midnight. I also asked people
who did come for evening sessions to drive
over in as few cars as possible.
This is how I got the city to stretch a few
weeks into a few years.

-

To cover my bases, I put down a $1,000
deposit, though I still wanted a chance to
look around. How to handle deposits brings
up another thing I learned in looking. I
always wanted to allow myself contingencies so I could get out of a deal. When
putting down a deposit, the contingency
was always this: This property must meet
the approval of my acoustician. It must be

feasible to turn this property into

a

recording studio. There was usually some
negotiation on the wording of this clause,
but I always made sure to get it stated so
that I could get out of any deal.

Escalator Clauses
Another negative point to this North

Hollywood building came out in early
negotiations. First of all, in any lease, you
want to get an agreement for a period of five
to ten years. You're marrying yourself to a

location because of all the acoustic
improvements you will have to put in.

Leases are going to have to have
escalator clauses because of inflation. There
are many kinds of escalator clauses and this
is a critical point in a lease, particularly
because landlords don't like to make such
long -term leases in the first place. I was
looking for a lease that would tie future
increases to the general cost -of- living.
Escalator clauses can be tied into things
like the appreciation of property values in an
area. It can be tied into inflation of

Looking In North Hollywood
After about two months of intense search
North Hollywood, a broker steered me to
a place that seemed to be the best of all
possible worlds. It was in a small industrial
complex that had another studio, owned by
a major label. The other studio might have
bothered some people, but it gave me a sort
of security as far as my choice of locations.
The building had 5,000 square feet of
in

space and a ceiling that was 14 -feet high.
The walls were cement tilt -up, which is
something I wanted. Tilt -up would mean less
dry wall would be needed, which would save
me money in remodeling. The roof bothered
me because it had been built as a machine
shop so it didn't have much insulation up
there. That meant that the second ceiling I
would install during remodeling would have
to be exceptionally soundproof. Because it
had been a machine shop, I would have to
tear out a lot of wiring and I really didn't like
that. I felt that I could get two rooms in it
because of its size. I liked the two heads.
Parking amounted to only four spaces and I
think something on the order of 20 is more
appropriate. But the city was breathing
down my neck so was willing to make some
sacrifices.
George came in and said it was okay. The
ceiling was low, but we could work with it. I
had been concerned about the whine from a
rip saw of the furniture manufacturing firm
next door. George said, "Don't worry about
the saw ... worry about the trucks
that
low frequency rumble. That's the most
expensive thing to get rid of."
I learned that an ideal location had no
truck traffic, was set back from the street,
had no rear or side traffic and no airplanes. If
you've got a lot of traffic vibration because
you're on a busy street, you've got to float
the floor. There's no reason to float the
floor, though, if the location doesn't require
it.
1

-

Brand
new and
ready to
make music. No
matter what, no
matter where: use 'em on table tops or put
'em in racks. The 8201B is loaded with
features that make it great for PA, great for recording.
It can be used as a house mixer in a club, on stage, or in a studio with an 8 -track
recorder. It really doesn't matter, the 8201B has the features you need to do
the job. Features that include: Differential AutoPad' to help make your sound the
cleanest sound around the easiest way!'. !Balanced Mic Inputs for low RF
susceptibility? +48v Phantom Power for quality condenser macs -Channel Patching/
Direct Outputs to tape recorder inputs or a signal processor Effects System that
can use both guitar and line level effects devices with stereo or mono effects
returneCTotaliy Stackable for up to 16 input channelsE Compact. Lightweight chassis
design (the World's first rack mountable, 8 channel mixer!) Plus Great Specs for a great
performance. But it doesn't end there: all this great mixer for not much money
-!
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The 82018: there's nothing else like it.

MARCO

3810 -148th Ave. N.E. Redmond, WA 98052
2061883-3510

'See your authorized TAPCO Dealer for more information on our complete line of
sound reinforcement recording mixers, power amplifiers and signal processors.
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construction costs alone. One most
hazardous escalation clause is to have it
hinge on future rents in an area
rents in
buildings that haven't even been built. I
discovered that everything was twisted to
be at the convenience of the landlord, not
the tenant.
That's what they tried to do at this North
Hollywood location and it really bothered
me. We negotiated on that point for several

-

SWEDISH
STEAL.

had not planned to buy a building. Every
building I had looked at involved a lease. My
original thinking was that I only had enough
money to build a studio, much less buy a
piece of property.
Gorge looked at the building and was
quite enthusiastic because the structure
had a lot to offer. It had more than enough

air conditioning. The rear building, which I
envisioned as the studio, was 140 feet from

A Visit To City's Planning Unit Reveals

That A Nearby Airport Is To Be Englarged

-

weeks
to get rent escalations tied into the
general rate of inflation. Overall I found that
the more sophisticated the building, the

more they try to get sophisticated
contingencies with their lease.
Also, when you're looking at a building,
you go to the city planning commission to
see if there are any urban renewal plans
three years, five years down the road. A

freeway could be built there halfway
through your lease. All this information is
there for the looking. In the case of the
North Hollywood building, I found out that
there was a master plan to enlarge the

Hollywood- Burbank Airport nearby.
Houses were going to be torn out and air
traffic redirected. The building was on the
fringe of all this activity.
We were near concluding the agreement
and I told the broker that I would be over in a
couple of days to finalize arrangements on
the lease. Still, the whole thing didn't feel
right.

the street and had no side or rear traffic. The
building was so ideal for a studio that the
savings it offered me compared to the North
Hollywood location would almost pay the
down payment.
The property had been owned by three
partners, and the one responsible for
building it had passed away. Because some
of the heirs wanted money and for tax
reasons, it was for sale. I found out from the
original surviving partner that the man who
had built it had been something of a
perfectionist, like myself. The property has
an aggregate driveway and clear redwood in
both structures, so the builder had gone first
class all the way.
The building won an American Institute of
Architects award when completed in 1969
"for excellence in design and execution."
The award is given only once every three
years. The marketing department of JBL
had been a tennant for a year-and -a -half.

The Plot Thickens
The Search Continues
continued to drive around looking at
buildings, stalling on the deal for the North
Hollywood building. I'm at home one day
sitting on the head going through the Times
checking the real estate ads. I find a place
and it sounds pretty good, but then I've read
ads about a lot of places that sounded good.
I was shown this building and it was
absolutely fantastic! The moment I walked
through the gate it hit me. This place has
magic. It was in the Los Feliz- Silverlake area
of Los Angeles, five minutes drive east of
Hollywood. The area was a mix of
residential and commercial structures.
There were two buildings on the site with
courtyard/parking separating them. After
four years, it's too good to be true. It still
cracks me up a little even now when I think
about it.
I got my $1,000 back on the place in North
Hollywood and began a negotiation period
for the new place that lasted three months.
In those three months we dickered over
whether I could lease or buy it, or rent with
an option to buy. We also negotiated over a
down payment and total buying price.
You must remember that up to this time, I
I

D

THE PML

DC-63 CONDENSER.
More Performance. Less Money.
Just one in a tough, practical &
precision line of professional
mikes. Handcrafted in Sweden
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S -265 00.
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Astorp, Sweden, Tel: 4642,51521
U.S. Distributor:
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Two things occured during negotiations
that complicated the situation. First, the
broker hinted that someone else was
interested in the building. Then, as I was
looking in the Valley News, I found another
building that I liked in North Hollywood.

To investigate this second North
Hollywood building, I followed what had
become my normal procedure. I always go
to see who the neighbors are. I would
introduce myself and say I want to build a
studio. "What do you do?" I would ask. "Will
you disturb me? Will I disturb you?"
Another thing I would do is "babysit" the
building 24- hours -a -day. It just so happens I
was in my car in front of the second North
Hollywood place at 1 a.m. one night when
the fog began rolling in. All of a sudden,
airplanes started passing overhead so low
that it just scared the heck out of me. I had

discovered that under certain weather
conditions, air traffic from Hollywood Burbank Airport is redirected and planes fly
right above the building I was looking at.
Though I had to rule out the second
North Hollywood building because of
redirected air traffic, I had already met with
its owner. He was a prosperous business-
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man who had built the little industrial
complex where the building was located. He
took such a liking to me that at one point he
offered to become my partner and even
build me a facility from the ground up. I gave
it serious thought but declined. I really didn't
want any partners because there's always
accountability when you go that route ..
and that takes time.
But through several conversations over
the phone and during business lunches, he
taught me how a shrewd real estate investor
thinks. I was going to school on his
experience, whether we realized it or not.
It's hard to nail down what he imparted, but
his general approach and attitude toward
money were most enlightening. In fact, he
gave me advice on how to close the deal for

the Los Feliz-Silverlake building.
So I began negotiating with renewed vigor

for the Los Feliz- Silverlake building.
Whether or not the broker was giving me a
bunch of hype about a second interested
buyer, I realized that after more than four
years of looking, it was time for me to "put
my balls on the line." I went in and made an
offer that the broker told me she thought
she could make a deal with. At this point the
negotiations had gone on for two months
and the seller had the chance to meet me
and view the rough plans that had been
prepared.
I had been quite honest and straightforward with the broker all this time. She knew
what my financial position was. I didn't try to
"outsmart" anyone; I didn't give her any

.

Creative
Audio

Nashville's
Progressive
Professional
Audio Dealer

If you are seriously interested in

uniting musical expression with
progressive studio technology,
you owe it to yourself to give us
a call in Nashville.

hype. By being straightforward, brokers can
get good insight on where you're coming
from and then they can negotiate successfully for you. I feel that I got one big break in
that the owner carried everything on a first
mortgage
originally the seller had wanted
to get a second mortgage. The broker

-

negotiated no second, which meant

a

tremendous financial break, along with a
slightly lower down payment.
That's why I think it's very important not
to be pretentious. Be yourself.
The final deal hinged on the contingency
that we could come up with plans that would
allow me to make a studio that I could
afford. I'm always covering my bases and, in
this case, it gave me a 45 -day reprieve before
my payments would start. I figured that I
would immediately start to remodel the
place myself. I was simply going to hire a
carpenter who would direct me and some
friends. We were just going to build a control
room at a cost of $15 to $18,000.
I had done a lot of investigation, a lot of
reading on the subject of studio design and
construction, and one thing really stuck out
in my mind as a result of this research. A lot
of people had made some pretty big
mistakes. I read about a studio in Europe
that spent over $100,000 building a control
room. When it was finished, they discovered
it was too small so it had to be re -done. I had
visited another control room laid out by a
famous designer that was really too small for
the console it had.
How could this happen, I thought? This
was the thing that scared me more than
anything else. I was paying for the whole
thing myself and I could not afford one
mistake.

Getting More Input
Prior to purchasing the building, I took a
lot of people over to get suggestions on how
to build the control room and then later,

when finances permitted, construct

ti,,,,,.
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finished studio. I've gotten three general
opinions on how to do this.
The rear building, which I planned to use
for recording activities, is all glass, except
for some wood paneling. One opinion I got
was to take out all the glass and put in block
walls. Another suggestion is to expand the
building out by the control room, which
would mean taking a specimen tree out.
This would give us more space and create
an L- shaped, European -style arrangement.
I opted for the third suggestion. It called
for building a wall inside the glass, then
taking the glass out and boarding it up.
That's how we were going to attack it.
The architect for the project was a friend
musician who also worked as a
of mine
draftsman studying to become a licensed
architect. He was doing subcontract work
for many architects designing houses. Even
though he had never designed a studio, I
was confident that he could do the job.
Besides, George Augspurger would make
sure that the room was acoustically sound,

no pun intended.
Because of the aesthetics of the building,
we came up with some arty designs. The
first design called for excavation of two feet
for a sunken control room. The reason for
doing that was that on the side of the
building with the control room there was a
loft with a kitchen upstairs.
A short time later we discarded that plan.
The reason I abandoned it was that I had
talked with several producers, engineers
and musicians, and I came to the conclusion
that even if it were better, it would mentally
throw off the people who come in here.

Everyone

is looking for some sort of
common denominator in studios because
sound can vary from studio -to- studio. If
producers, engineers and musicians see
that the control room is very different, they
could wonder if there are other things here
that are different that they can't see.
So we decided to take the loft out and
design a conventional state -of- the -art
control room. In the meantime, my 45 days
are gone and the payments start. I thought I
was going to be done in two months and I've
already lost 45 days. Originally, too, I had a
plan that allowed me to build my control
room and sit one year without any income, if
necessary. But because I had to buy the
building and because of something that was
to happen very shortly, all that money for a

year was spent.
Once the second set of plans were drawn
up, my friend the architect went down to

The building used for recording is set back 140 feet from the street at the rear of Soundcastle's
fully -enclosed lot. The courtyard provides parking.

city hall and got the blueprints approved
with no problems. I hired a carpenter who
would direct me and musicians I had worked
with in the past. The way I was thinking at
the time, all you had to do was go to the
store, buy some two -by- fours, some nails
and some hammers, and then build yourself
a

studio. That was it.
At the time I hired the carpenter, another

person made a big commitment to work on
the studio full time. Rick Donaldson is an
engineer who had worked part -time for four
years at my home studio while holding a job
at Altec Lansing. He quit his job at Altec
Lansing because he wanted to get more
experience in actual recording. He was
designing consoles and thought that the
experience in recording would help him.
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Something Just Isn't Right
I've got the materials and personnel lined
up; everything is set. And for the first time, I
take a hard look at the plans. They're not
right even though George Augspurger saw
to it that acoustically the room was
satisfactory.
The thing that bothered me was the lines.
That's a hard thing to express when you're
looking at plans. The lines did not feel right.
It was aesthetics and that's a very personal
thing.
At this point, too, time was my enemy. I
had planned to have the control room
finished about this time and construction
hadn't even started.
I talked with the carpenter, Rick, and a
few others about this. Overall, the input I got
was that there is no problem. But I could see
that the lines were not right.
When I was negotiating for the building, I
had asked Glenn Phoenix, of Westlake, to
look at the building and tell me how he
would build a studio. He had stopped over
several times and even brought some
friends to look at it. I took my second set of
plans back to Glenn and told him that they
just didn't seem right to me. He agreed. So I
asked him how he would do the project.
The Westlake thinking is they take a
particular type of design and modify it to fit a
structure. They are constantly refining it but
it's basically the same design. His design
called for putting up a wall which would
leave space for a foyer.

This would keep existing floor -to- ceiling
glass on the wall to the outside. Now I liked
this idea.
One of the producers I dealt with while at
my home studio was Al Perkins, who told
me that when I moved, it would be nice to
have some glass to the outside in the control
room. I thought the idea was a little crazy at

the time. What Glenn Phoenix was
suggesting was along this line of thinking.
believe one reason you don't see this
1

Using Two Panes
Of Glass Isolates
The Studio Room
From Noise

contact with reality, so that's the philosophy
we adopted in the end.
Since Westlake was very busy at the time,
George Augspurger suggested that I talk
with architect John Edwards. John came
over and was really impressed with the
building. He was literally knocked out. I
showed him my second set of plans that had
already been approved by the city. He said,
"You're absolutely correct. The lines are
wrong. You want contemporary lines that
blend in with the architecture of the existing
building. And that's what you don't have
here." He agreed to take the existing plans
and clean them up.
As John changed a few things here and a
few things there, he found it wasn't jelling.
The basic plans weren't consistent with the
architectural integrity of the building. This
was precisely what had concerned me. As
an architect, this was the thing he was
extremely interested in also.

kind of thing is that conventional thinking
says a studio owner does not want the client
to know what time it is ... how much time
he's buying. You don't want the client to see
the sun setting or rising. You want to get the
client in there, then make him as comfortable as possible so he spends as much time

The Pieces Fall Into Place

as possible.
There is merit in this line of thinking, but

the plans completely. "You should also build
the studio at the same time you build the
control room," he told me. "Both of them
should mesh together. The building calls for
it." He said he had been in the head the night
before and it all came to him. When he told
me that he was thinking about my studio
while he was in the can, I knew that this was
my man! He was thinking about my project
on and off the job. People like this are very,
very rare.
I had gone through somewhere between
80 to 100 drawings for the control room in

then the relaxation of a musician is very,
very important, too. Letting light in from the
outside is a nice way to keep clients in

The job called for a smooth operator.

A/V people needed a high quality mastering
cassette that would also stand up to high speed
use. At 3M, we designed Scotch Brand AVM
Mastering Cassettes to fill the bill.
A tough polyester backing reduces the chances
of tape jamming while a specially designed oxide
improves high frequency output and signal to- noise.
We packed it in a sturdy cassette with a
five screw design for easy access to the tape pack.
And we have it -the smoothest operator
around -the Scotch AVM Mastering Cassette for
special high -speed mastering.
See your Scotch Brand dealer today.

SMOOTH OPERATOR.

When this was all happening, John was
involved in several projects for studios
around the world. He put these other
projects in abeyance for a short while, and
put himself and his two men on my project.
In a few days he called me to say he revised

five months. All the time

I

had been

negotiating for the building, I was looking at
designs and changing them. I went over to
see what John Edwards had prepared. It
was the first time I saw something that made
me say, "Yes, this is home. Let's go with it."
With that, my plans for an economy control
room went out the window. We were going
to build two first -class rooms.
John's philosophy was to work with a
structure and let its style dictate the design

of the control room and studio. For
instance, the building had an exterior wall
that consisted of glass 17 -feet high and
almost 70-feet long. This wall of glass was
incorporated in John's design. It was
George Augspurger who told us how to do it
by using two panes of glass. That way,
noise doesn't come inside.
Once John revised the plans, he advised
me to take them to city hall for approval. It
was his feeling they would be more lenient
with me, as builder /owner. We decided to
just take them the plans for the control
room at first, so there wouldn't be any delay.
Because I was behind schedule, we had
started construction before a complete set

-
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neck. He takes one look at my plans and
directs me to his supervisor, who I promptly
see.

The supervisor tells me, "Well, I don't
know why he had you come here." But the
supervisor agreed to help me fill out the
form to be nice. We started figuring costs
and he asked what I thought it would cost
me to build the control room. I told him
$25,000.

A view of the studio through the control room window shows Rick Donaldson (kneeling) and
Buddy King setting up for a session. At the right is the drum and piano traps which are under a

canopy.

"What do you mean $25,000 ?" the
supervisor told me. 'That's a $50,000 or
$60,000 room." I told him I could do it so he
reluctantly put $25,000 down. When we're
done with the form, he sends me back to the
inspector.
The inspector said he was going to send
the plans to engineering and that could take
a month or so. I'm almost in tears. I'm not
yelling, I'm not screaming. But I'm pleading,
"Hey, what is this?"
Another supervisor just happened to be
passing by and hears me. After taking a look
at the plans, the supervisor says, "This is
very simple. Have him do this. Have him do
that
and that's it." This supervisor was
there for three minutes and saved me time
that amounted to thousands of dollars.
The things that they were concerned
about included the weight of the structure
on the cement
to make sure the load
wasn't too much. They also wanted to
check the span to make sure that the 2 -by12's that we were using were fine. I was
asked to bring engineering reports from the

...

of plans was ready.
I had the same inspector that my friend
who did the first two plans had, so I'm not
worried. But in line there I hear one of the
builders in front of me say, "This guy is the
worst SOB there is. He's got me doing
ridiculous things; he's already slowing my
project." Every month I was down and didn't
get started was costing me about $6,000

plus I'm losing business.

Dealing With The
Building Department
When my turn came, the inspector was
really confused with the plans because he
was unfamiliar with studios. It's his signature
that approves a structure going up so if
something happens, I guess it might be his

...
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one glance a- the Yamaha
power amp tells you the whole
story The case, the handles. the
whole exterior relate a single. powerful
message rock -solid reliability. stability
and high performance. The P -2200
is no hi -fi retread. It's designed fora wide
variety of professional applications
Strong! With 200 watts of continuous
average sine wave power into 8 ohms,
you've got plenty of punch to handle the
high peaks essential to clean studio
monitoring. as well as all -night cooking
in "live" concert reinforcement or
disco sound systems. (You can easily
Just

P -2200
.
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convert it into a monaural super
amp and or 70 -volt line output capability for distribution systems.)
Silent! With a 110dB S!N ratio and
.05% THD from 20Hz to 20kHz. the P -2200
satisfies even the most critical ears.
How pro can you go? The P- 2200's
dB- calibrated input attenuators and
50dB peak reading meters are flush
mounted Inputs to each channel have
)(LP' connectors with a parallel phone
jack, plus a phase reversing switch.
Speaker connectors are five -way
binding posts that take wire or "banana"
plugs.
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along with six dollars. (Please. certified
check or money order only No cash
or personal checks.) We II send you
the P -2200 operation manual filled
with facts. Or better yet see your

Yamaha dealer.
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6600 Orangethorpe Avenue.
Buena Park CA 90620
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truss manufacturer and other material
suppliers, which I did. All this would move
"responsibility" from the city building
department to the material suppliers.
I think the main thing that really helped
me deal with city hall was that I was mentally
prepared not to let it get sidetracked. If I had
not been prepared, it would have happened
so quick that I would have been blown right
off my feet.
Probably the reason that the plans drawn
by my friend before were approved so
quickly was that they were so simple. Things
weren't spelled out. John Edwards' plans
were more elaborate and left less to be
imagined. It was two pages compared to ten
pages. Being more detailed, they scared the
city inspector.
Working with the city is a funny thing, too.
They've got their rules to go by and their

rules don't include building

a

studio.

Constructing a studio is one of the last
forms of custom, creative building and there
just aren't a lot of rules to guide you.
Building departments are just not used to
seeing things like walls with four and five
layers of gyp board.

The Carpenter
Determines Exactly
How Blueprints
Will Be Executed
We had just experienced a delay of two
months revising plans and this intensified

the demands on the building program.
Work continued, with the carpenter I had
hired supervising me and friends, who were
inexperienced builders.
The carpenter was a man in his late 20's
from New York. He hated "hippies ", which
he felt included some members of the crew. I
had interviewed 14 carpenters before
selecting him. He had worked on the Senate
building in Washington, D. C., Disneyworld,
in Florida, and big projects here in Southern
California as a foreman in charge of many
men. He told me, "When it comes to wood, l
can build anything." When he told me this,
there was something that made me believe
him. As it turned out, he quit three times in
the next four weeks.

Two 'Madmen'
There were groups of as many as 12
persons working at one time. We started a
few days behind John, who was putting the
finishing touches on the plans, and then got
ahead of him. The reason, to be perfectly
honest, was that I was very intense and
began running a very intense building
program here. I was crazy. The interesting
thing was that the carpenter that I had hired
was crazy, too.

He had an ego. All of a sudden this was his
studio and that's where friction first started.
He didn't want anyone here building when
he wasn't around, though he didn't come
out and actually say this. Well, because it's
my studios I was working here 12, 14, 16
hours a day. I had hired the carpenter to
work 10 hours a day, five -and -a -half days a
week. He was here seven days a week
putting in days longer than 10 hours.
Even though we were ahead of John, we
were able to work things out over the
phone. Since he was only five minutes drive
away, he visited the site, too. I found that
there are so many things the architect
cannot put on paper. And there are so many
things that he does put down on paper, it
requires coversation. Unless you've got a
carpenter that's built studios before, he
doesn't know what the architect is talking
about in the plans.
This brings up another point. I did not
realize that when a carpenter comes in, he is
like a god. You don't do or say anything to
upset him. He presides over the project and
it is his interpretation of the plans that is the
final authority. His consul is even sought by
the architect.
I wanted our carpenter to feel like he was
a part of what we were doing so began to let
him handle cash. I gave him a couple of
hundred dollars because we're always
running to the store for something. Then, he
wanted to write checks. I went down to my
bank to make sure he couldn't cash a check
over $500 and let him do that also. This
seemed to give him a feeling of importance
and I think he needed to have this.
The carpenter was working very fast, too.
John Edwards said, "I've never seen
anything like this before. You've got a
working fool there."

THE WORD FOR TODAY
IS

"NATURAL"
[More or Less]
For years, all reverbs were just
that - simply reverbs - until
development of the MASTER ROOM.
MASTER -ROOM claimed Natural

Sound and demonstrated what is
meant by that with its unique,
full ambience properties of:
Natural delay prior to first echo
Natural group of first order
echoes
Natural build-up in amplitude
Natural pattern random diffusion
Natural build -up in echo density
Natural proportioned decay
Natural flat frequency response
Natural smoothness without

limiting
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Learning The Ropes
In this early stage of construction

As

a

result of MASTER -ROOM,

"NATURAL" is now the key word

in reverberation equipment, but a
word that is too often used

without regard to its true meaning.

f

So thanks to all who have
helped to make "NATURAL"
word in reverberation devices.

From the originator. the one
who backs it up with performance.

I

learned a lot.
First and foremost, everything is a crisis. I
don't know why but it got to be an everyday
occurance. Is this wall right? What's the air
conditioning going to do over here? When
are we going to do this ... when are we going
to do that? And you really don't know the
answer to these questions. I can say this. All
the trouble you have making an album is
nothing, and I mean nothing, like building a
studio. There's just no comparison.
Early on in the game I found out that
everything in construction is bargain.
Workers. Supplies. Everything. I don't care
if it's a small Mom -and -Pop hardware store,
the carpenter taught me to bargain.
It also became apparent that certain
people are more proficient at certain jobs.
With an average of eight persons working at
one time we found that it was essential to get
the right person in a job. As an owner /builder, this is a simple way to increase efficiency
and thereby cut costs.
We found some guys were really good at
putting up dry board or good at framing or
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good at sawing. I can remember that some
guys had a real knack for taping. They'd
take their time and not leave any wrinkles.
The logistics of the project were mind
boggling. My 70- year -old Father and
another guy spent every day running
errands. It never ends. When they came
back, there was always something else to
get. We had to do business with four lumber
companies for the things we needed.

Electrical Work
When we first got started I had planned to
job out the electrical work to some friends
who were in the business. I called them and
found out that they couldn't help me out.
I asked Rick Donaldson, who had been
working for a week, if he had done any
wiring before. He answered no. I asked if he
thought he could wire it
and I'm talking
about wiring for the building, not audio
equipment. I'll never forget his answer. He
said, '1 guess I would if I had to. But I would
really hate to do it." I said that I was really
sorry to ask, but that he should go ahead
and do it.
Rick is anti -government and anti bureaucracy ... and he had to deal with the
electrical inspectors from the city. It was
always change this, change that. Are you
doing this? Are you doing that? And Rick
was up on it sometimes more so than the

-

inspectors in many areas. So it was
frustrating.
If you're wiring a commercial building in
the city of Los Angeles, you have to hire a
licensed contractor. We got a contractor
who was the friend -of -a- friend of someone
helping me. We made a deal that we would
do the principle work, which he would
check before the inspectors came. This was
an enormous savings because that kind of
work, done entirely by a contractor, can run
to $25 an hour.
Also, at the time we were building, there
was a shortage of insulation and some other
building supplies. I had called everywhere,
including another state, trying to get some
insulation. The carpenter got on the phone
at night and found some without any
problem. It was things like this that,
whenever we got into a bind, he worked it
out.
There was one thing that the carpenter
could not work a miracle with that came
soon after the plans for the studio were
approved by the city. We had to put one
layer of wall board and one layer of sound
board on the studio ceiling and the
carpenter said it would take two- and -a -half
days working around the clock to do this.
It's a very slow process because you have to
lift the boarding over your head while you're
20 feet in the air.

I'm in a bowling league with a gyp board
installer and tell him about this. He says,
"We can do that job in two hours. I'll come
down there with a friend of mine and my
son, and we'll do that whole ceiling in two
hours." My carpenter couldn't believe it and
even wanted to bet $100 that they couldn't
do it. John Edwards didn't think it was
possible either.
To make a long story short, they came
down here and did the whole thing in a little
less than two hours. These guys work 200
and 300 feet up in the air so nothing fazes
them. After we got the studio up, they
helped me put up my second ceiling, which
is wall board, sound board and wall board.
The work was done for nothing.
It was things like this that would happen
that would help us along. My carpenter
couldn't believe it ... Jack Edwards couldn't
believe it. I was just lucky.
Soon after that, I began having more and
more trouble with my carpenter.
Finally, the second time he quit I started
to check out his references, which I should
have done before. I found out that only one
of them checked out. He had never worked
as a foreman; he was just doings odds and
ends.

When I got this input, I spoke to John
Edwards. He told me, "Buddy, I've never
seen anything like it. You've got a whiz
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The half inch eight-track
designed for uncompromising recordists.
Otari MX5050-8SD.
Recording eight -track masters without
compromise requires a machine designed
for the purpose from the ground up. The
machine like this half -inch MX5050 that
incorporates all the functions perfectionists require. With built -in operational
convenience, sheer professional performance, reliability and durability to withstand heavy -duty applications.
DC -servo capstan motor for less than
0.05% wow /flutter, with ±7% pitch
control for varispeed playback. 63 dB
S/N and greater- than -50dB crosstalk.
Selective reproduce on all eight tracks for
synchronous overdubbing. Foolproof
motion sensing logic. Front -panel edit
and cue, front adjustable stepless bias
and NAB or IEC equalization. 600ohm
+ 4dBm (switchable to
10dBm) fixed
output with 19dBm headroom, with
XLR connectors. And plug -in electronics
for extra serviceability.

-

All of which plus pursuit of compactness
add up to the ideal eight -track master re-

corder with nothing left to be desired. For
the full story of the half -inch machine,
ask anyone who owns it, or get in contact
with your nearest Otari dealer.

U.S.A: Otan Corporation.
981 Industrial Road. San Carlos. Calitornia 94070.

Phone. (415) 593 -1648

Japan: Otan Electric Co. Ltd..
.

4-29-18 Minami Ogikubo. Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167.
Phone: (03) 333 -9631
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down there." I came to the conclusion that
I've just got to let things continue because
it's to my advantage. The carpenter is
working for peanuts and putting in 14, 15
hours a day seven days a week, though he's
hard to get along with.

Tension Increases
All during the construction I was checking
everything that went up very closely. I
questioned some of the walls that the
carpenter put up because they didn't seem
right. I questioned this and that. Sometimes,
if I wasn't watching closely, he might take
what I thought was a shortcut to make
something easier. By the same token, the
opposite was also true. Every carpenter
interprets the plans with his own final touch.
Sometimes he was putting in four layers of
gyp board in a place where the plans called
for one layer. But he compained that I'm too
critical.
After the third week, the carpenter's
relationship with John Edwards began
deteriorating. By the fourth week, his
overall enthusiasm and zest for work as well
as the knowledge he pretends to have are
wearing a little thin, too.
The third time the carpenter quit I can
sincerely say he did it because he was
working himself to death. He was trying to
out -work me but he couldn't do it because I
was being driven by something that was
abnormal. I talked with John Edwards about
this, and he suggested that I make a change,

though I didn't want to lose the carpenter
until I had a replacement.
I went over to the carpenter's home after
he quit the third time because I couldn't
afford any down time and he was the only
experienced builder I had. I told him to start
with complaint number one and go down
the line. Crud, we got to 23 before he quit.
Then I asked him what it would take to get
him back to work. He said, "I don't want to

the plans. Then I asked them what they
could do. They said, "Hey, man, we can
build anything with wood." I had heard that
before.
I hired them and decided to let my first
carpenter go. I learned another thing when I
started going to our various suppliers. I had
not realized that my first carpenter had
really been representing me, the builder/
owner, to these suppliers
who I had met

-

'But It Seems Like Everytime I'm Hiring
Carpenters, I'm Buying Tools'
property." I told him,
"You've got it."
When John Edwards heard the news, he
said that he was glad I got the carpenter
back because I wouldn't have any down
time. John said he would check up on things
at the construction site. "In the meantime,"
he told me, "you continue looking for some
carpenters."
see you around the

'Anything With Wood'
My friend who had drawn up the first two
sets of plans had been helping me build all
this time and recommended two carpenters
he knew as replacements. So I had a
meeting with these two carpenters
they
were in their early 20's
and showed them

-

-

-

when we started
and the carpenter did so
in a very negligent manner. Some of the
suppliers called him "a dumb asshole"
because he was playing the big shot and this
was a poor reflection on me.
So the two new carpenters came in right
away and I didn't lose a day. The new guys
are "funky" cowboy types. The first week,
they worked like gangbusters and their
attitude was terrific. They couldn't work
eight hours every day because they were
finishing another job, but that's okay. The
only thing was that the first thing they put
up, the soffits, were wrong. The building

inspector didn't like it and it wasn't
consistent with the blueprints. That cost us
a day.

Another thing about the new carpenters
they decided that the saws we have just
aren't adequate. It just so happens that the
.

.

Meet the AKG
Professionals throughout the world are
using the unique Torsional Transmission
Line Principle in our big Studio Standard BX20E. It duplicates and enhances natural reverberation with a control and predictability
not possible with natural "vibes."
Now the Torsional Transmission Principle
is available in the first truly portable reverb.
Our two-channel, studio quality BX -10E.
It lets you adjust independent decay time
of 1.5, 2.5, or 3.5 seconds. There's also sep-

"Enhancers"

arate high frequency and low frequency
equalization for each channel. A reverb /dry
signal mix for each channel as well. Input
sensitivity selection of +12, +6, -6, and
-22dBm. And a stereo /mono switch.
The BX -10E uses motional feedback circuitry, so instant variation of decay time is
possible during recording. You can make dynamic adjustments to a score while it is being
recorded. The BX-10E features an ingenious
two point pendulum suspension within an insulated case with a foam lining. You can use
the BX -10E near monitors without fear of
acoustic feedback or structure-borne sound
and vibrations.
Despite all it has going for it, the BX -10E is
only 17 x 12 x 19 inches small and weighs
only 45 pounds. Visit your AKG professional
dealer for a personal introduction. Or write to
us.
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saws they want are going to cost me $800. I
want to keep the people who work with me
happy, make them feel important, so I
bought the saws. In fact, I told them that if
they do what they say they can do, they
could take the saws when the job's done.

But it seems like everytime I'm hiring
carpenters, I'm buying tools. The first one
was the same way.
At this point, a new catch phrase was
introduced. The new carpenters looked at
everything and said, "Hey, man, we can
finish this in two weeks." I was to hear that
over and over for the next two-and -a -half
months.
The last day of their first week, the
carpenters charged me for eight hours.
Rick, who stays out of the way and is very
quiet, keeps his eye on everything as he
works on the electrical wiring. He says to
me, "I don't think they worked eight hours, I
think they worked six." So we agree to keep
an eye on them.
The next week we find that they are
working four hours a day and charging for
eight. It's a funny situation I had then. I didn't
want to lose any time and to find the right
carpenter is really hard. So it became a little
game. I told them that I thought they only
worked four hours and they would answer,
"We did? Gee, maybe you're right." So
they're playing games with me and I'm

R
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Pure

Parametric
Pleasure
Check Our Specs:
Controls: Large, easy to adjust
Operator Ease: Pure pleasure
Performance: Incredible
Quality: UREI, of course
Price: Unbelievable*
UREI's Model 545 is a pure parametric equalizer.
From 15 Hz to 20 kHz, all parameters are continuously variable including two end cut filters.
Boosts and cuts are truly reciprocal. It's a super
tool for creative and corrective equalization. We
do have a complete data sheet that we will be
happy to send you, but you'll really have to try it
to believe it ... so pick one up from your UREI
dealer.
' under 6450.00

playing games with them.
This lasted a little over two weeks and I
decided to make another change. The
second carpenters were fast, they were
proficient, but they would make mistakes
because of their speed. They didn't have a
good relationship with John and blamed his
plans for many of their mistakes. When I
began to have trouble with the second
carpenters, I was passing the word on to
John Edwards to get his advice. He
recommended some carpenters that he had
used in studio construction before.
So we dismissed the second pair of
carpenters. You know what they did? They
put my $800 worth of saws on their truck,
told us to stick it up our ass and drove away.
After three weeks and a few strong words, I
got my saws back. Looking back, it just
seemed that in studio contruction you're
dealing with people who are not as
artistically inclined as recording people. For
instance, take carpenters
it seemed to
me that all they wanted to do was work,
drink and fight.
I called up the carpenters John Edwards
had recommended and they're Mexican Americans. They go by the name Charlie
Construction Company and Charlie, the
owner, came over to give me an estimate.

-

"I'm going to tell you something about
8460 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, California 91352

(213) 767 -1000

Exclusive export agent:
Gotham Export Corporation, New York

Mexicans," Charily said. "They take great
pride in their work. It's a craft to them."
Well, I'd been burned twice by carpenters
and now I've got some guy speaking in
broken English telling me that he's going to
bring over some craftsmen. I didn't know
what to make of it.
Charlie continued, "The Mexicans loue
their work. They treat it with a lot of love.
But they don't like to see the owner work." I

Xmas Slow Time
For Builders:
'I Could Make
A Good Deal'
Your oscilloscope
becomes a Real Time
Audio Analyzer with
the all -new ARA-412B
The ARA -4128 Real Time Analyzer, coupled
with your dc scope, now provides two time
constants. In the fast integration time mode
(200ms) the ARA -4128 can be used for program material monitoring and analysis: and
in the slow mode (2s) for room equalization.
The ARA -4128 is only 5924.38,
Write for your tree ARA 412B Data Sheet. '`OB Sr r

communicATions
compnnn
inc.

3490 Noell Street
San Diego. CA 92110
Telephone (714) 297 3261
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didn't know what to make of that either. He
knew that I had done the work up to this
time myself. Was he trying to get more work
for himself?

Working With True Craftsmen
I told Charlie that I wouldn't work that
much because I didn't want to make a bad
impression on his men. When he took over,
he told his men what to do. I couldn't
because they didn't speak English, although
sometimes, I must confess, I did wonder.
But Charlie was telling the truth. His

Charlie and I was able to make a pretty good
deal. Charlie came in at a time when we
were doing the finishing carpentry. They
were putting up the things that showed.
There was only one problem. It took a lot
of time. I'm not saying that they were slow;
it's just that they weren't fast. You must
remember that the first two carpenters were
like buzz saws.
Rick Donaldson gave me the input that
Charlie was sandbagging. But then
everyone I had ever talked to
including
the designers, Jack Edwards and his staff,
told
and the tradesmen that I bowl with
me that the finishing carpentry takes the
most time. All these sources added that you
should take the most time for the finishing
carpentry. I stayed with Charlie.
The end was nearly in sight and I was
getting anxious. "How long will this take ? ", I
would ask. Two weeks was always the
answer. I heard this for another month -anda -half and it was hard to take. George
Augspurger would come over to check the
work and he told me it was great. I would
ask, how long before it'll be done? He would
answer, "Oh, about two weeks."
Finally, we got the finished carpentry
done. Then the carpenters helped me put in
the wood floor and we finished that.
I was still looking for good deals wherever
I could get them. I got some $25 a yard
carpeting for $7 a yard. I don't think it's hot.
It came out of the house of a guy who sells
carpeting. He had it there a month, then
decided he didn't like the color.
I got five bids on floating the air
conditioning. I selected the medium bidder
because I like the way the guy talked.
Because the air conditioning equipment
came with the building, I figured we were
saving money here anyway.

-

-

Installing The Glass
One of the hardest things to deal with in
the final building stages came next. It was
installing the glass for the window between
the control room and studio. In talking to
studio builders, I found that some had gone
through as many as three glass companies
on one job because the work wasn't good
enough.
Dealing with the control room window
installation, I would begin to see why studio
building outfits have to charge $100 a foot.
With all the problems and taking on all the
responsibility, I began to think maybe they
weren't being really exhorbitant, after all.
My Dad, who is retired, had been in the

mirror business and, through

a

former

carpenters, for the first time, were

business associate of his, I got a deal on
glass for the control room. The glass was
imported from Italy and I got it for about
$2,500, which is half- price.
It was being installed when one of my
people chipped a corner of the mitered, half inch thick glass. Then we find out that the

craftsmen and they were gentlemen.
Building a studio around Christmas isn't
bad at all I found out. It was a slow period for

different from the blueprint
and the glass
had already been cut. Finally, we discover

dimensions of the window are slightly

-

that the installers had mitered the glass all
wrong anyway so it had to be taken out.
There were six men I was paying $40 an
hour to install the glass standing around.
The nearest replacement glass was in Italy.
So the man at the glass company tells me,
"I'm going to send you my best man to
straighten this out." The guy comes over
and he's Mexican -American, too. Between
these installers and Charlie Construction,
all I can say is I had a really good experience
with Mexican- American tradesmen.
At this time my equipment
Harrison

-a

right time

-

Surround Yourself
'With As Much
Experience
As You Can'

were
console and Ampex 24 -track
moved into the room. It was all new
equipment that I had used at my home
studio for a few months ... to get the bugs
out.
How we finally opened was kind of
accidental. I had a chance for a project while
we were finishing work. I told the client that
he could record whenever he was ready;
just let us know. I figured that was the only
way we'd be able to do it
to have
something to shoot for. As it worked out,
Rick finished the console and outboard
equipment wiring just hours before the first
session. We started remodeling the week
before Thanksgiving and this project came
in March 1st. It took us just about three -anda-half months to do the job.
.

.

.

In Conclusion
Looking back at the whole experience, I
feel that we made the right decisions at the

-

particularly in regards to
carpenters. We got the best, and most
expensive, carpenters right when we were
doing the work that would show. We were
very lucky in this regard.
I also feel extremely fortunate to have
found my building. What I think usually
happens to someone looking for a studio is
that they are very particular at first about
what they want but after they're battered

down from looking, they compromise. They
settle for second or third best. I just wouldn't
give up in more than four years of looking; if
anything is worth doing, it's worth doing
right ... or not at all.
I

think it's extremely important for

anyone contemplating the construction of a
studio to surround themselves with as much
"experience" as you can. George Augspurger was the key to helping me find the right
place. He encouraged me to wait, to have
patience, because sooner or later the right
place would come along. Working with John

Edwards & Associates made it possible for
us to successfully complete the job
expeditiously with largely inexperienced
personnel. If it wasn't for John, I would have
either gone broke or I would have wound up
with a studio that I wouldn't have been
happy with. John is also the one who urged
me to expand my goals
build a studio as
well as a control room that is state- of -theart.
For the more than four years that I had
been looking, I was getting to know as many
people as I could who might help me build
the studio. I was talking, listening and
establishing relationships ... getting ready.
I have my regrets. I'm sorry that I really
never had a chance to enjoy the construction of my studio. I was under too much
stress to savor it. I'm sorry I didn't have the
money to have someone else build it,
because I would have preferred that. But I'm
not sorry for the experience. I learned an
awful lot and I think this helps me cope with
problems today.
I've been told that many others have tried
to do the same thing and struck out. I've
been told that I was extremely lucky. Well, I
don't think things fell together on luck alone.
The faith of myself and others working with
me helped carry us through.
Do I think that others should build their
own studios, if the situation warrants it?
Sure! You're out of your mind if you do.
You've got to be crazy.
But do it!

-

The ADR Comp en- Limiter...

one of m fuuourite things

says Lee De Carlo*

"I've been using ADR's Compex -Limiter tor well overa year

-

always with the same
gratifying results.
It's capacity for effects seems endless while its reliability in its performance as a
Compressor; Peak Limiter and Expander/ Gate is only surpassed by its flexibility in
these same modes.
I use it constantly
it is one of my Favourite Things.
P. S. If there is a fire in -the studio and a Compex- timiter is destroyed, it is probably
better to buy a new one."

-

Lee De Carlo is Chief Engineer tor 'Record Plant
Studios' working with such artists as Aerosmith,
Aretha Franklin, The Rolling Stones, Angel, and
Frankie Miller.

F

760X -RS COMPEX- LIMITER features: Separate Peak Level Limiting with

*
-*
*
*

Multi -Ratio Variable Threshold Compressor and
Noise- Reducing Expander with Gate option
19" Rack Mount with integral Power Supply
EXCELLENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

audio Ft design recording inc.
Gregg Dixon, PO Box 23047, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 Tel: (808) 845 7226
Nigel Branwell, PO Box 902, Marina, Calif.93933 Tel: (408) 372 9036
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That
Good Sound

RE- ORCHESTRATING
A FEW PIECES INTO
A FULL STRING SECTION

by Paul Lawrence

There are occasions when there is not
enough time, money, players, tracks or
whatever for as full a string sound as is
wanted. In such instances, there are two
alternatives: You can either go with
what you've got (which might very well
work out satisfactorily), or you can try
to make what you've got seem like
more. In the latter case, you want to
"fatten up the sound ".

Part doubling and tripling are

commonly done for this very reason.
Using the same signal more than once
as when routing it onto two or more
tracks during the recording or rerecording a part already on tape onto an
open track later on
will also work.
And, of course, high -speed delays are
often employed for a fuller string sound.
Now, for the full -blown "orchestral"
string sound (a string "section" as
opposed to just strings), you'll want to
add some space, some air and some
depth as well. In most circumstances,
this would involve using one or both of
the two main techniques for getting that
feeling of space
more sound sources

-

-

More and more groups
are insisting on mixers by
Interface Electronics because
their rugged advanced design, high quality components,
modular construction, immunity to stray fields, and
multiple options result in
much better performance and
a flexibility that allows you to
have it your way, with everything in one frame including
submasters, large lighted VU
meters, equalizers and crossovers. Series 104/108 can
handle up to 32 inputs and up
to 8 stereo submasters; and
we make the only professional Stage Monitor mixer,
available complete with
equalizers and intercom.
Write for more information.

-

and more perspectives of the sources.
This author once had a situation
where there were just two players
first violin and a second violin
from
whom a custom -tailored and reasonably
orchestral sound was desired (one
reason being for maximum differentia-

- -a

tion from the song's two solo violin
tracks). Here's what was done:
A "cage" nine -feet across was
constructed using six microphones
arranged in three bilaterally symmetrical
pairs: the middle pair were four- and -ahalf feet off the ground and the two end
pairs were set at seven feet. The players
were inside this cage, playing acoustically and amped via Buffalo pickups into
Music Man 210 -HD amplifiers, which
were set identically with some live
reverb. So there were four sources of
sound (the two instruments plus the two
amps) going into the six mikes, creating
a lot of sound source confusion and
effectively simulating the more uniform,
binaural and distant texture of an actual
string section.
L000king at the setup head on, the

Figure 1.
Overhead view
of miking setup.
(First pass.)
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know what Technics quartz-locKed
direct drive does for records.
Now listen to what it does for cassettes.

You

Accuracy good enough for even the most demanding
professional, that's what Technics quartz -locked
direct -drive turntables are all about. And that's why
radio stations use them and discos abuse them.
Now you can record your records as accurately
as a Technics turntable plays them. With the RS -M85,
our new quartz -locked direct -drive cassette deck. Not
only does it have the kind of transport accuracy that's
hard to beat, it has that kind of price, too. The reason
for all this accuracy: The performance of Technics
direct drive combined with the precision of our
quartz oscillator.
The RS -M85's servo -controlled system compares
the motor rotation with the unwavering frequency of
the quartz oscillator and instantly applies corrective
torque if any speed deviations are detected.
To complement that accuracy, Technics RS -M85
has a Sendust head with a high -end frequency
response of 18,000 Hz, low distortion and excellent
dynamic range.
Since there's nothing ordinary about the RS -M85's

performance, there's nothing ordinary about its
meters. The RS -M85 features Fluorescent Bar-Graph
meters. They're completely electronic and therefore
highly accurate. Response time is a mere 5µS.
There's also a peak -check mode plus two selectable
brightness levels.
To all this sophistication, the RS -M85 adds all
this: A separate, coreless DC motor for reel drive.
Dolby NR" Full IC logic control in all modes. A low noise, high -linearity amplifier section. And a
3- position bias /EQ selector with bias fine adjustment.
Also available is Technics RP -070. An optional
full function infrared wireless remote control.
Technics RS -M85. Compare specifications.
Compare prices.
FREQ. RESP. (CrO2): 20- 18,000 Hz. WOW AND
FLUTTER: 0.035% WRMS. S/N RATIO (DOLBY): 69 dB.
SPEED DEVIATION: No more than 0.3 %.
Technics RS -M85. A rare combination of audio
technology. A new standard of audio excellence.
'Dolby

is a

trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Technics
Professional Series

for additional Information circle no. 62
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Passive

Direct Box

Active Direct
Box

SM-1A

SM -2

Single

'Mit -splittere"

MS1A

SM -3
Ouad

6x2 "Mitsplitter

"Mic- Splitter'

Violins L,
Player A
Instrument A
Amp A

Instrument
Amp B

Part A

Part

Violins

L2

Player

B

Instrument
Amp A
Part
MS-4

Violins

i

Direct Boxes: Both active and passive SM -1A tor
guitars SM -2 and SM -3 for keyboards and

B

B

R2

Instrument A
Amp B

B

Part A

B

"Mic- splitten ":

Low im edance in and out.
dBm. Will pass phantom voltage.

handle +6
Isolated grounds.

transformers,

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY

GESM

eons

12931 Budlong Ave.,
"Quality
Engineered
Gardena, CA 90247 U.S.A.
Sound
(213) 770 -3510, (800) 421 -1828, Products"
TWX (910) 346 -7023

Composite Ping -Pong of First and Second Passes

NEW!

three microphones were again routed to
separate tracks (violins L2 and violins R2
respectively). As there was ultimately
only room for two tracks of strings, the
four tracks were ping -ponged down to
two, preserving the left -right perspective
of each pass in combining violins Li with
L2 and Ri with R2. This resulted in each
side of our "string section" containing a
first and second violin part.
This sequence of techniques was
most effective in creating the illusion of a
larger string section. Though in actuality
just four instruments, it could easily be
taken for eight or ten. And the sound
was different from the standard string
sound
"ghostly"
might be a good
one -word description. (Whatever it was,
the studio's head engineer, on hearing
the track for the first time, came over to
me and said, 'What the heck were you
doing there with those strings?")
Les Paul was once confronted with a
similar situation. As he tells it, "My son
[Gene Paul, Atlantic engineer] came up
to me and he said, 'Jeez, I got a
problem. A tough problem.' I said,
'There's no problem, kid.' He says,
Well, they're only gonna have seven
fiddles and then they want to make it
into a whole string section. What should

-

Model 1100
Line/Microphone Audio Mixer
Six Line /Microphone Inputs Phono Preamplifier, RIAA Equalization
Monaural Output Monitor Output
Rack Mountable Transformer Isolation
Equalization VU Meter

OUTSTANDING GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

- ECONOMICALLY PRICED

Specifications may be obtained from

PENH

ONIC5

LEADER IN ADVANCE=D TECHNOLOGY
3750 Airport Road

R2

Player B and A
Instruments B and A
Amps B and B
Parts B and A

B

tracks were allocated so as to preserve
the integrity of the player and his part.
That which was recorded by the left
three mikes became one track of the 16track tape (called violins Li) and the
right three another track (violins Ri).
After a successful take, the players
exchanged positions in the cage,
plugged into the other's amp and played
their same parts again. The left and right

snakes, audio modules

P.O. Box 590,

Violins R, and

Will

Thowands in we around the World!

OF OUR NEW CATALOG

L, and L2
Players A and B
Instruments A and
Amps A and A
Parts A and B

Visual Schemas at All Stages

electronic instruments.
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B

Player A

Violins

16x2 "Min- Splitter"

MS-10

`

Player

MS-6

12x2 "Mic-splitter"

We also manufacture audio

Violins R,

Ogden, Utah 84403

(801) 392 -7531

I

-

do'"

Les Paul's answer?
"Well, you set up the chairs for the
whole bunch," the senior Paul suggested. "And you put mikes up for the whole
bunch and turn the mikes on. Put the
guys in the first row and have 'em play,
and then have 'em move back to the
second row and play there, and then
move back to the third row and play
there, and play all the way back."
And a few days later at Atlantic
Records, Tom Dowd came up to him
and said, 'That kid of yours is a genius."

The Complete Stereo
Processing System
Orange County Electronics, creators of fine professional audio products for over a decade, introduce the
CLX -S -FM Stereo Processor. The CLX-S -FM combines
two CLX modules with the separate functions of a compressor with adjustable ratio, threshold, attack and
release times, and a fast peak limiter with a 250:1 slope,
along with a highly functional expander/noise-gate.
Two channels are stereo-coupled with a front panel
switch, assuring extremely accurate stereo tracking. An
optional, proprietary high -frequency limiter, with adjustable pre -emphasis characteristics, prevents high
frequency overload and distortion in FM broadcast or
tape recording.
And clean is the word. At last, there is a complete
processing system which offers natural, transparent

limiting and compression without bothersome side effects. When recording solo tracks such as piano or
drums, the CLX -S -FM is remarkably effective. And with
the expander /noise -gate, you are insured of quiet mixes.
The Orange County CLX -S -FM is built to high technical standards and offers switchable balanced /unbalanced operation with fully modular construction,
which allows easy service and performance flexibility,
and noise and distortion specs equal to the best in the
industry.
Applications for the CLX-S -FM include stereo recording and mixing, disc mastering, cassette duplicating, tape cartridge transferring, and FM broadcasting.
For budget -conscious studios or stations who want the
fine sound of the CLX -S -FM but do not require the full
flexibility, try our VS -3 Stereo Processor, which offers
internally pre -set functions.
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IMPULSE ALIGNMENT OF
LOUDSPEAKERS AND MICROPHONES
by Tom Lubin

and Don Pearson

PART ONE
When the earliest recordings were done there was little if any
attention given to the acoustic phase or electrical polarity of the
mechancial devices used to record and reproduce sound. Phase
and polarity have little significance as long as only one
microphone picks up the sound and one speaker plays. When
recording left the experimental stage it became possible to mix
together more than one microphone. This allowed for better
control and balance among the instruments.

With advancements in technology, multi- microphone
techniques developed. In not too long a time the recording
engineer discovered that occasionally when the outputs of two
microphones were combined their summed output level would
be less than the output of each one separately. In some cases the
cancellation was almost complete and affected all frequencies. In
other instances cancellation occurred at certain frequencies
only. Thus, electrical polarity and acoustic phase cancellation
became observable problems with the increased use of multi microphone techniques.
Similar problems existed when monophonic reproduction
became stereo. The electrical phase relationship between the
two speakers had to be the same. Multi- speaker systems have
made the problem of polarity and phase even more critical as
each element must be connected correctly. This may not
necessarily mean that the electrical polarity be the same for all of
the speakers. Acoustic phase cancellation occurs in multi speaker systems as well, but not until very recently had it been
acknowledged, possibly because it is less distinct than the
cancellation which occurs when two or more microphones
which are picking up the same sound are electrically combined.
When our ears mix the signal from two or more speakers what
we hear is influenced by the acoustics of the room, and the fact is
we have ears instead of amplifiers doing the combining. Before
describing a technique for evaluating phase, polarity and a
number of other aspects of speaker system analysis, an

explanation of polarity and phase should be given.
Polarity and phase are relative terms. Polarity refers to the
property that physical quantities have of being greater or less
than some reference value that we may arbitrarily designate as
the point of reference or "zero." A point on a line may be thought
of as being closer to an observer than another point thought of as
a reference or farther away than that same reference point. Its
position may be described as corresponding to a positive
number in one case and to a negative number in another. A
voltage may be thought of as being positive with respect to one
reference potential and another voltage may be observed to be
negative referenced to that same potential. Both voltages may be
either positive or negative when referenced to the potential of the
earth which, by the way, may not be resting at zero with respect
to the universe.
Phase is a term that is implicitly linked to an ongoing time
sequence of two or more series of events as observed relative to
some common reference point in time. Events that are
considered to be "in phase" are events that have their time
sequences of increase and decrease occurring simultaneously.
Events that are said to be "out of phase" occur in such a way that
their increasing and decreasing sequences do not occur
precisely together. The measure of the difference in phase is
always expressed as a time relation, be it in terms of actual
seconds, minutes, hours, etc., or as relative time in terms of
increments or fractions of complete cycles of events, such as in
units of degrees or radians. It is clear that two or more events
may be precisely in phase with one another while being of either
positive or negative polarity. Phase and polarity are related
although one is not precisely identical to the other.

Electrical Polarity
Electrical polarity in a speaker is defined in terms of whether
the speaker condenses or rarifies when it is energized by a
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No problem.
That's what TASCAM SERIES
mixing consoles are all about

because whatever stage of
recording development you're
in, we provide the solution, not

create another problem.
Our attention to "human
engineering" is what keeps
TASCAM SERIES number one
and the functions included in
our mixers demonstrate just that.
Monitoring. If you already have
a mixer, do you have to use the
input section for monitoring? You
don't if you have a Tascam. Any
Tascam, not just the Model 15. So
when we tell you you've got 8 -in
on the Model 3 or 5A, you've got
8 -in. Plus enough monitoring combinations to satisfy anyone in a
control room or studio.
Mixing Groups. Problem solving
is an orderly pattern of thought.
Thinking it through, one element
at a time, is the most logical approach. In design you find our
mixing groups do just that. Each
element on every console that
makes the total Tascam mixer has
been positioned as a group. This
means that each time you operate any Tascam console you
are able to logically think
about what you are doing,
not which knob to twist or
button to push.
Meters. Tascam meters are
not options. They are an

integral part of every mixer we
make and they're less visually
confusing than a lot of multi -color
LED displays we've seen.
Compare and see what we
mean.
Patch Points. How flexible is your
mixer? We have the simplest
external patching system in the
business. Period. And every
Tascam mixer is designed with
the same flexibility to provide
access to signals and increase
your ability to influence and
change them to suit your individual ideas.

Channel Assignments (Busses).
We believe that channel assignments should be simple and
comprehensive. Simple in number and visually comprehensive.
All TASCAM SERIES consoles

have identical channel assignment color coding, making it easy
to see to which output channel
any particular input is assigned.
Additionally, we have a unique
panning system. Whenever any
two or more channel assigned
buttons are depressed, the pan is
automatically engaged. If only
one button is pushed, then pan
is totally out of the system. Easy,

simple, and terribly logical.

Special Note About The
Model 1. Our model is really
an inexpensive compact eight
by two line -level mixer. It gives
you the additional submixes
you'll need without costing you
a fortune.
A

TASCAM SERIES
BY

TEAC

generation of recording
instruments for a new
generation of recording artists.
A new

Model

TEAC Corporation of America

Where are our specs? In the
equipment, where they belong.
Because hearing is believing. So
be a skeptic. Pick up the phone
or drive to a TASCAM SERIES
dealer near you. He has all the
information and a personal
systems planning brochure
from us to you. And remember, whatever your
recording needs, the
TASCAM SERIES mixers
are no problem.

I
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1

Telegraph Road

Montebello, CA 90640
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positive pulse (Figure 1). Most manufacturers indicate with

colored binding posts a difference between the speaker
terminals. Unfortunately, inconsistant or incorrect polarity
distinction is quite common, partly due to erratic quality control
and the fact that some manufacturers wire their elements
opposite to other manufacturers. The polarity of a woofer can be
easily determined with a 11/2 volt battery. When the speaker leads
touch the battery terminal, the cone will move in or out. If it
moves out the terminal touching the positive side of the battery is
positive in that it condenses the air. If the cone moves in then the
terminals are reversed. The negative side of the battery is
connected to the positive side of the speaker causing the cone to
rarify.
Unfortunately, high- frequency speaker elements cannot be
checked in this manner because the diaphram movement is so
slight and is usually difficult to see since it is usually deep inside
the horn.

Crossovers
In systems that use a number of full range speakers the phase
IMPULSE
GENERATOR

SPEAKER
POWER

AMP

AUDIO
OUT
SYNC OUT

OSCILLOSCOPE

EXT TRIGGER

INPUT

Figure 2

Time -Based Effects

should be the same for all units, however with the use of
specialized speakers which reproduce only one area of the audio
range, a crossover of some type must be introduced into the
audio path. Almost all crossovers introduce some degree of
phase shift in order to achieve a sufficiently steep roll off to both
sides of the pass band.
For example, let's say we have a three -way network that
crosses at 500 Hz and 2,000 Hz. At 500 Hz both the woofer and
the mid -range are reproducing a signal that is 3 dB down from
their respective full power passband levels. At that frequency
both of them are theoretically reproducing an equal acoustic
power level, so their on -axis response will sum by 3 dB. If they
sum by 3 dB, and they are both down by 3 dB at the crossover
point then the system should have a flat response providing all
the phases are correct. But what is the correct phase? That's the
crunch.
The degree of phase rotation introduced by the crossover will
vary from unit -to-unit, but can be considerable. Almost always
the phase of the roll -off/roll -on of adjacent bands will rotate in
opposite directions at the crossover frequency. The net result
will have the mid -range acoustically out of phase with the woofer
at the crossover frequency because of the phase shift in the
crossover.
In order for the entire system to be acoustically in phase at the
crossover point, it may be necessary to alternate the speaker
polarity of each adjacent band. Manufacturers of crossovers fail
to meet this need as phase reversal switches are seldom
provided. The fact that the speakers of two adjacent passbands
are electrically out of phase is of no consequence since it is only
at the crossover points that they share common information,
and must be acoustically in phase with one another.
Finally, a speaker is theoretically a single point source of
sound. With the addition of each speaker to a system, the

... Without the Side -Effects.

,««.r

Introducing the 440 Delay Line /Flanger from Loft Modular Devices.

w
O.
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There is a new solution for time -based effects. Filling
the gap between expensive digital lines and low cost
'black boxes', the Series 440 Delay Line /Flanger
delivers the amazing depth and dramatic realism
rightly associated with analog delay effects. Yet it
avoids so many unwanted side effects you expect
from analog and even some digital systems.
Now, you don't have to sacrifice the dimensional
impact of your music to severely limited bandwidths,
nor lose that bright crisp edge to compromised
electronics. Gone too, are the 'thumps', 'whistles',
background oscillations, quantizing noise, 'grainy'
digital audio, and other strange distortion you may
have noticed before. Even headroom, a problem
with so many units, is no problem with the Series 440

Delay Line /Flanger.

z111111414k

All you get is great sounding delay combined with
the creative flexability of VCO time based
processing. Mixed to any degree with straight delays
from .5msec all the way out to 160msec., VCO
processing permits such effects as resonant flanging,
Leslie -type sounds with different 'rotation' speeds,
vibrato, double tracking with realistic pitch and
timing errors, or a wide range of more subtle effects
to control the spatial perspective of your music. In
addition to the built -in VCO feature, control voltage
jacks allow further modification of the system's
special effects capability. Impressive? We think so,
but there is more. Why not check out the details at a
representative dealer near you.
The Series 440 Analog Delay
Line /Flanger is in stock and

ready for immediate delivery.
MODUL AR

DEVI,FS

LOFT MODULAR DEVICES,INC. 91 Elm Street, Manchester, CT 06040 (203)646 -7806
R -e /p
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New "series II" improved headsets
50 station capability with up to 8 channels using
SB8 switchboard monitor
External program feed with volume control
Wide frequency response (2001-1z to 12kHz) for exceptional
intelligibility
Designed for high noise environments
Visual signalling uses bright amber lights

Adjustable sidetone reduces feedback and background
noise

Mic on -off feature standard with headset and remote stations
Single and two channel systems virtually immune to RF and
SCR dimmer noise
Remote stations available in portable, wall mount and rack
mount versions including speakers for paging and monitoring
Catalogue with complete specifications available upon
request
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m
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number of point sources increases. If each point source is not
exactly the same distance from the listener then what occurs is
an auditory double image. This is particularly apparent at the
crossover points. Basically, a single moment in time is generated
by all the speakers at the same instant, but arrives at the listener
at a number of different times. This causes the intelligibility of the
entire system to be lowered.
Clarity is also affected by "out of band" distortion generated by
the enclosure. If a cabinet is not adequately braced it will
resonate or "ring" substantially. The box can put out almost as
much sound as the speaker itself. Likewise metal horns, if not
properly dampened, can contribute undesired vibrations.
The solution to many of these problems is fairly simple once an
accurate method of measurement is provided. Operating as an
independent testing service, Don Pearson and Gary Leo, of
Ultra Sound, located in Larkspur, California, has developed
such a system. With the aid of their computer they provide
information on all of the previously mentioned problems as well
as a number of other acoustic and electronic parameters relating
to the sound equipment used by their clients. A permanent
record is kept, in the form of a printout, for these clients who

frequency and repetition rate. Figure 3 illustrates the proper
hook-up of the system. Any oscilloscope with an external trigger
will do as will any conventional microphone. Ultra Sound prefers
a Nakamichi CM 300 fitted with a CP 3 super-omni s -inch
element. The microphone should be placed a few feet from the
speaker (the larger the speaker, the greater the distance
between the mike and speaker). The speaker's impulse output
should be loud enough to mask any room noise.
Before testing can be done, the polarity of the microphone to
be used as the standard must be determined. First connect the

number several very prominent sound reinforcement
companies.
A

Simpler Method

Ultra Sound has allowed the publication of a simple circuit
which when constructed can be used with a microphone and an
oscilloscope to measure polarity, phase of a wave, and ringing.
Figure 2 is the schematic of an "impulse" generator with variable
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AUdi( -Teclmica introduces

Ike new microphones ...

and a pleasant surprise.
w
AT813

Electret
Condenser
Cardioid

11$
AT811
Electret
Condenser
Cardioid

AT801

'

Electret
Condenser
Omnidirectional

AT812
Moving Coil
Dynamic
Cardioid

ÁT802
Moving Coil
Dynamic

Omnidirectional

Take a close look at these new
Audio -Technica microphones. Three
electret condensers and two dynamics.
Plus two clip -on miniature electrets(not
shown). All are superbly finished. Carefully thought out in every detail. With the
right "heft" and feel. Professional A3M
Switchcraft output connectors, of course.
Then listen in your studio. Full range, peak -free, clean and crisp. With

no distortion even when used close -up
to high -level performers. And the
balanced, phased Lo -Z (600 Ohm) output matches pro and semi -pro mixers

alike.
Now for the surprise. The price.
Both omnis are nationally advertised at
just $60, for either dynamic or electret
condenser element. The two basic car dioids are just $80, while the AT813

audio techn¡ca.

electret condenser with integral windscreen is pegged at $95. All complete
with full one -year warranty.
Once you've seen and tried these
new Audio -Technica microphones
we think you'll welcome them. Not just
because they cost so little...but because
they do so much. Available now from
your Audio -Technica Professional
Products dealer.

Great sound. right from the start!

AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 118RE, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.
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Figure 13

output arriving at the speaker to the input of the scope and
observe whether the waveform is positive or negative going
(Figure 4). Re- connect the speaker to the amp and connect the
microphone to the oscilloscope and again observe the polarity.
While observing the scope, adjust it's trigger from the generator
so that the screen shows the waveform that first arrives at the
microphone and not a later reflection. At the lowest frequencies,
possible for the first reflection to look very much like the
impulse (Figure 5).
Once the relative polarity of the test set -up has been
it is

determined and the trigger properly adjusted, testing can begin.
Whether the test set -up is positive or negative is not important as
long as all the adjustments result in the pulse going in the same
direction. With the generator putting out a mid -frequency pulse,
Figure 6 shows the type of results expected from a five -inch full range speaker. The erratic waves after the pulse are reflections
from the room where the tests were made. As mentioned, the
frequency response (Figure 7) will not change regardless of the
polarity in a single speaker system.
Figure 8 is the impulse measurement of two five -inch speakers
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In 1978...
We Turned Dreams Into Reality For:
RONNIE MILSAP ENTERPRISES

- Nashville

Ronnie Milsap, Don Reeves

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D.C.
BEE

JAY RECORDING STUDIOS

Eric Schabacker, Jim Katt -Orlando

BANG RECORDS
Ed Seay,

Richard Wells-Atlanta

STUDIO ONE RECORDING STUDIOS
Chip Young, Tommy Strong

- Nashville

Let Us Build A Dream ForYou...
Valley Audio -A unique combination of
acoustical artistry and dramatic room design, coupling time proven methods with
fresh "state of the ear" results.
A small group of individually talented
people, combining their energies to produce one thing -Great Studios!
Pioneers in practical developments:
"Coherent" grounding techniques which
maximize system signal to noise.
An Active Cue system eliminating crosstalk

and poor transient response inherent
multi -passive systems.

in

Power amp rack switching logic for foolproof monitor protection.
Unsurpassed custom electronics for special
requirements.
If you're determined to make your dreams a
reality, Call Us!

VALLEY
AUDiO
DIVISION OF TODRANK TECHNICAL SYSTEMS. INC.

P.O. Box 40743.2821 Erica Place
Nashville, Tennessee 37204.615-383 -4732

MAS1ElrS OF AURAL GRA7IrICA1iON
for additional information circle no. 70
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with identical polarity. Figure 9 is the response of the pair. Figure
10 has the polarity of the two speakers opposite one another.
Figure 11 is the resulting frequency response. Figure 12 is an
overlay of Figure 9 and Figure 11. The efficiency of the two
curves was maintained so that a direct comparison could be
made. The top trace is of the speakers with identical polarity.
The bottom trace has them opposite.
Now that the basic procedure and how to read the impulse is
understood, let's take a look at a two -way system. Adjust the
frequency control of the generator to a low frequency and
observe the polarity of the bass speaker. Re- adjust the frequency
on the generator to the crossover frequency and observe the
polarity of the woofer and tweeter (Figure 13). The small first
peak is the tweeter and the second larger one is the woofer. Both

J

are in the same polarity. Figure 14 shows the response. Figure 15
is the same system but with the tweeter polarity opposite that of
the woofer. Figure 16 is the resulting response showing a
substantial dip at the crossover frequency. Figure 17 again
shows a comparison between the system in phase and out of
phase response.
The same procedure can be followed with three- and four -way
systems. The frequency of the generator is changed to each of
the crossover frequencies until the polarity of all the transducers
has been determined. If there is more than one driver in any one
band range it will be necessary to move the microphone close
(one inch) to each driver to eliminate interference from the other
drivers in that range.
The effect of band -to -band polarity considerations will result in

v.i../-"""'"

Figure 14

btx presents
the 30.track

audio recorder

The btx 4500 SMPTE interlocking system lets you operat any two
multi -track recorders in tandem for 14, 22, 30 or 46 -track capability.
Using standard SMPTE time code written on one track of each
machine, any two recorders may be synchronized, including video to
audio. You can even mix makes, formats, speeds, and numbers of
tracks, with or without servo controlled capstan drive. The btx 4500
is a micro-proces 1r -based system capable of tracking within 50
micro sec' s öf an actual mechanical I. '
economical direct
plug -in system that's easy to use and ult`

i

The btx Corporation
438 Boston Post Road, Weston, MA 02193
(617) 891 -1239
R-e/p 96
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either a peak or a notch in the frequency response at those
crossover points.
Another use of the impulse is to check the polarity of
microphones. Once the polarity of the test microphone has been
determined, other microphones can be compared to it by
connecting each microphone in turn to the oscilloscope. If any of
the mikes are out of phase with the majority, then reverse the
signal wires on that mike's connector. It should be noted that
most European microphones are opposite in polarity to
American ones.

.

;

A NEW STANDARD

IN

MONITOR EQUALIZERS...

r

Figure 16

.

f'os ,,..'
.

s

'-.

FEATURES

.,;

i

;
Figure 17

In the second part of this article the impulse will be used to
measure cabinet ringing and acoustic phase alignment.
For additional information on this topic Don and Gary have
provided the following sources:
"Acoustical Measurements by Time Delay Spectrometry, "R.
C. Heyser. AES, October, 1967, p. 370.
Impulse Measurement Techniques for Quality Determina-

tion,"in Hi -Fi Equipment, with special emphasis on

Loudspeakers. JAES vol. 19, p. 101, 1971, A. Schaumberger.
Applications of impulse measurement techniques to the
Detection of Linear Distortion, Alfred Schaumberger. JAES
September 1971, p. 664.
Linear Distortion, D. Preis. AES, June 1976.
The Application of Digital Techniques to the Measurement of
Loudspeakers, J. M. Berman and L. R. Fincham. AES, June

28 ONE -SIXTH octave bands from 40 Hz
through 894 Hz on and between I.S.O.

one -third octave centers
13 one -third octave bands from 1000 Hz
through 16 kHz on I.S.O. centers.
10 dB boost or cut on continuous, calibrated, Mil -Spec controls
Equal Q in both boost and cut conditions
Precision inductors in magnetically shielded enclosures for maximum hum rejection
Accessory socket to permit insertion of 12
dB /octave or 18 dB/octave low -level crossover networks for bi- amping or tri- amping
Mid and high frequency output trimmers
accessible from front panel
Noise guaranteed
90 dBv or better
Input attenuation control variable to 20 dB
of attenuation accessible from front panel
Variable high -pass filter 20 Hz through 160
Hz, 12 d B /octave
Security cover

-

ONE SIXTH OCTAVE REAL TIME ANALYZERS AVAILABLE

1977, p. 370.

Three Dimensional Displays for Demonstrating Transient
Characteristics of Loudspeakers, Tsutomu Suzuki, Takshi Mor
II, and Sumitaka Matsumara. AES, July- August 1978, p. 511.0

El

instruments incorporated
P.O. BOX 698 AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767

512 / 892.0752
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to any specific function or input /output
designation. Instead, the RAM is housed in a

mainframe, with the memory distribution
under microprocessor control. Plug -in
modules (up to 8) are able to access the
memory as to the specific needs of the session.

Modules available include reverberation,
delay, pitch- shift, and output. Unlike other
digital signal processors which are committed
to a function and maximum delay times, the
Shared Access Memory System allows the
user to determine function, with the maximum
time available only limited to the available
memory in the mainframe. The mainframe will
accept up to 6 seconds of memory space, at a
bandwidth of 16 kHz, at full operating level.

Performance beyond the present state -ofis assured by using direct digital to

theart

MCI 3 -INCH, 32 -TRACK
RECORDER UNVEILED

automation on all inputs and all return level
3 Hz to
150,000 Hz, with excellent rise time is said to be
attributed to ultra- sophisticated integrated
circuits as well as transformerless operation
except for microphone inputs.
All line inputs, of which there are 72, feature
electronic balancing.
The unit will be distributed exclusively by
Everything Audio, 16055 Ventura Boulevard,
Suite 1001, Encino, California 91436.
Telephone (213) 995 -4175, or Telex 651485.
The current price for 36 inputs by 24 outputs
with 8 additional directs is $88,893.00, FOB Los
Angeles International Airport. (Subject to
currency change surcharge at time of delivery.)
The console will interface with the Allison
65K Computer or can be obtained with a dual
8-inch floppy disk, 16 bit microprocessor This
computer will allow such sophistications as
electronic editing using SMPTE Time Code
and recording of an infinite number of mixes as
well as "snapshot mixes" and remote terminal
time sharing. Current price for the computer
option is $17,000.00, subject to currency
change surcharge at time of delivery.

controls. Excellent bandwidth of

EVERYTHING AUDIO

Because the JH -32 is the only transport
configured to use three -inch tape, MCI's

engineers were free to design the new
recording system with optimum speeds,
optimum EQ curves, and optimum track
spacing. Thus, the revolutionary new machine
was designed with all new electronics; is totally
transformerless; and is microprocessor

controlled.
In initiating an optimised tape speed of 20 ips
for the 3 -inch - 32 -track format, MCI explains
that 20 ips is used to maintain tape use
economy while providing the fidelity associated
with fast speeds. 20 ips is said to provide the
linearity at high frequencies associated with 30
ips, while preserving the flatter low -end
frequency response customarily the product of
15 ips. 20 ips Also provides better signal -tonoise and better saturation capabilities.
The major producers of wide format tape,
AMPEX, 3M, BASF and AGFA are all
currently supplying three -inch tape. Alignment
tapes will be available from MRL.
Among the customers scheduled for the first
deliveries of JH -32s are Air Studios, London
(2); CBS, London (3); Compass Point, Nassau;
Criteria, Miami (5); State Records, London (4).

MCI
4007 N. E. 6TH AVENUE
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33334

16055 VENTURA BLVD.

SUITE 1001
ENCINO, CA 91436
analog conversion (with no analog processing
such as companding or pre /de emphasis)
yielding 16 Bit resolution. The reverberation
module yields true room simulation, with the
width and length of the room, the reflection
ratio and absorption characteristics of the
walls, as well as the position of the source in the
room, under user control. Shown in the
photograph is the Shared Access mainframe
with PDM -1 pitch /delay modules.

The Shared Access Memory System is
marketed exclusively worldwide by:

dbx INTRODUCES MODEL 208
EIGHT CHANNEL PROFESSIONAL
TAPE NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
The newly added Model 208 Professional 8
channel simultaneous record and play tape

noise reduction system, like other dbx
professional systems, eliminates audible tape

hiss, thereby permitting multiple track
bouncing and mixing without audible noise

SOUND WORKSHOP
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1324 MOTOR PARKWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11787
(516) 582-6210

for additional information circle no. 74

COMPUTER ASSISTED
AUDIO CONSOLE: AMEK
INTRODUCES MODEL M3000
The Model M3000 features 4 -band parametric equalization with variable "Q ", 8 auxiliary
sends, 8 VCA sub -groups, with computer

(305) 566 -2853
TELEX 51 -4362
for additional information circle no. 73

build up. This is achieved, according to dbx, by
providing in excess of 30 dB of noise reduction
over the entire audio spectrum and an
additional 10 dB of recording level headroom.
The 208 accomplishes this through retrievable
halving the music's dynamic
compression
range at the input, then expanding it during
playback by a mirror -image ratio of 1:2 at the
output, without, it is claimed, audible side

-

effects.

AUDIO MACHINERY/SOUND
WORKSHOP SHARED
ACCESS MEMORY SYSTEM
The normal digital signal processing

The 208 is designed for use with professional
multi -track tape recorders and employs eight
active noise reduction modules containing
independent and simultaneous record and
playback electronics plus a convenient ninth
spare plug -in module. Each module has a front
panel switch for selecting noise reduction
(encoding or decoding) or bypass: and level
controls to set operating levels.
It is completely self- contained with an

techniques including delay, reverberation,
pitch- shifting and other special effects are said
to be handled in a totally new way by the Audio
Machinery Shared Access Memory System.
The Random Access Memory (RAM)
required for these techniques is not committed
R-e/p 98
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These are the "big
guns" in 'professional"
power amplifiers. Each
of these amplifiers has
individua features and
abounds with
specifications to impress
potential buyers and to
satisfy the professional
user but they are not
created equal...
especially in reliability
under professional (rack
mounted) conditions.
Some of these "big
guns" have been talking
about everybody else
being "behind ", others
are talking about
comparator LED's, while
others depend mostly on
their good looks. The
Peavey CS -800 comes
out on top when you
consider the features,
the specifications (which
are as good or better
than anybody's), total
power output, and price
per watt of professional
power.
Some companies
have recently
"discovered" LED's and
comparator circuitry that
Peavey pioneered and
has been using for
years. These recent
"converts" were most
vocal in the past against
LED's...that is, until they
updated their "plain
Jane" units. Some of the

continuous professional

other companies spend
a lot on cosmetics but
not much on built -in
forced air cooling and
large numbers of output

cooled by a 2 -speed fan,
has special distortion
detection circuitry and
LED indicator (not
simple overload), as well
as a functional patch
panel on the rear to
facilitate the use of plug in balanced transformer
modules, electronic
crossover modules and
speaker equalization
modules custom tailored
to Peavey's SP -1 and
SP -2 speaker systems.
In comparing pro
amplifiers, one should
apply the old
commercial sound

use.

Each channel of the
Peavey CS -800 features
10 output devices and 2
TO -3 drivers bolted to
massive modular
heatsinks that are forced

devices to enable
reliable rack mounted
operation under

"dollar- per -watt" rule.
The CS -800 is again "on
top" at 810 per
professional watt. The
fact is Peavey is not
behind anyone in power,
durability, features or
performance.
Below are the

respective published
specifications of the
"heavies" in pro amps.
Check for yourself to
see how we all stack up.
You might be surprised.

© Peavey Electronics
Street
Meridian, Miss. 39301
711 A

HOW DO THE "DIG GUNS"
STACK UP?
r

°r

qHOH
OFN

FOr/04,Or/0,,9,7
Peavey
CS -800

800 W Total
400 Watts /Ch.

20

2 Speed

Ves

forced air
cooling

@4 Ohms

Totally
Plug -in
Modular

\

/co/
Y

None
Reguirec

rq

Ouasi Complimentary
All rugged NPN
Silicon Outputs

260 Watts /Ch.

T4E

7/s

Not given

QFH

0024

tYq

$649 50

No accepted
Measurement standards
Presently exist.

S0.81 per Watt

Based on
4 Ohms Ch min load

@ 8 Ohms

(Both Ch. driven)

Crown
DC -300A

360 W Total

16

180 Watts
8 Ohms

Conventional

No

Hard Wired

Passive

None
Required

Airflow Only

e@

Quasi Complimentary
All rugged NPN

Not given
No accepted
Measurement standards
Presently exist

$91900

Collector drive

02%

$1099 00

Complimentary
using PNP 8 NPN
Silicon

No measurement

Based on

details given

4

Silicon Outputs

Ohms
Not Given
4

BGW
75C 8

720 W Total
360 Watts /Ch.
@_4

20

2

Speed

Yes

Modular

Relay C rcwl

forced air

Ohms

cooling

225 Watts /Ch.
@ 8 Ohms

Yamaha
P

2200

700 W Total
350 Watts /Ch.
4

Ohms

200 Watts /Ch.

12

Conventional
Passive

Airflow Only

No

Hard Wired

None
Required

Emitter follower drive Not given
complimentary using No accepted
PNP 8 NPN Silicon
Measurement standards
Presently exist.

$109500

S2.55 per Watt
Based on
8 Ohms Ch min

load

S1.53 per Watt

Ohms'Ch min load

57.58

per Watt

Based on
4

OhmsCh min load

@ 8 Ohms

All above figures based on manufacturers' published spe:dicat ons and minimum recommended load impedances as of 11/1/78
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integral power supply and power switch,
occupying 51/4" (13.33 cm) of panel space in a
standard 19" (48.3 cm) rack mount.
The dbx system eliminates the need for level
calibration procedures since compression /expansion is linear over the entire audio range.
LED's indicate channels in the noise reduction
mode.
Signal connections are made via 27-pin gold
plated audio connectors mated to a set of four
10-foot input and output cables with XLR
connectors for interface with professional
consoles and recorders.
The dbx 208 system is fully compatible with
all other dbx professional tape noise reduction
systems and if desired, can be stacked to
create 16- or 24- channel capability.
The Model 208 is available for immediate
delivery at a nationally advertised value of
$3,300.00.

dbx, Incorporated
CHAPEL STREET
NEWTON, MA 02195
71

(617) 964-3210
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AUDIO & DESIGN
RECORDING ANNOUNCES
TWO NEW SCAMP UNITS
Through their U.S.A. subsidiary, Audio &
Design Recording, Inc., have announced the
following additions to the Scamp range of
signal processing equipment; the S-02 Mike
Preamp and the S -100 Dual Gate.
The S -02 Preamp, one of the original
concepts of the Scamp system, has many

features including: Low noise (better than -125
dB), 30 dB PAD and phase reverse switch, high
pass filter (30 dB /oct), transformerless,
auxiliary send, pre or post (switchable), 600
ohm line amp drive on both outputs, 70 dB gain
with optimum modulation indicator, Hz input
on front panel jack socket.
The Scamp S -02 Microphone Preamp was
specifically designed and developed to broaden
the scope of Scamp system applications. When
incorporated into the Scamp rack the S -02
Microphone Preamp will interface between low
level signals at source and the whole range of
Scamp signal processors.
The S -100 Dual Gate emphasizes numerous
multi -gate facilities in a very small package, at
an extremely competitive price. One Scamp
rack can house up to 34 such noise gates (17 x
S -100 Dual Gate Modules).

attack (or open) time of around 10 microseconds (which, despite some manufacturer's
claims, is the theoretical limit in the audio band)
there is the assurance of no audible transient

loss. Release (or close) time, range of
attenuation and threshold are all variable and
researched to be within the most useful limits,
thus simplicity of operation is guaranteed.
The unit is keyable from any external, line
level signal source and a system in /out control
provides A -B or "proof" listening.
The S -100 Dual Gate has balanced inputs,
super low impedance outputs and excellent
noise and distortion figures. Each S -100 Dual
Gate order is supplied complete with a sheet of
self- adhesive channel number stickers for
customizing and channel identification.
Operationally the S -100 Dual Gate, with a
threshold continuously variable between -50
dBm and infinity, can provide low level source
noise reduction and automatic attenuation of
non -contributing channels. It will tighten up
flabby drums, eliminate cross -mike pickup on
overdubs and crispen vocals, etc. Broadcasters can cut down on infuriating line noise on
phone -ins and film makers can restrict
ambience.

AUDIO & DESIGN
(RECORDING), LTD.
84 OXFORD ROAD
READING RG 1 7LJ
BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND
for additional information circle no. 78

NEW SHURE MONITOR
SPEAKER FEATURES UNIQUE
VARIABLE DISPERSION CONTROL
The new stage monitor speaker with a
unique high frequency variable dispersion
control allows the user to tailor the horizontal
sound pattern to a variety of coverage
requirements.
This versatile, compact two -way monitor
speaker is called the Shure Model 703 and is
designed to provide control of high frequency
dispersion through the use of removable
acoustic wedges. This feature, in conjunction
with the capability of two tilt angles, provides
the user with four possible coverage selections.
Sound can be dispersed over a wide 120°
angle to cover several performers or to permit
greater freedom of movement on stage, or a
tight 60° angle for narrow, "personalized"
coverage and minimum sound spillover. The
speaker can also be set on its back at the front
of the performer for short throw (close use) or
placed upright for long throw coverage when
the performer is farther away.
Another important feature of the Model 703
is its shaped frequency response, which

-

boominess. This feature not only enables the
Model 703 to cut through intense ambient
sounds on stage, but also provides a very
natural sound to the performer.
The Model 703's high frequency driver and
two eight -inch heavy -duty speakers provide
excellent sound reproduction. Power handling
capacity is 100 watts of continuous program
material. The speaker is an eight -ohm system
and can produce 97 dB SPL with a one -watt
input at four feet.
Overall dimensions of the speaker enclosure
are 283 mm (11-1/8 in.) H x 587 mm (23- 1 /8in.)
W x 438 mm (17 -1/4 in.) D. Weight is 14.3 kg
(31-1/2 lbs.). User net price for the Model 703 is
$730.00.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 HARTREY AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60204
for additional information circle no. 79

ACOUSTILOG ANNOUNCES
NEW, LOW COST REVERBERATION

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The new Acoustilog 232A Reverberation
Timer, a high performance audio measure-

ment system, digitally displays reverberation
time (T60) within each of 19 different
frequency bands. A marked improvement
over the original Model 232, the new 232A

features lowest total system cost, higher
accuracy, and easy one -person operation with
instantaneous readout. It is now available from
Acoustilog, Inc.
Among the other important features of the
new 232A are: automatic level detection, which
assures uniformity of readings despite different

people using the instrument; 2% basic
accuracy; 63 Hz - 12.5 kHz measurement
range; two noise averaging filters, zero crossing circuitry for external inputs; internal
pink noise generator; recorder output; AKG

phantom -powering; calibrated Send and
Receive controls; unique LED level indicators.

ACOUSTILOG, INC.
19 MERCER STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10013

(212) 925 -1365
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NEW KEITH MONKS
MICROPHONE STANDS
Keith Monks (U. S. A.) will be releasing a
new range of floor stands. These are especially
designed for the user to pack away effectively
when portability as well as stability are
essential.
The SHD /3 is made in tough steel and

reinforced aluminum and weighs 15 lbs.
Through the center is a large stem, with

It's simple, to operate, and has LED
indicators to show operating state. The
electronics are said to be totally maintenance
free since there are no pre -sets that can
wander and no user setup procedures
it
comes to the user factory set. With optimized

properly emphasizes the presence range and

effectively eliminates undesirable bass

1

'

.`_..

suction pad, which rests on the floor to give
extra stability. There are three collapsible feet
and it is in anti -shine black anodized finish.
The HD/1 is similar to the SHD /3 but has no
center support on the floor. It is equipped with
three castor wheels all fitted with a brake, and
the weight is 12 lbs. The suggested retail value
is $85.28.

"......_.

..._...
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Also announced are very useful accessories
to go with these stands, including a heavy duty

battery for the 48 V phantom powering

duty production film type slide potentiometers
are used throughout. Available in 51/4" H x 5" D

converter.
Availability is late 1978. The price will be
about $795.00.
GOTHAM AUDIO CORP.

WASHINGTON STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014

741

(212) 741 -7411
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x 14" W or 19" W rack mount panel chassis.
The unit weighs 7 lbs.
Kit price is $325.00. A completely wired unit
is available for $400.00.

OPAMP MODEL G -9
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
The Model G -9 graphic equalizer is a line
level unit having nine frequencies: 50 Hz, 100
Hz, 200 Hz, 400 Hz, 800 Hz, 1.6 kHz, 3.2 kHz,
6.4 kHz and 12.8 kHz. The response at each
frequency may be adjusted ±12 dB. The

OPAMP LABS, INC.
1033 N. SYCAMORE AVENUE

LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
(213) 934 -3566
for additional information circle no. 83

amplifier output capability is +24 dBm. Heavy

boom arm with tilt head at a suggested retail
value of $65.68, and a loudspeaker plate valued
at $15.99.

The units are available from your local
distributor or from Rolls Electronics Company,
4260 Lankershim Boulevard, North Hollywood, California 91602 for the west coast;
Audio Consultants, Inc., 1200 Beechwood

Dr. Les Remsen has faith
in Quantum Mixers!

Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37212 in the
southeast; and Audiotechniques, Inc., 652

Glenwood Road, Stamford, Connecticut
06906 in the northeast.

KEITH MONKS (U.S.A.)

sum mer ..Y. -.tar

652 GLENWOOD ROAD
STAMFORD, CT 06906

f.tioiw
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AVAILABILITY OF THE FIRST
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NEUMANN ULTRA -DIRECTIONAL
LINE CONDENSER MICROPHONE:
KMR -82i ( "SHOTGUN ")
ANNOUNCED
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After a great many years of experimentation,
the Neumann Company has announced that it
will market its first ultra -directional "shotgun"
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12 In, 8 Out
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IS LES REMSEN
Les Remsen bought a

AND WHO CARES?

Quantum QM -168 mixing board
and set up a small studio in his church. Since that time, he's made over
100 classical music albums for about half a dozen labels, plus assorted
demos and audition tapes. Incidentally, Les holds a Dr. of Music in
performance, was formerly first trumpet in the L.A. Philharmonic, and
heads Avant Records.

microphone identified as model KMR -82i.
As explained by the manufacturer, "The
reason Neumann is so late in making such a
unit is that it has taken this long to produce one
which is a significant alternative to the many
now on the market. It displays a smooth

frequency response and

a

remarkable

directional pattern which differentiates pattern
vs. frequency less severely than traditional
models now available. The result is a unit less
susceptible to off-axis sound coloration."
The KMR -82i will be available in charcoal
matte "TV finish ". Its accessories are a foam
wind screen (included), elastic suspension,
wind -proof "blimp" and a unique "active
handle" for hand held use, containing the 9 V

LES CARES
He may not be recording the Bee Gees or Peter Frampton (they have
their own Quantum boards), but Les Remsen wants every track he lays
down to be the best. That's why he chose Quantum.

WE CARE
Because every artist wants his demo and master recordings to meet
the highest professional standards, we build small Quantum boards with
the same care that goes into our large studio consoles. We also sell our
mixers at a price young artists and engineers can afford. Dr. Les Remsen
puts his faith in Quantum, and so do a lot of others on their way up. How

about you

unnium
AUDIO LABS, INC.
1909 RIVERSIDE DR., GLENDALE,

CALIFORNIA 91201

(213) 841 -0970

for additional information circle no. 84
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NEW AURATONE 5RC
SUPER -ROAD -CUBE'"

MONITORS ANNOUNCED

Featuring

RECORDING
ENGINEERING
INTERESTED?,

a

unique protective closure

system, the new 5RC's were developed to
enable engineers, producers and artists who
have come to rely on Auratones in the studio,
to have a convenient and safe way of
transporting this reliable reference monitoring
system on the road.
The units have: Fused blow -out protection,
1/4" phono jack for fast set -up. Are covered in
tough black vinyl, with durable hard plastic
grille. they are equipped with steel reinforced
corners, leather handle, break -away hinges
and locking latch with key.
As with other Auratone products they
feature: Low resonance AcousticwoodT

sealed, insulated enclosures.

26 ounce
magnet structure 5" round full -range drivers.

High compliance half -roll treated cloth
suspensions. Heavy duty heat resistant voice
coil on aluminum former. Audible response:

the full soi

MARCH 12

APRIL 6

50- 15,000Hz, plus or minus 3-1/2 dB from 200
to 12,500Hz. Power rating: 30 watts RMS (60
watts peak at 150Hz.) Impedance: 8 ohms at

400Hz. Sensitivity: 89 dB

(1

Watt/lmeter).

One year original purchaser's workmanship
and materials guarantee.

AURATONE CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 698
CORONADO, CA 92118
for additional information circle no. 85

TEAC/TASCAM 35 -2
MASTERING DECK
The 35-2 is a new mastering deck with
optional dbx, a rugged transport system and an
electronics package that includes full logic with
motion sensing, up-front bias and EQ controls,
and a separate 1/4-track playback head to
complement the '/2 -track record/play head.
The reliable transport system features a DCservo capstan motor, eddy current induction
reel motors with tension- servo, a feather -touch

Bee -Jay Recording

Studios
Orlando. Florida

FOR

EMPHASIS ON HANDS ON
EXPERIENCE

STUDIOS.
AND 32 TRACK

16

BROCHURE AND INFORMATION

CONTACT:

TRACK

SPECIAL GUESTS

FROM ALL
PHASES OF THE MUSIC
BUSINESS
IN

WARM. SUNNY FLORIDA

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES

-

-

$45.00 Per Column Inch
(21/4 x 1")
One inch minimum, payable in advance. Four inches maximum. Space
over four inches will be charged for
at regular display advertising rates.

SOUND RECORDING
by John Eargle. JME Associates

"The best book on the technical
thoroughly
side of recording
recommended."
Studio Sound
338 Pages, illustrated with 232 tables,
curves, schematic diagrams, photographs,
and cutaway views of equipment.

-

S16.95 each

R-e/p Books
P.

NEW

..

theory and working
rnformatron and emphasis on
practical usas

oy Ma

224 Pages

We've designed some
new concepts into our
mixing consoles .. .
and have added these
consoles to our

S8 -95

SEND FOR SPECK'S
FULL LINE CATALOG

7

Postpaid
R

P.

-

-s/p Books

0. Box 2449

Hollywood, CA 90028

HANDBOOK OF
MULTICHANNEL
RECORDING
by F. Alton Everest
320 pages - 201 illustrations
The book that covers it all ...
a comprehensive guide to all facets of
multi -;rack recording ... acoustics ...

much, much more.
Hardbound $10.95 - Paperback $7.95
R -e /p

CUJSèJ

7400 Greenbush Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 764-1200

P.O. Box 2449

Books

and
AAssociates
Associates

AUDIO-VISUAL SYSTEMS

11x17

Tipperary Lane

Newbury Pero

CA

91320

(8051498-4006

CUSTOM RECORD PRESSING
No Order Too Small

High quality pressings from High
quality Virgin Vinyl. Call or write
for complete price list.
SONTEC CORPORATION
10120 Marble Court
Cockeysville, MD 21030
(301) 628-2282

EQUIPMENT
M.C.I. 16 -TRACK
JH 16 -100, Auto -Locator II, Remote

control, mint condition.
(205) 942 -9631

Hollywood, CA 90028

SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING
Do, 8 Caroryn Davis
8'/x11
296 Pages
Hardbound
$19.95

by

-

R -e/p Books
Hollywood. CA 90028
P. 0. Box 2449

R-e/p 102

4

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
ENTERTAINMENT SOUND SYSTEMS

ruNprp

construction ...studio design ...
equipment ... techniques ... and

O

4110177-

-

97 Illustrations
Hardbound; $5.95 Paperback

product line.
1979

Consulting In Performance and Presentation Technology

HOW
THEY WORK AND HOW
TO USE THEM"

'MICROPHONES

.

Hollywood, CA 90028

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

BOOKS

SPECK
HAS
SOMETHING

0. Box 2449

www.americanradiohistory.com

CONCERT SOUND /LIGHTING
SYSTEM: Portable with road cases,
major auditorium capabilities. Retail
value $123,000. Will consider reasonable offers. Call (816) 531 -4305 or
(816) 361 -9114.

editing, and flip-up head cover for easy editing
and maintenance. The unit is boxed in
rosewood.
On the electronics side, the 35-2 features
optional plug -in dbx noise reduction cards, six step bias selector and variable REC EQ control
for precise matching of the deck to various
tapes, 3- position monitor switch for source/
cal /ouput, independent left and right level
controls for input and output, and wide
excursion VU with LED peak indicators.

logic control system with motion-sensing direct
mode changes, four high -density permaflux
heads for 2 -track record /play and 4 -track play,
pitch control for accurate tuning of the tape
speed, punch -in recording facility, cueing and

-

Sacks said the separate transport and
electronics designs allow more flexibility in
installation.
The 35 -2 accepts 10 '/2- and 7 -inch reels, has a
wow and flutter of 0.03% at 15 ips, overall
frequency response of 40 to 22,000 Hz at 15 ips,
signal -to-noise ratio of 100 dB with dbx, overall
harmonic distortion of 0.6% at normal
operating level, and stereo channel separation
of 50 dB /1,000 Hz. The unit measures 1813/ 16" x 16 '/2" x 10!4" and weighs 723/4 pounds.

N Neve
FOR SALE:

New Ampex ATR -700 full track 7'/2/33/4;
New Ampex 602 mono half -track portable
71/2 ips; Ampex AG -500 stereo half-track
portable, new heads, hi or lo speed;

Ampex AG -500 quarter -track portable
7''h/33/. ips. Save $$$. Call:

BILL LILLING
(213) 874-0560

FOR SALE
LIKE NEW HARRISON 3232 RECORDING CONSOLE WITH 261/0
MODULES, SPARE POWER SUPPLY, PRODUCER'S DESK, AND
EXTRA PATCH BAY. 561,000.00.

CALL CHICAGO RECORDING
COMPANY, (312) 822-9333. ASK
FOR CLEON WELLS, OR ALAN
KUBICKA.
SCULLY 16- track. Model 100. Extra
cards; logic; remotes. Best offer
over $10,000.00.
(415) 232-7933
Dan Alexander
Home /Studio /Business in Washington

State. Two bedroom chalet and 500 sq. ft.
studio on wooded lot in country. Includes
8 -track Ampex, custom 16 -track Spectra
Sonics board, 4311 type monitors, Phase
Linear and rack. Entire package $80,000.
GREATHEART STUDIOS
P. 0. Box 615
Shelton, WA 98584

Construction and Design

TEAC CORPORATION
7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD

available

MONTEBELLO, CA 90640

America, giving firm
estimates, exacting dates

FOR SALE

1

2
1
1
1
1

Altec A7 Speaker
Yamaha B3 V -FET
Power Amps
Bushnell 24x 12 Console
Dukane 30-50 Generator
3M 400 8-Track Recorder
3M 56 16 -Track Recorder
All prices FOB Hollywood

of completion and

$300

NO

$800 ea.
$15,000
$200
$6,000
$12,000

UNITED RECORDING

:

Sound Interchange,
Toronto, Canada, new

studio

stock. Unquestionably the finest
Special Effects System.
Call TOLL FREE:
(800) 531 -7392

FOR SALE: 3M Model 794 -track 15/30Ips.
Kept clean and in excellent condition.
Asking $7,000.00. Contact:

SPECTRUM STUDIOS
(213) 392 -2663

MIDAS desks for rent:
40x8x2; 20x4x2; 24x8 +2
monitor. Contact R & E Sound.
(201) 652-7323

FOR SALE: LOAD YOUR OWN

CASSETTES AND SAVE. Model 751
Audico Cassette Loader. One year
old with Pratt Spector tape dispensor.

FOR SALE
NEVE Console 16 x 16
condition
$23,500.00.
(707) 528-0304

-

f

Superscope, San Fernando,
California, new studio

Chicago Recording Company,
Chicago, Illinois, Studios 1,
2 and 3

Bill Szymczyk's Bayshore
Recording Studios, Inc.,
Coconut Grove, Florida,
new studio
The Shade Tree
Playboy Club
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
new studio

Group Four, Hollywood, Calif.
KBK Earth City Studios
St. Louis, Missouri

FOR SALE: Scully 2808 4 -trk. in console, (8) Kepexes with P. S., Countrymen
grand piano pickup, (2) A. P. I. model
525 comp /limiters, (2) Gain Brains.
Call Grace. (813) 988 -3491.

-

BULL!!!

Century 21, Winnipeg,
canada, new studio

ASi Professional Audio now has the
Delta Lab DL -1 Delay System in

sounding Digital Delay on the market. Coming soon, the Delta Lab DL -2

...

He pleads guilty of constructing the following
studios

6000 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 469 -3983

$1,750.00.
Call (303) 443-2171

...

He is also known for
doing work all over North

(213) 726 -0303
for additional information circle no. 86

USED NEVE CONSOLE

24 -In
16 -Track
Model 8016 modified to 24-track operation, used by leading Los Angeles studio.
Traded in on new 24 -track Neve console.
Neve will refurbish and provide 12 month
limited warranty. $39,000.00, FOB L.A.
Subject to prior sale.
East Call Tore Nordahl
(203) 744 -6230
West Call Fred Addison
(213) 465 -4822

For the very best Studio

John

l

Village Recorders,
Los Angeles, California

new studio

Record Plant,
Los Angeles, California
new studio

Ronnie Milsap,
Nashville, Tennessee

A

new studio

O

Call for information and details

RUDOLF A. BREUER
805 / 273 -3792

Excellent

Lic. No. 238315
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FOR SALE

Direct Box

dbx 216 N/R units
$6,800 ea.
Amber 4400 Test Unit
$2,150
10x3 Mix console
$2,700
Stephens 16/8 Tape Machine,
many accessories
$12,700
RUSK SOUND STUDIOS
1556 N. LaBrea Avenue
Hollywood. CA 90028 (213) 462 -6477
2

Professionally Built for
Studio & Road Use
Switchable Ground

350 - 1" Ampex 12

(DB -3) or Unique
Automatic Grounding
System (DB -2)

-

-

$4,500.00.

-

all levels, pickup

FOR SALE

Send

WESTLAKE CONTROL ROOM MONITORS. Perfect condition. S2,500 pair.
5' 8" HOWARD (Baldwin) GRAND PIANO

"miked speaker" sound
change the sound

-

CONSOLES
KITS A WIRED
TAPE, DISC, POWER

DB -3 $84.95

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE RIAS

for Studio Use
for S. R. Use
Ask about our snakes, cables and
other "goodies in little black boxes."

POWER SUPPLIE
1033 N. SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 900311
(2131

934 -3566

1207 N. Western Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
(2131 466 -1271

8

Eapenenced Bur In MINT Condition

BUY

NEW PRICE

ITEM
12X4 with

8

ALONE

$4450.00
tk. monttoritalk back -slate

52250 00

1Q

OTARI MX 5050 -80
vin. 8 Ik recorder-7'2-15 ips

4950

DBX RM-154

1500

4275

AMPEX AG -440

with

1

1

asking- 54950.00

B -4

2

tk. '<in head

Processing.

Mastering by Dick McGrew using
Neumann VMS 70 Lathe and SX

1

VSM LEASING CORP.. 10815 Bodine Road.
Clarence. New York 14031
(716) 759 -2602

of Minneapolis. Minn put this together for $40M

and it has many good hours
EC) 4

with

7

band

EQ)2 cue

left 16

inputs

1

t 2

with 3 band

(foldback) systemsTalk back

voice tone slatingUmgue Audaz Switching System for
track assignments8 Submaster modules each containing
2

Altec A7 Speakers
Phase Linear 700B Power Amps

$300 ea.

$500 ea.
Yamaha B3 V -FET Power Amps
$800 ea.
Westrex 3DI1 Cutter Head with amps
$3.000

Neumann complete Disc Cutting Sys-

tem with SX -68 Head and JG66 Amps. Console. Tape Deck, E0. etc.
$20,000
$15.000
Bushnell 24 x 12 Console
$200
DuKane 30 -50 Generator
$6.000
3M 56 8 -Track Recorder
All Prices FOB Hollywood

UNITED RECORDING

6000 Sunset Blvd

Hollywood. CA 90028

1213) 469 -3983

STAGE /STUDIO /BROADCAST
AUDIO SYSTEMS
AKG. Allison Research. Amber, AMCO,
API, Auditronics, Beyer, Cannon, dbx, E -V
Edit -All, El -Tech, Eventide Clockworks,
IVIE. JBL, Lexicon, MicMix, MRL, MXR,

-

position hi pass and low pass filters. echo returns and line

Orban /Parasound. Orange County Otani,
Pultec, Ramko, Robins, Russo:), Scully,

Sonics, 3-M, Tascam, Technics, White,
and UREI. Plus many more.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
THESE AND OTHER SPECIALTY ITEMS
FROM OUR FACTOPY OPERATIONS
CONTACT

MIDWEST SOUND COMPANY
4346 West 63rd Street

Chicago, IL 60629 312/767 -7272

terminahonComplete monitor mix section that has access,

800 -527 -3260

mach,ne300 point plus patch
functions eachlQuad monitor
swdchmg for control room 8 Studio speakers16'3 in VU
meters switchable to read various console outputs48 V
b,lty to 16 Irk 8 8 Irk buss or

C1+FCOd

ba4

manufacturing corp.

902 N. Industrial Blvd.
D allas.Texas 75207 (214) 741 -2027

-

Senn heiser, Sescom. Shure, Sony,
Soundcraft, Speck. Switchcraft, Spectra

Sound 80

Call Toll Free for more Information.

-

Nagra, Neotek, Neumann, Nortronics,

used audio designs console

"The Package" consists of 1-step
processing
Re-orders are not
possible without re- mastering

-

TRACKS
47th Street
9520
(3121 485-0020
Brookfield, IL 60513

-

vm

SIGNAL

S.

AVAILABLE

74 Cutter.

249.00

1

1

slack

TRACKS!
Total recording systems, specializing in the
semi -pro studio. Tascam, TEAL, Neotek,
BGW, dbx, MicMix, Sennheiser, TAPCO,
MXR, Shure, S.A.E., and many others.
COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES

Labels

o

2

995.

1000 Pure Vinyl 45 RPM Records.

ä

2

1

with Inovonics electronics in console

PACKAGE"

C

4

Norm andre Ave., Gardena,
California 90249
1213) 770 -2330

13717

FOR SALE:

Complete Package As Above -$6900.00

"THE

To

CALIFORNIA SWITCH

faders
Separate monitor mix, 2
cue busses, 4 echo sends, 550 audio
acessories jack field, 40 VU meters,
plus 27 dBm out, plug together installation. Price $30K. Call or write
Glenn Snoddy,
WOODLAND SOUND STUDIOS

2

(50 hours use)

81k noise reduction

presents...

(FOB DALLAS,

Debver

TRACK RECORDING EQUIPMENT

TASCAM MODEL

E

At C530r1S

1011 Woodland Street
Nashville, TN 37206
(615) 227 -5027

for additional information circle no. 94

Windt Audio Inc.

COMPLETE
PACKAGE..

cauio9

SSI CONSOLE
24 input
16 buss
adapted to 24 track monitoring. 40

MIC, IQ ACN LINE,

ó

FREE

(417) 862-1768

AMPLIFIERS

&

5

1753 East Elm

year warranty

All Metal Parts

fo'

Complete Line of Avd

Springfield. MO 65802

shock -mounted switches

DB -2 S74.95

I

Immediate

AMERICAN ARTISTS, INC.

Diecast, engraved box;

Cl *P

A

$3,500,

of your instrument

One

mill_
MULTI -SWITCH r
SWITCHES

2

Switchable filter for

,r

AUDIO CONNECTORS

LA NEV RECORD
(702) 384 -4085

to 400-W amp

Won't

f

Tascam Mod. 10 with mike
Quad
plane
Remote
16 Transformers

Jensen Transformer

Accepts

x 4

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LIKE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER COMPANY
P.O.Bo 8057 Pomacola, Fiend. 32506

machine remotes

15

716- 759- 2600(02)
ALL ABOVE ASKING -57995 00
MARK STUDIOS, Clarence, N.Y. 14031

phantom powering

4,

R-, p 704
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Tascam. TEAC, Sound Workshop, Otani
dbx. Nakamichi, MXR, Dynaco. ADS, E -V,
Eventide, Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro,
Beyer. UREI, Sfax, Sennheiser, TAPCO,
Crown. and more!
SEND FOR PRICE QUOTES

ZIMET PRO AUDIO
1038

Dept REP
Roslyn, NY 11576

Northern Blvd

FOR SALE
BUSHNELL UREI CONSOLE
20 inputs, 16 monitor, 12 buss, 12 echo
return, 10 spare input modules
many

spare misc. parts. Extremely reliable

and rugged board, excellent condition.
$12,000.00.
BARTON MUSIC CORPORATION
(213) 273 -3590

REVERB SYSTEM design for sale.
Field proven in broadcast and recording. All rights, prints, and over three
thousand dollars in new components.
Entire package: $5,000.00 cash.
(205) 956 -2200

RECORDING CONSOLE 16x16 de-

sign, prints, all details and thousands of dollars in new components
plus one new complete harness. Sev-

eral of these systems now in service.
Large profit margin. Entire package:
$5,000.00 cash.
(205) 956-2200

'L

A.......
K G

14

Last of a rare breed!
One new C -24
stereo tube mike;
Four used C -60
miniature tube mikes
available.

Reference Series
Type 104aß
and 105
also row frame drivers.

:pa, ule

ion

Ivie, Xedit
Portable Audio Test Equipment

R EVOX

MODIFICATION
TO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
(213)

7

E?

e85 ARROYO ANNEX

Pasadena, CA 91109

AUDIO ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

REAL ESTATE

-

HOLLYWOOD
Ideal for Recording
Studio. FOR LEASE OR SALE 5,500
sq. ft. building: includes 1,000 ft.
SOUND STAGE, SAUNA, and DELUXE OFFICE SUITE.
Dave Arthur (owner)
(213) 783 -3700

WANTED

WANTED: Recording equipment
of all ages and variety: Neumann
mikes; EMT: etc.
TSR
6026 Bernhard
Richmond, CA 94805

EMPLOYMENT
Senior Design Engineer

We are a manufacturer of audio consoles

for recording, sound reinforcement, and
other applications. We need a senior design engineer to join our R&D team. If you
are a creative person with a BS or equivalent in EE, Physics, or Math; 3 to 5 years
experience in analog and digital circuit
design and audio console design; and a
background as a musician and /or mixer
in a music recording studio, then you may
be the sort of person we are looking for.
If you would like to work in a pleasant environment in Nashville, send your resume
and salary requirements in confidence to:
Mr. Henry Martin
Harrison Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 22964
Nashville, TN 37202
An equal opportunity employer

SALES MANAGER

Experienced sales manager needed for
professional and creative audio products.
Recording studio experience desirable.
Write or call:
Zaki Abdun -Nabi
dbx, Incorporated
71 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02195
Phone: (617) 964 -3210

DUCER LOOKING FOR A RECORDING STUDIO. 24-TRK. PREFERRED.
WILL CONSIDER TERRIFIC 16 -TRK.
PLEASE CONTACT:
MR. CRAWFORD
(213) 782 -6226

Constant tension from- WARN /NC
one end of the rape CIRCUITRY AT
to the other. Elimi- CONSUL, MANUAL BEF
nate pitch changea
P
TP 2
improve tape
handling,

extend

head life. Fits

most protessional

up.

RUN

recorders
and duplicator
transports

Inovonics'
TENTROL

Tension
Control K'rt
Series 400 -$300 and up

Inovonics Inc-

c

503 -B Vanden Way

Campbell, CA 95008
14081374-8300

RECORDING ARTS WORKSHOP, COORDINATOR: School of Music, University
of Southern California. Position: Instructor or Assistant Professor of Music. Qualifications: Earned doctorate or master's
degree. Evidence of success in collegiate teaching and professional recording
engineering. Prefer some record of publication in the field. Responsibilities: Full
teaching assignment in recording techniques and related fields. Coordination of
an existing recording arts program and its
development. Creation and operation of
1) and "in- house" concert recording service and 2) audio equipment maintenance
procedures. Rank and salary open; commensurate with background and experience. Effective date of appointment
September 1, 1979. Applications: Curri-

WE'RE KNOWN BY
THE

COMPANIES
WE KEEP.
AKG
AMBER
AMPEX
AUDITRONICS
BEYER

COUNTRYMAN

culum vitae with supporting materials

should be sent by January 15, 1979 to:
Dr. Howard R. Rarig, Director, School of
Music, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, California 90007, (213) 7416935. USC is an Affirmative Action -Equal
Opportuninty Employer.

CROWN
DBX
EVENTIDE CLOCKWORKS

AUDIO SYSTEMS ENGINEER
experience in lighting,
sound, intercom, multi -media systems design, Theater Tech Direction
and Project Management. BS degree,
Syn -Aud -Con graduate. Seeking
career engineer/ management posit-

LEXICON
MARSHALL
ORBAN PARASOUND
OTARI
SOUNDCRAFT
SOUND WORKSHOP
TASCAM

JBL

10 Years

ion with progressive firm. Will

travel /relocate. Reply to:
Box JPS
P.O. Box 2449

RECORD COMPANY AND PRO-

M /F.

Switch to a better idea

c/o R -e /p
Hollywood, CA 90028

-

HMATION ON

PRODUCTS Of THESE

ENGINEER /ASST. seeking full time
work or entry level position in recording studio. Seven years experience.
Can relocate. Resume available.
Mike Bowen
7011 Exeter Road
Bethesda, MD 20014
Phone: (301) 654 -0633

call toll free
800 -531 -7392

RBRDON SUN,INC.
P

n Bo, esto.

San Anlon,o. Texas 78209

R-e/p 105
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c igital aucio report
40 tracks burst.
This means that 32 tracks can be continuously played or recorded. Burst mode defines
that situation where the same track must be
recorded and played simultaneously, such as
during the switch from play to record for a
punch -in. If one is playing all 32 channels, for
instance, one can only punch -in on up to 8
channels simultaneously. Sequentially, one
can punch -in as many channels as there are.
The limitation is only on absolutely simultaneous punch -in.
Likewise, the number of 32- tracks is
somewhat misleading. The system is capable
of preserving a large number of virtual tracks,
such as different takes of a given track, as long
as it is not asked to play more than 32 at a time.
One could, for instance, keep 60 old takes of a
certain track around, or as many old takes as
the total channel time capacity would allow.
It should be noted also that this is just the

STANFORD'S DIGITAL
RESEARCH CENTER FORMS
CONSULTING GROUP TO
ASSIST IN IMPLEMENTING
ITS SOFTWARE -BASED SYSTEM
An approach to digital recording based
largely on computer software has been
developed at the Center For Computer
Research in Music and Acoustics at Stanford
University, Palo Alto, California. Memory and
software program storage is facilitated by
standard computer hardware while manipulation of music program material based on
software is executed with a sophisticated
digital synthesizer developed at the center.
The system is conceived as completely
digital from initial conversion of analog
stimulus at the microphone pre -amp to the
digital -to- analog conversion of signal just
before the loudspeaker's power amplifier.

-
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(top) Spectral analysis of a sample; (bottom) Sample with spikeat 5K removed, analogous to filter effect.

Loren Rush, a co- director at the research
center, said that another year- and -a -half to two
years of research and development will be
needed before the system is fully developed.
To develop commercial applications of the
system, the research staff has formed the
a
Computer Music Corporation (CMC)
non -profit entity separate from the university
that would act as a consultant on a contract
basis. Software and other research at the
center is already in the public domain because
the work has been supported by Federal
funds. CMC is envisioned as a consulting arm
to market and supervise installations of the
system. CMC would also perform digital
technology R & D services with results of its
efforts becoming exclusive property of a

-

-

contracting organization, presumably
commercial firms.
To describe the system, CMC has prepared

capacity of the standard storage medium.
More analog input channels can be used, but
they cannot be used to record simultaneously
except in groups of 32.

Channel Time Capacity: 1,300 minutes

total track time, straightforwardly
extendable up to 6,500 minutes.
If we run 32 tracks full to the brim, this gives
slightly over 40 minutes per track. Likewise, if
we had 64 tracks, of which 32 could be played
at once, we could get 20 minutes per track. It
must be pointed out, that partially filled tracks
only take up space when something is
recorded there. For instance, a punch -in on a
previously un- recorded track of just a single
verse, chorus or word, only takes up the

channel time capacity corresponding to
duration of the punch -in.

capabilities:

Signal -To -Noise Ratio: More than 85 dB.
Dynamic Range: More than 92 dB.
Bandwidth: Within 1 dB to beyond 20,000

Channel Capacity: 32- tracks continuous,

Hz.

the following outline of features and
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Sampling Rate: Continuously variable up
to 54,000 Hz, can be externally synchronized.
The default sampling rate will be 50,400 Hz,
but can be varied in steps of 50 nanoseconds
(.25% accuracy) over a wide range. External
synchronization can be used to match the rate
to, for instance, analog tape, film dubbing, or
video tape recordings. We will accept frame
rates of 24, 25, 30 or anything else. Complete
compatibility with SMPTE or NTSC color
frame rate is available.

a

This needs some explanation. The user has
budget of 2,800 fundamental processing units
that can be performed simultaneously. These
can be distributed in any manner among the
various channels, and among the choices of
treatments. For instance, a single second order section filter costs 12 processing units. A
full equalizer with four such sections then
costs 48 processing units. 32 channels of such
equalizers costs 1,536 processing units,
leaving 1,264 still available. If an equalizer is not
used, or only partially used on a given channel,
it does not consume all its processing units.
One channel of very high -quality reverberation
costs 75 processing units. One channel of
flanging costs 10 processing units. High -quality
compression is 15 units. A full 1/3 octave
graphic equalizer (24 controls) costs 288 units.
A 24 channel vocoder without pitch tracking
costs 650 units. Pitch tracking adds 65 units.
Any number of channels may be used in a
a

1

a

delay, and so forth. Likewise, since the storage
medium does operate at a higher sample
width, any future developments in converter
technology can be used immediately to
upgrade system performance.

expandable 350 units at a time up to
maximum of 5,600 units.

1

-25

track copies, ping -ponging, compression,

Signal Processing Capacity: 2,800
processing units available simultaneously

2se
e

These figures are a little deceptive in that
these are the specifications of the 16 bit D -A
and A -D converters commonly available at this
time. Since the storage medium operates at an
effective 18 bits and all the arithmetic is done in
24 bits, there is no perceptible accumulation of
noise for any signal processing operations,
such as equalization, reverberation, mixdown,

vocoder up to the maximum number of
processing units. Pitch shifting uses 55 units.
There are many things that must be said
about these processing units. First, there is no
audible distortion in the processing, even with
the graphic equalizer system. Next, a single
track can be processed in any manner and
recorded on another virtual channel, as long as
the total channel capacity or channel time
capacity is not exceeded. This recording of the
processed signal is done without audible error
so that one may process a given channel many
times, each time using very sophistocated
treatments without loss of information or
accumulation of noise except for whatever
noise was present in the original recording.
In addition to these features, there is also the
option of using zero-phase equalization, at an
increased cost in terms of processing units.
This means that for no more than 120
processing units, the equivalent of a second order section can be realized with no phase
distortion. The phase lead or lag will be
identically zero at all frequencies.

Any of the control parameters can be
automated such that regular, random, or

sequencing and editing of sequences may be
easily performed. The sequencer capacity is

predesignated patterns may be used (such as
in wandering phasing), or signals derived by
following the envelopes of other signals may be
used to control any parameter. For example,
highly complex compressors may be built up
deriving the compression factor from any
filtered or otherwise processed version of any
track.

virtually unlimited (40 million sequence steps
directly available, more on request). All
synthesis console manipulations are recorded
and may be edited just as with the mixing
console. Oscillator frequencies have crystal
controlled accuracies down to 0.003 Hz and
-

are absolutely repeatable. Controlled

Editing Facilities: Complete.
Any form of post- editing is allowed: tape
loops, adjustment of timing either by delay of
advance, retuning of selected portions. Gaps
between notes may be deleted or augmented,
sections of different takes can spliced together
without distortion down to the word, note, or
even a sample level. Some amount of semiautomatic segmentation is available.

-

0.25
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-
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Loading and Offloading: Occurs at track
speed.
When a session is finished, the intermediate
results may be stored either on a digital tape
recorder or on conventional analog equipment. The offloading occurs in one playing
time of the channels to be dumped. This can be
done, for instance, simultaneously with one of
the last editing or mixing passes. If it is desired
to save the virtual channels in excess of 32,

extra time will be required. All control
information (processing history, mixdown

However, the limit of diagnostic capability was
reached in earlier de- bugging and listening
tests are currently used to identify "subtle
bugs," which are then traced and corrected.
Moorer added that a similar digital synthesizer
going to a commercial purchaser in the future
would probably exceed the current model's
speed requirements by a substantial margin.
It was explained, that the device was

,
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levels, etc.) is stored with the audio data.
Likewise, the onloading at the beginning of a
session can occur at the same time as the first
pass is made through the audio.

-

e

Console: Every control fully automated.
The console is fully assignable. Any slider
can be used to control any parameter. Visual
displays are used to present the current
assignment to a given control. The default
settings are arranged to be largely similar to
conventional mixing boards, although this is
not necessary. The user may tailor the
functional configuration of the board to suit his
own needs. Since no audio flows through the
board, individual physical layouts can be
constructed to a user's requirements if this
proves to be necessary.
All manipulations are recorded by computer
and can be edited. Any degree of grouping or
sub -grouping is allowed, not only with levels,
but with any processing, such as equalization,
flanging or reverberation.
The default configuration of the board itself
is set to resemble that of standard fully
automated desks to help reduce the time
required to familiarize oneself with the board.
One must remember, however, that the board
itself is programmable, and thus the functions
can be completely reassigned to any control or
group of controls. Different console setups are

remembered and may be recalled either
identically or with modifications.

Synthesis Facilities: Up to maximum
number of processing units.

Since the operations required for signal
processing are identical to the operations
required for music synthesis, part or all of the
budget of processing units may be used for
synthesis. This may be contolled by a standard
organ -like keyboard with sliders and buttons.
All of the standard synthesizer features are
available in polyphonic form. Complete

-6.25
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(top) Waveform of 45 msecs of sample: (bottom)

randomness may be added to diminish the
repeatability if desired. Synthesis may be
performed concurrent with recording, and
synthesized tracks may be considered to be in
no way different from any other audio tracks.

At the present time, the digital synthesizer
and associated software are the most
advanced components of the proposed
system. The design of the digital synthesizer
was a joint effort of the Center's research staff

and Systems Concepts, Inc., a hardware
prototyping firm in San Francisco that

manufactured the device. Since being

delivered in May, 1978, the digital synthesizer
has undergone extensive de- bugging by James
A. Moorer, a co- director at the center.
"We've gotten through all the easy bugs,"
said Moorer, who has a Ph.D. in computer
science. "Now we have bugs that only show up
in these immensely complex patches. You'll
hear a tisch, tisch, tisch here or a tacka, tacka,
tacka somewhere in there, every once in a
while. Even though the synthesizer has very
high speed logic, we find that some part in it will
not be quite fast enough. We then have to
replace it with a different issue of the same part
that has higher speed specs."
The digital synthesizer has a built -in

diagnostic capability to trace problems.

a 3

6.673
to

6.673

msecs portion from top waveform magnified.

designed to manipulate every aspect of sound.
This includes amplitude, phase, frequency,
and timbre. Included in the synthesizer, which
is a 20 bit integer device, are the following, all of
which are under direct computer control:

256 oscillators with separate and
independent amplitude and frequency
envelopes.
128 modifier units that can, depending on
mode, act as boost or cut resonators, white
noise filters, balanced or ring modulators, dual
input mixers and other functions.
An interconnection facility which provides
completely automated patching.
A total of 48K delay registers which can be
organized in up to 32 groups to accomplish
phasing, flanging, reverb and digital delay.
Four channels of audio output, expandable to 16.
The ability to generate several types of
waveforms.
"The standard waveforms produced by the
oscillators are sine, square, sawtooth and
pulse, or what we call band limited pulse, which
is frequency limited to a certain number of
components," said Moorer. "You can also
gang oscillators exactly phase- locked to do a
whole harmonic structure, and you can put
different envelopes on each one of them.
That's what we call additive synthesis. So for
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some very, very complex timbre, like the
violin, you might group 16 oscillators with
separate amplitude and frequency envelopes.
In that case, you could get 16 violins, which is a
pretty good violin section."
Three types of operation are possible.
Direct synthesis produces an entirely artificial
sound based completely on software. The
second operational format would take an
existing signal, direct synthesis or converted
analog, and modify it using any number of the
software -controlled processing capabilities.
(Typically, these would include equalization,

of CMC. Mazer, who has been active in
commerical recording for 17 years, has major
album credits as an independent producer.
The same sort of analysis could be used to
create software necessary to duplicate the
signature sound of an engineer or producer.
Research staff and Mazer emphasize that
synthesis and signal processing would not be
able to replace musicians because human
interpretation of a composition would be
lacking. However, digital capabilities would
allow highly sophisticated manipulation of

enhancement, filtering, compression, etc.)
Finally, synthesized program material could be
combined with converted analog performances
which is analogous to overdubbing.
It was pointed out that when recording
human performers, an acoustically "dead"
studio would be ideal. Reverberation from a
"live" studio would, it was explained, interfere
with reverberation that is added in post
production.
Fifteen years of effort have resulted in a
sophisticated inventory of programs on file,
written by students and researchers who have
worked at the Center. For instance, Moorer's
doctoral thesis on continuous musical sound
produced software programs for synthesizing
numerous musical instruments.
The computer terminal
a teletype
keyboard with video display terminal capable
of generating graphics
is used to input

-

program material is preserved as is the new
signal, which is also put in memory.
Because facilities and computer time are
shared with Stanford's Artificial Intelligence
Center, the digital research center is faced
with several handicaps in its present
operations. Recording fidelity is sacrificed

of program material easily modifies the
frequency spectrum, frequency, amplitude

and/or phase.

Commands for synthesis and signal
manipulation can be input from a device of any
design once appropriate software has been
developed. An analog -style mixing console
could be made for the system, if a user so
desired. However, dedicating controls to
specific functions, would, it was explained,
limit flexibility. An input device such as a

teletype keyboard is more appropriate,
because it can describe an electronic patch to

any signal processing function. Once the
manipulation has been performed, the
electronic patch "dissolves" and instruction
may be inputed for patches to other signal
processing functions. Hence, patch cables and
discrete signal processing devices found in
analog studios of today would be supplanted
by the software- directed digital synthesizer
manipulations.
Through spectral and other analysis, the
research staff says it could create software
routines that duplicate the function of virtually
any signal processing device currently in use.
To perform the analysis, the output of a signal
processing device would be compared with its

input. Comparison would indicate the
introduction of noise, harmonic distortion,
phasing and non- linear effects. Curves
representing the application of these effects
would be used for creation of software to
duplicate the function of the device.
That concept may even be taken a step
farther, according to Elliot Mazer, a principal
R-e/p 110

because of constraints of sharing the
structure. Also, recording and synthesis is
done in mono to conserve computer storage
capacity. The Center For Computer Research
in Music and Acoustics uses less than one -fifth

-

commands. To implement modification of
signal (analogous to mix -down) any individual
sample or group of samples can be extracted
from memory and be processed. Program
material that is extracted may take the form of
digital data or graphic displays. For example, a
portion of the material may be displayed as a
spectrum analysis graph. Thus, manipulation

software instruction capacity of several
hundred thousand bytes. By comparison, one
minute of mono program material that has
been recorded at a high sampling rate in any
digital recording system would need more than
a billion bytes just for storage. "If you start
talking about 32 tracks at a 50 kHz sampling
rate, the storage required is just stupendous,"
noted Moorer.
Program information is stored on what is
called an "unformatted" disk that is used for
simple playback. Editing and signal manipulation require transferring information from
unformatted disks to a main disk. "It's a work
a

disk versus a playback disk," explained
Moorer. The unprocessed or unedited

-

-

sequentially.
Most computer -based automated editing
systems used currently at analog studios have

of the computer time available within

Stanford's Digital Synthesizer
recorded signals. The synthesizer would be a
sophisticated tool to enhance recordings as
well as serve as a tool for composers and
arrangers.
The software approach to digital recording
permits a variable sampling rate from 20 kHz
to 50.4 kHz. The variable rate is a departure
from other digital systems with fixed sampling
rates. However, a more important stumbling
block to potential compatability with other
digital systems is, according to the Center, the
format of data. No standard exists for digital
recording of audio, although such a standard
does exist for data processing. '1 would very
much like to see everyone go to a simple
standard format, but I don't think that it's going
to happen right away," Moorer said.
The compatibility obstacle has been
overcome in a number of cases already,

Moorer added. The Stanford -developed
software has been sent to a handful of other
research institutions in the U.S. as well as in
Europe and converted to the format used by
the other centers. Moorer said that conversion
"hasn't been a particularly difficult job in these
instances."
Signal information that occupies 14 bits is
stored in 18 bit -blocks (bytes). "Every time you
do subsequent processing, you want to keep
some extra bits around to prevent any run off
processing error," explained Moorer.
error
This reserve capacity is to insure error -free
processing and preserve integrity of signals.
Samples are stored in packets of 4,000
bytes. Depending on the chosen sample rate,
that represents approximately one -fifth
second of program material. Because the
software is designed for random access to
data, packets are not necessarily stored

-

Stanford's total computer facility, under time
sharing arrangements. Using funds generated
from CMC operations the digital music
research center would move to a separate
facility and upgrade its operations.
The following hardware components would
be necessary to set up a Stanford- developed
digital recording system: A completely debugged digital synthesizer which would cost
approximately $120,000. A minimum of
$250,000 in computer hardware of a buyer's
choice would be needed to "drive" the system.
Converters would also be necessary.
CMC suggests that a Stanford -like digital

recording system with 32- or 48 -track
capability would be competitively priced "to
comparable state -of- the -art analog equipment."
As Elliot Mazer put it, "... some people are
building million, and million- and -a -half dollar
facilities that are in their view, the complete
state -of- the -art of what is available to them
today. They could in a year- and -a -half to two
years, spend the same amount of money and
wind up with a digital studio that would get
them everything that they have now ... plus."

SONY CREATES
NEW DIGITAL AUDIO

DIVISION; ANNOUNCES DIGITAL
RECORDING STUDIO
COMPONENTS
The family of digital audio products shown
by Sony at the recent 'AES' convention in New
York consists of their PCM 1600, a 16 bit
PCM adapter now in production and available
for immediate delivery. An all- digital mixer, the
DMX -800. The PCM -3200, an all digital

multi -track recorder. The DRX -1000 digital
reverberation unit, as well as a two channel AD/D-A converter and an additional laser read
audio disk playback system.
Statements by Mr. A. Morita, chairman of
the board of Sony Corporation, and Michael

Schulhof, president of Sony Industries
emphasized the importance Sony places on

establishment of the new Digital Audio
Division and the products introduced. Mr.
Morita likened the digital audio product

introductions to past Sony technical

breakthroughs such as the World's first solid
state videotape recorder in 1963. Mr. Schulhof
pointed to Sony's dominance in the broadcast
television market and predicted a parallel
course for Sony in digital audio.
The PCM -1600 is a two-channel PCM
processor for use with Sony's broadcast model U -Matic videocassette recorders and
editing equipment. Using this system, it is
possible for a studio to record a stereo master
or sub -master with better than 90 dB dynamic
range, distortion less than 0.05% over the
entire audio spectrum and at all levels up to the
limits of the PCM- 1600's wide dynamic range.
Wow and flutter are immeasurable, being
functions not of the mechanical irregularities of
a

tape transport but controlled by the

precision of a quartz sampling -rate clock.
There is no tape hiss or print- through.
U -Matic recorders are widely available,
reasonably priced, and compact. Electronic
editing for U -Matic tapes has been available for
some time. Editing and dubbing can be
performed in a direct digital -to- digital mode
through a video editing console, ensuring no
quality deterioration through generation after
generation. Using this system, separate takes
can be reassembled in any order without signal
quality loss (and without the end -to-end pitch
changes that can plague analog recorders).
As with other digital recording systems,
duplicate masters can be produced with no

generation loss.
An advanced error -correcting code has

been developed to ensure that missing
information is automatically detected and
replaced, eliminating the drop -out problem.
The PCM- 1600 also has facilities for
synchronization with videotape recorders and
other PCM audio units, for synchronized high
fidelity cine or video soundtracks, or for multichannel use. Using two video recorders and a
video editor, the PCM -1600 also allows
independent pitch and depth control when
cutting records.
Important specifications: Using 16 -bit linear
quantization, the sampling frequency is 44,056
Hz, allowing approximately six 16-bit words to
be recorded on each video horizontal scan
line, for a transmission rate of 3.5795
megabits /second.
The remainder of Sony's digital audio line
was shown as prototype equipment, to more
fully investigate additional user requirements.
The PCM -3200 Series Multitrack Digital
Recorders are to be available in models with 4
-

to 48 digital channels, plus analog and SMPTE

time -code tracks. The decks provide for
reliable electronic editing, are comparable in
size to conventional studio recorders, and

incorporate SMPTE time -code tracks for
electronic editing and multi -deck synchronization. Both digital and analog input and output
connections are provided, for interfacing with
both existing analog equipment and the new
generation of digital audio systems. Published
performance specifications for the 16 -bit
encoded system include: Dynamic Range of
over 90 dB, distortion better than 0.05% at all
frequencies from 20 to 20,000 Hz, and

frequency response flat within +0.5, -1.0dB
from 20. 20,000 Hz. Crosstalk is better than -90
dB, and wow and flutter are immesureable.
Tape speed is 22 :5 ips, permitting 40 minutes
of recording time on a 10 -inch reel. Production
versions, however, will run at 15 ips, for playing
time of 60 and 120 minutes. The PCM -3224
is a 24- channel machine, using one
inch tape; the 16- channel version (PCM -3216)
will also use one -inch tape. Two -inch tape will
be used by the 32- and 48- channel versions,
half -inch tape for the 8- channel version and
quarter -inch tape for the 2- and 4- channel
models.
Sony explains that the number of tracks is
greater than the number of channels, as the
format uses two tracks per channel to allow 3phase modulation, plus two analog audio
tracks and one SMPTE time code track. Fast
forward and rewind times are two minutes or
less for 10-inch reels.
The encoding format employs 16 bit linear
quantization, at switch selectable sampling
frequencies of 44.056 or 50.35 kHz, for
compatibility with other digital equipment

-

(including video -based recorders). The
packing density is 3072 bits per inch, or 20480
flux reversals/inch. Three -phase -modulated
recording provides higher recording density,
hence tape economy, even though the system
requires the use of two tracks per channel for
proper redundancy. Interleaving, and modified
crossword error -correction code effectively
corrects dropout errors up to 3840 bits (or
more than one-inch) in length. For code errors

beyond the system's correcting ability,
interpolation is carried out after error
detection.
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sound ultimately extend from microphone to
speaker. Hatfield also noted that preliminary
work on a studio console had begun.
While acknowledging that there has been

Dax-1000

PCM-3200

some industry discussion surrounding
standardization, presently delayed at the
request of the AES while it attempts to
determine legal status of such discussions,
3M's Bob Brown, marketing director for the
equipment division, said 3M feels it must
proceed into the market in behalf of the studios
and the technology. He observed that, in all
probability, it will be the day -to-day successful
use of systems that will determine what
standards studios will accept, rather than an
arbitrary decision at this point.
As to the announcements of other
companies preparing to enter the studio

market with digital recording equipment,
Brown said that this was anticipated and
welcomed. It's recognition of the superior
sound quality that digital can offer, and
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OMX-800

DMX -800 Digital Audio Mixer: Mixing
down from multi -track digital masters to twochannel digital submasters has heretofore
meant converting the signal from digital to
analog for use with conventional mixers and
consoles, then re- converting it to digital or
making an analog mixdown tape, with some
loss in quality as a result. The Sony DMX -800
has been designed specifically to mix 16 -bit,
professional- quality digital signals in real time,
with no analog process involved.
Operation and appearance of the mixer are
quite conventional. There are the usual slide type fader controls, echo (send and receive)
facilities for use with Sony's DRX -1000 digital
reverb unit, and analog -type peak program
level displays, plus instantaneous digital
overflow indicators. The level displays are 280 element plasma (bar- graph) displays rather
than conventional meters, having no physical
inertia to prevent true peak reading (peaks are
registered instantly, but the display's decline
from each peak is delayed slightly so the
human eye will have a chance to see it), and
can be grouped more closely together in multichannel arrays, for easier visual scanning.
The mixer has eight input and two output
channels. It is designed to mix 16-bit linear
quantized digital signals, as used by all other
Sony digital studio equipment, and can be
synchronized with either internal or external
sampling-rate docks. The internal clock offers
switch- selectable sampling rates of 44,056 and
50,350 Hz; maximum external clock rate is 56
kHz. The mixer can also be used with
conventional analog equipment, interfaced via
an A -D /D -A converter such as the newly
announced Sony ADA -1601.
Sony plans to develop more sophisticated
digital mixers with more than 8- channel
input/output, up to 48 channels. The primary
purpose for displaying the 8- channel mixer was
to investigate customer requirements,
including equalization specifications.

DRX -1000 Digital Reverberation

Device: Designed for direct connection to

16-

bit digital audio systems the DRX -1000 can
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also be used in analog systems, with the
addition of Sony's companion DAD -1601 A-

D/D-A Converter.
A built -in microcomputer allows front -panel
programming of any of four reverberation
modes. Reverberation mode selection is
stored in a non -volatile memory, which retains
its contents even when the system's power
switch is off. The DRX -1000 accepts digital
signals directly, and adds reverberation
digitally; there are no analog-digital conversions, unless the delay unit is linked to
conventional analog studio systems by an
external converter.
The DRX -1000 offers a range of initial delay

times from 0 to 100 milliseconds, with
reverberation times that range from 0 -20
seconds. Up to 90 dB of input -level attenuation
is available if required.
The use of digital techniques allows a signalto-noise ratio of 90 dB, distortion levels of
0.05 %, and frequency response that is flat from
within plus or minus 3 dB to 20,000 Hz, even at

minimum delay and reverberation -time
settings.
Manager of Sony's Digital Audio Products
Division is C. Roger Pryor, who is located at:

SONY INDUSTRIES
230 WEST HILL PLACE

CROCKER INDUSTRIAL PARK
BRISBANE, CALIFORNIA 94005
(415) 467 -4900

Artist's conception of 3M electronic digital
editing system.
confirms Hatfield's prediction made a year ago
that this technology will revolutionize sound
recording.
Regarding 3M's mastering systems, some
small changes have been made in the data and
parity deployment of signals on tape in the
interests of improving punch -in and editing
capabilities. The system also will incorporate
new styling of equipment to be produced
starting in mid -year 1979.
The disc lathe preview unit is an accessory
that delays a set of digital signals from the
master recorder while analog signals proceeed

to
3M ANNOUNCES DIGITAL
RECORDING REFINEMENTS:
DIGITAL EDITING SYSTEM
AND DISK LATHE PREVIEW
UNIT
CONSOLE BEING
DEVELOPED

-

The new digital equipment developments,
and announcement that deliveries of the first
32- channel, two -unit mastering systems have
begun, according to a statement by Marshall

Hatfield, vice president of 3M's Mincom
Division, verify the company's commitment to
the goal of making superior quality digital

www.americanradiohistory.com

a

conventional lathe controller that

optimizes the spacing (pitch) between disk
grooves. Because the delayed signals stay in
the digital domain through this additional
process, their integrity is maintained until the
end of the delay, resulting in equivalent quality
to the original recorder output.
The unit consists of a random access
memory (RAM), time generator and digital-toanalog converters. Signal delay is adjustable
up to 1.3 seconds. The unit can either be
incorporated into the master recorder or made
available as a self -contained, stand -alone unit
for optional use in the disk cutting room,
remote from the recorder.

r,
.r.
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Sequence Illustrates zoom feature of 3M s digital editing system. Visual representations of sound amplitude
on the video screen may be decreased or Increased in
magnitudes of enlargement to facilitate coarse and line visual Identification of appropriate edit points.
Sequences here zoom from resolution of six (upper left) down
to one (lower right), where each point on the display represents an individual 20 microsecond
sample.

The most significant announcement made
by 3M is of a programmable electronic digital
editing system for use with 3M's multi -channel
digital mastering system. This development,
an early prototype of which was demonstrated
with simulated recorder signals at the AES
meeting, was engineered jointly with Inter-

technology Exchange (ITX), Ltd., of
Hollywood, a research and manufacturing firm
with expertise in studio design. Availability of
the system probably will be in the fourth
quarter of next year.
According to Bob Youngquist, research
manager of Mincom, and Don Davis,
manager of digital systems development of
ITX, the editing console consists of a video
screen, a teletypwriter keyboard augmented
with special function keys and remote controls
for the 32- channel pre -mix and 2/4 track
master recorders.
An operator working with the system would
select the rough location point for an edit by
listening, but with the 3M system, he would

then be able to futher refine the appropriate

location by observing enlarged visual

representations of the sound amplitude on the
video screen. The display first shows 40
samples on either side of the tentative point
selected by listening. But, for a broader

perspective, a zoom function will pemit
observation of much more. Recorded time
codes control the precise definition of edit
points, while enabling microprocessor control
of execution with accuracy within 20
microseconds (one 50,000th of a second).
Insert editing (the inserting of new material
in a previously recorded section of a multitrack tape) involves keyboard definition of
punch -in and punch -out points, the execution
under microprocessor control in one tape
pass. This procedure also allows assembly of a
master track from multiple tracks of the same
performance, provided the takes are recorded
in sync on the same tape; it uses only one multitrack recorder.
Assembly editing, analogous to cut-and-

splice editing in traditional recording, allows
out -of- sequence building of a final multi -track
version through interim transfer from the 32track recorder at a different tape location. This
assembly is accomplished, three tracks at a
time, by transfer under editing system control

after the sequences and edit points are

defined. Edited masters of any required degree
of complexity may be assembled. The source
material is unaltered and the final product not
compromised by physical splices.
While the creative capabilities are said to be
greatly expanded by the system's sophistication, set -up sequences are interactive; the

system leads the operator through the

appropriate steps, asking for human decisions
at each step. An operator may preview the
effect of the finished edit before committing the
system to execute the actual copying.
The digital editing system and disk lathe

preview unit will be available under

a

lease /rental arrangement, as is the mastering

system.
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ANNOUNCING

A HARRISON COMPROMISE
Sorry competition.... price only.
Affordable automation is now even more affordable.
The Harrison 3624 and 2824 are now available at 10% off
for a limited time. Not a quality cutback. but a price rollback
so you can put some of the long GREEN... BACK in your pocket.
HARRISON SYSTEMS. INC.

PO Box 22964, Nashville, Tennessee 37202

!615,

Almost
NO COMPROMISE

HarrisonPi

834 -1184, TELEX 555133

NMProprietary Transformerless Microphone Preamplifier is available at
no extra cost in all 32C series consoles. Opening up a new world of sonic experience, it's a difference you can hear. Contact your Harrison distributor for a
demonstration. For those who would prefer, the traditional transformer mike pre amp continues to be available.

I/O module positions with VCA
4832C Master Recording Console.
OM
track recorders.
are ideal for mixing from two locked
grouping and
48

24
48 I/O modules also allow effective split operation. Record on one group of
modules and monitor on another group. Master modules may be placed in the
AUTOSET

center for easy access.
NM4432C Master Recording Console. A compact, light weight Harrison
made especially for remote recording and any other weight or space sensitive
application. Utilizing the standard 32C series modules, the Harrison 4432C does
not include wood trim or patch bays. It does come with all normal patch points
terminated in quick connect splice blocks for easy connection of full external
patching. All "normalled" patch points are looped with jumpers on splice blocks
so that full patching need not be installed for operation. A new compact alurnffnum frame and efficient wire routing keep weight extremely low for a full 44 X 3
console. The 4432C is ideal for studio applications where it is desired to customize
patching and cabinetry.

Harriso
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